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ABSTRACT 
Endomicroscopy is a recent development in biomedical optics which gives re-
searchers and physicians microscope-resolution views of intact tissue to comple-
ment macroscopic visualization during endoscopy screening. This thesis presents 
HiLo endomicroscopy and oblique back-illumination endomicroscopy, fast wide-
field imaging techniques with fluorescence and phase contrast, respectively. 
Fluorescence imaging in thick tissue is often hampered by strong out-of-focus 
background signal. Laser scanning confocal endomicroscopy has been developed 
for optically-sectioned imaging free from background, but reliance on mechanical 
scanning fundamentally limits the frame rate and represents significant complex-
ity and expense. HiLo is a fast, simple, widefield fluorescence imaging technique 
which rejects out-of-focus background signal without the need for scanning. It 
works by acquiring two images of the sample under uniform and structured illu-
mination and synthesizing an optically sectioned result with real-time image pro-
cessing. 
Oblique back-illumination microscopy (OBM) is a label-free technique which 
vi 
allows, for the first time, phase gradient imaging of sub-surface morphology in 
thick scattering tissue with a reflection geometry. OBM works by back-illuminating 
the sample with the oblique diffuse reflectance from light delivered via off-axis 
optical fibers . The use of two diametrically opposed illumination fibers allows 
simultaneous and independent measurement of phase gradients and absorption 
contrast. Video-rate single-exposure operation using wavelength multiplexing is 
demonstrated. 
vii 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
Optical imaging has unique advantages for biomedical research and clinical di-
agnostics over other traditional imaging modalities. Visible wavelengths offer 
much higher resolution than ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 
positron emission tomography (PET) or computed tomography (CT) can provide, 
allowing cellular and even sub-cellular resolution imaging all while using low-
power, non-ionizing radiation. The tradeoff of using visible wavelengths is re-
duced penetration depth due to tissue absorption and scattering. Depth penetra-
tion varies between techniques and tissues of interest but typically ranges between 
a few tens of micrometers to one or two millimeters. This restriction to imag-
ing near-surface structures may seem like a severe limitation at first, but many 
diseases, including most cancers, are associated with and can be detected by mi-
crostructural changes in thin, superficial epithelial layers of the skin or luminal 
surfaces of hollow organs accessible by endoscopy. 
1.1 Endoscopy 
An endoscope is a rigid or flexible tube that can be inserted into a bodily cavity and 
which serves as a conduit through which illumination and observation of luminal 
surfaces is possible, as well as transfer of instruments for manipulating or resect-
ing tissues for biopsy. Endoscopy is used in many body cavities where it goes 
by specialized names such as laryngoscopy (vocal folds), bronchoscopy (lungs), 
2 
esophagoscopy (esophagus), enteroscopy (small intestine), sigmoidoscopy (large 
intestine), colonoscopy (colon), colposcopy (cervix), hysteroscopy (uterus), laparo-
scopy (abdomen), cytoscopy (urinary tract), and others. 
Figure 1·1: Clinical endoscopy. a) Commercial sigmoidoscope 
featuring color video camera with 140° viewing angle and two 
working channels. Reprinted from Karl StOrz online catalog 
(www.karlstorz.com). b) Flat elevation of approximately 10 mm 
found in the sigmoid colon. Reprinted from (Sakai et al., 2012). 
Historically, disease detection with endoscopy was limited to macroscopic le-
gions visible under modest magnification and distinguishible by unusual growth, 
color or texture. The current gold standard diagnostic procedure is biopsy fol-
lowed by slicing and staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (Young et al., 
2009). Primary diagnosis is performed by a trained pathologist who observes 
the slices under a high-resolution benchtop light microscope. This protocol has 
several problems. The difficulty of differentiating benign from cancerous or pre-
cancerous legions under standard white light imaging necessitates the indiscrimi-
nate removal and biopsy of all detected legions. This introduces unnecessary risk 
of complications to the patient and extends time under anesthesia. It also wastes 
valuable resources including the time of endoscopists, technicians and patholo-
gists. Finally, fixing, staining, and imaging protocols are laborious procedures; 
several days typically separate biopsy and primary diagnosis. Thus, a minimally-
3 
invasive real-time diagnostic method that avoids biopsy is desireable. 
1.2 Endomicroscopy 
During the last two to three decades, advances in miniaturized optical systems 
have led to the field of endomicroscopy. Thin, often flexible, microscope-quality 
imaging probes are inserted in lieu of or in conjunction with clinical endoscopes. 
This allows high-quality observation of tissue microstructure to be achieved in vivo 
and in situ in real time without the need for tissue excision or laboratory proce-
dures. 
Currently, endomicroscopy is used to guide traditional biopsy during screen-
ing procedures, but a long-term goal is so-called optical biopsy- primary diagnosis 
made solely through the use of the endomicroscope probe. One striking difference 
between histology and endomicroscopy is the plane of view. In histology, tissue 
is typically sliced in a plane transverse to the luminal surface, proving a cross-
sectional view of the epithelium, while most endomicroscopy techniques image en 
face (in a plane parallel to the tissue surface). There are advantages and disadvan-
tages to either orientation. It should be noted that one technique, optical coherence 
tomography (OCT), described below, does image in planes transverse to the tissue 
surface and thus acquires images directly comparable to standard histology. 
1.3 Physiology of model tissues 
Endomicroscopy holds potential for imaging many sites throughout the body with 
varied physiology. In this work, two model systems were considered to be repre-
sentative of clinical and research application, respectively. 
4 
1.3.1 Gastrointestinal epithelium 
Cancers of the digestive system are a leading cause of cancer-related morbidity and 
mortality in the United States, with cancers in the esophagus, stomach, intestines, 
colon, and rectum collectively accounting for 12o/c. of new cancer cases and 13. 7o/c. 
of cancer deaths in the United States in 2012. Cancers of the oral cavity account 
for another 2.5% of new cancer cases and 1.-±% of cancer deaths during the same 
year (Siegel et al., 2012). The colon is a well-studied target for clinical screening 
procedures because of the high prevalence of cancers which present with macro-
and microstructural abnormalities detectable by endoscopy . 
0 submucosa----1 
(":;\ muscularis _j 
\.::..) extern a pro~ .: .. ~ ·_.~. 
.-.,.~..,.----lamina propia 
·+--muscularis mucosa 
'+--circular smooth muscle 
Figure 1·2: Cross-sectional view of superficial layers of the colon. 
Adapted from (Hidovic-Rowe and Claridge, 2005) 
Figure 1·2 shows the superficial layers of the colon that are optically accessi-
ble to endomicroscope probes. Optical properties of three major superficial layers 
summarized by (Hidovic-Rowe and Claridge, 2005) are reprinted in Table 1.1 . 
The mucosa, the most superficial layer, contains the epithelium comprised large-
ly of goblet cells. The highly glycosylated MUC2 mucin secreted by these cells 
results in a mucus layer stratified into a loose outer layer (approximately 100 11m 
in thickness) which is easily aspirated before imaging and a dense inner layer (ap-
proximately 50 11m in thickness) which adheres firmly to the epithelium (Atuma 
et al., 2001; Johansson et al., 2011). Normal mucus is optically clear. Other cell 
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Table 1.1: Optical properties of the colon. this thickness, Ps and f-1 0 
are the scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively, and g is 
the anisotropy factor. 
Layer th (/1m) 
CD mucosa 500 ± 100 
(2) submucosa 630 ± 220 
@ muscularis 800 ± 200 
externa propia 
t ex vivo measurements 
+>, = .515nm 
index 
1.38 
1.36 
1.36 
375 ± 225t 
375 ± 225t 
530 ± Jo+ 
g 
0.72 ± 0.2:3 
0.97 ± 0.02 
0.96 
types include colonocytes (absorptive cells), peptide hormone-secreting endocrine 
cells, and Paneth cells. 
The epithelial layer is characterized by invaginations into the underlying lam-
ina propia called crypts, which house the multipotent stem cells capable of produc-
ing all intestinal cell types. Frequent remodeling of the epithelium is thought to 
make these cells susceptible to oncogenic genetic events (Humphries and Wright, 
2008). Indeed, the earliest recognizable lesion in the colon is the monocryptal ade-
noma characterized by disruption of the crypt lumen. Figure 1·3 shows en face 
histology of colonic mucosa following biopsy. The images feature crypts in cross-
section with normal presentation as well as recognizable markers of dysplasia and 
thus underlying genetic abnormality. 
1.3.2 Chick embryo chorioallantoic membrane 
The developing chick embryo is a commonly studied organism in developmental 
l:Jiology. The chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) is a specialized, highly vascular-
ized membrane that is responsible for gas exchange between the embryo and the 
external environment, calcium absorption from the shell, and water and electrolyte 
reabsorption from the allantoic cavity (Gabrielli and Accili, 2010). The readily-
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Figure 1·3: Human colonic mucosa stained with H&E showing aber-
rant crypt foci. A) hyperplastic epithelium with serrated lumens. B) 
dilation of crypt lumens with no dysplasia. C) Dysplasia; crypts ex-
hibit slit-like lumens with varying orientation. Reprinted from (Ron-
cucci et al., 1991). 
accessible ectoderm layer of the CAM is the most superficial and supports a dense 
capillary plexus that forms rapidly between embryonic days 5 and 10 (E5 and E10). 
The underlying mesoderm layer supports dense concentrations of stromal cells, 
collagen fibers and larger blood vessels. The CAM has been used to study angio-
genesis, lymphangiogenesis, and tumor metastasis (Deryugina and Quigley, 2008; 
MacDonald et al., 1992), and at 20 - 100 p.m thick is of roughly comparable thick-
ness and vascularity as the human retina (Leng et al., 2004). 
shell membrane 
ect.~ epithelium -=-
~ -:::::------------- _::::-~ J ~-----=: ---
mesl &'~ ~= 
blood vessel~~ -:::=: 
end .~ ~..,:__ ---------...__,. ..__....-
allantois 
Figure 1·4: Transverse cartoon of the developing chick CAM. Ecto-
derm (ect.), mesoderm (mes.) and endoderm (end.) layers are iden-
tified. Adapted from (Gabrielli and Accili, 2010). 
Vasculature in the CAM is typically imaged in avo with fluorescence angiog-
raphy or ex situ under DIC microscopy (Deryugina and Quigley, 2008) or oblique 
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trans-illumination (MacDonald et al., 1992). 
Figure 1·5: Chick CAM en face under (a) fluorescence contrast and (b) 
differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. Adapted from 
(Deryugina and Quigley, 2008). 
1.4 Image formation preliminaries 
To discuss imaging systems, it is first necessary to introduce the basic imaging 
equations of a widefield microscope. This discussion will be limited to the inco-
herent transfer of intensity through -!.f imaging systems, and will be based largely 
from (Mertz, 2009). 
A 4:f imaging system is a canonical configuration of lenses depicted in Fig-
ure 1·6. 
Figure 1·6: The 4.f imaging configuration. Light intensity from the 
object plane (,Do) propagates to the image plane (p1) according to 
Eq. 1.1. The transmission function at the aperture plane (8, often 
a clear circular aperture, defines the point spread function (PSF). 
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1.4.1 Two-dimensional imaging 
Intensity propagates through a { f imaging system according to the following equa-
tion (Mertz, 2009): 
( __, ) S1o 1· PSF ( __, ~ ) ( __, ·) __, l1 Afp1 = 1112 . P1 - Po Io Po) d-po (1.1) 
where 10 (Po) and h (pJ) are the intensities observed at the object and image planes, 
respectively, p = {.r . . IJ} is the lateral position vector, and PSF (PJ is the point spread 
function which characterizes the imaging system. The magnification of the system 
AI = -.fd fo is the ratio of lens focal lengths. The numerical aperture (NA0 ) of the 
system when referenced to the object plane is defined as 
NAo = n sin (Bmax) (1.2) 
where n is the index of refraction of the medium and Bmax is the polar angle of 
the most oblique ray detectable by the imaging system. S10 is the pupil solid angle 
when referenced to the object plane. For circular clear apertures, this is given by 
27r Bmax 
S1o = j j sin () ' d()' d¢ = 27f( 1 - cos Bmax ) 
d>=O fJ'=O 
(1.3) 
For small angles, the lower orders terms of the cosine Taylor expansion may be 
used (cos()~ 1- 82
2 
), yielding the simpler 
(1.4) 
The small angle approximation is also known as the Fresnel approximation, which 
we will adopt throughout. In the Fresnel regime, S10 and N A0 are related by com-
bining Eqs. 1.2 and 1.4. 
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(1.5) 
Numerical aperture and solid angle are also magnified by the imaging system as 
N A 1 = 1111 N Ao 
01 = 1141 2 0o 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Thus, even for high-NA imaging systems collecting steep angles from the object, 
at high magnification, these ray angles demagnify to become almost collimated 
further in the optical path and at the image plane. For this reason, typically only 
the first lens in the detection optical system need be a sophisticated objective lens; 
for all other lenses simple plane or achromatic lenses suffice. 
As can be seen from Eq. 1.1, 4f imaging is cast as a convolution operation, with 
the PSF serving as the impulse-response of the linear, space-invariant system. Us-
ing linear systems theory, the imaging operation can also be viewed in the spatial 
Fourier domain. 
(1.8) 
where I(R1_ ) = J I(jf) exp ( -i2n"ji · R1_) d2pis the intensity spectrum, /?,1_ = {K:x, K:y} 
is the spatial frequency coordinate and Fourier conjugate variable of the position 
vector 0 and OTF(R1_ ) is the so-called optical transfer function. With this inter-
pretation, imaging is cast as a filtering of the object intensity spectrum with filter 
function OTF(Rj_ ). The PSF and OTF constitute a Fourier conjugate pair. For 4f 
imaging systems with circular apertures and no aberrations, the PSF and OTF are 
given by Eqs. 1.9 and 1.10 and are plotted in Figure 1·7. Imaging can be interpreted 
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as a low-pass filtering operation with maximum bandwidth !:l!f j_o = !:lp[/, where 
6.p0 = >. j2NA0 is the diffraction-limited resolution. 
PSF OTF 
,r 
I 1\ I 
I I\ I I I 
/ 
I I \ _//_ I J I p __ ':2_..._ K_,_ 
--I - 2 2 -1 ~Po - 1.0 -0. 5 0.5 1.0 ~K.._ ( l 
Figure 1·7: In-focus point spread function (PSF, Eq. 1.9) and optical 
transfer function (OTF, Eq. 1.10) for a ·41 imaging system with circu-
lar clear aperture. 
PSF(p) = j 6A:i0jinc2 ( 7r 6t.:_1_oP) 
~ [cos -I ( ":~, ) - " : ~' I - ( ":~J] 
0 otherwise 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
with jinc (r) = ~·h (x) is the jinc function with J1 (.r) the cylindrical Bessel function 
of order 1. 
1.4.2 Three-dimensional imaging 
Light microscopes using incoherent illumination are capable of producing high-
resolution images with very good contrast for suitably thin and well-focused sam-
ples. However, when imaging thick samples, the contrast from in-focus struc-
tures is undermined by contributions from out-of-focus regions. A thick object 
can be conceptually divided into a multitude of thin, contiguous transverse planes 
stacked along the optical axis. Only one of these planes is in perfect focus, and 
it is imaged according to the in-focus OTF described above (Eq. 1.10). All other 
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planes are in varying states of defocus and are imaged subject to various out-of-
focus OTFs. The final image acquired by the camera is the linear superposition of 
images from the in-focus plane as well as all of the out-of-focus planes. An excel-
lent approximation to the OTF of a 4.f system with a circular clear aperture as a 
function of defocus has been measured (Stokseth, 1969). 
OTF (r.: .l : :: ) ~ OTF(n:.l ; O)jinc ( 1!' .:6 h.lo7 ( 1 - ~:~u )) (1.11) 
2 3 
OTF(1rj_ : 0) ~ 1- 1.38 ( , l'i. J_ ) + 0.0304 ( , l'i. J_ ) + 0. 3-!-! ( ~l'i.J_ ) . 
-> lij_[) L> liJ_() ->l'i.j_() (1.12) 
with OTF (K:j_ ; 0) given exactly by Eq. 1.10 or approximated by Eq. 1.12 and ;,·. = 
n / >. the wavenumber. 
It can be seen from Fig. 1·8 that the OTF is a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency 
a strong function of defocus. The speed at which the OTF decays with defocus is a 
measure of axial resolution. It can be shown that the most axially resolved spatial 
frequency is b.h·.lo / 2, and that lower spatial frequencies have poorer axial reso-
lution- the worst being the DC term, which contains no axial information at all. 
The conclusion that can be drawn is that, roughly speaking, a standard microscope 
image contains full spatial frequency information arising from the focal plane and 
low spatial frequency information from the entire volume. This unwanted sec-
ond term is called out-of-focus background, and is one of the most fundamental 
problems in three-dimensional (3D) imaging (Mertz, 2009) . 
1.4.3 Optical sectioning 
Techniques that reject out-of-focus background are said to perform optical section-
ing. The desired result is an image reporting signal from the single in-focus section 
of a three-dimensional object. The requirement for optical sectioning is an OTF 
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Figure 1-8: a) Mixed representation surface plot of the 3D OTF 
(Eq. 1.11). b) The OTF as a function of spatial frequency at four de-
focus values. c) The OTF as a function of defocus for four spatial 
frequencies. 
that decays as a function of defocus for all spatial frequencies, including DC, or 
equivalently a three-dimensional PSF with confinement in all three spatial dimen-
sions. Not only does rejection of out-of-focus background improve image contras t, 
but it also permits the acquisition of stacks of images focused at different depths, 
which can be used to generate 3D renderings of thick samples. Optical section-
ing is quantified by two major parameters, the section thickness and sectioning 
strength. In the case of fluorescence, both parameters may be found by consider-
ing how the intensity signal from a thin fluorescent plane changes as a function 
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of defocus. The section thickness is commonly defined as the full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of this function, while the sectioning strength quantifies the 
rate of intensity decay for large defocus values (e.g. I :x lzl -n). 
1.4.4 Fluorescence 
One of the most important sources of contrast in biological imaging is fluorescence. 
Fluorescent molecules have the unusual property of absorbing incident light from 
one energy spectrum, and later emitting light from a distinctly different and lower 
energy spectrum (Lakowicz, 2006). The difference between absorption and emis-
sion wavelength maxima- the so-called Stokes shift, typically tens of nanometers 
-enables spectral separation of illumination from fluorescence emission. The flu-
orescence microscope is a dark-field instrument which illuminates the sample with 
light from the excitation energy spectrum and detects only light from the emis-
sion spectrum. The resulting images report the spatial distribution of fluorescent 
molecules with very high contrast compared to images from traditional transmis-
sion or reflectance microscopes. 
Oskar Heimstadt constructed the first fluorescence microscope to look at en-
dogenous autofluorescence in bacteria in 1911 (Heimstadt, 1911). In the next few 
decades the popularity of the instrument rose with the invention of fluorescent 
dyes used to stain non-fluorescent aspects of biological structures. Recently, Nobel 
Prize-winning works of Shimomura, Chalfie and Tsien led to the development of 
engineered green fluorescent protein and its variants, and has led to a revolution 
in the way biological experiments are carried out and interpreted (Frommer et al., 
2009). Indeed, over 20,000 publications involving GFP have been published be-
tween 1992 and 2008 (Ehrenberg, 2008). Staining techniques have become much 
more complex and powerful, and have motivated the creation of many exciting 
and new forms of microscopy. As rich as the fluorescence literature has become, 
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extremely few fluorophores have been approved by the Federal Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) for clinical use. Exceptions include fluorescein and indo-
cyanine green (ICG). While laboratory research with small animals continues to 
develop, the current regulatory environment is thought to be a major impediment 
to the progress of fluorescence imaging in humans. 
1.4.5 Phase microscopy 
Many biological samples are thin and insufficiently absorbing or fluorescent to be 
imaged under standard transmission _or fluorescence microscopes. Under these 
conditions, a source of endogenous contrast- variations of optical path length-
may be used to visualize the sample. Optical path length (OPL) is defined as 
OPL = /n (l)dl (1.13) 
c 
where C is the path through the material with spatially varying index of refrac-
tion, n = cjv, the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed of light in 
the medium. Samples where OPL variations dominate other forms of contrast are 
called phase objects because rays traversing different paths experience different 
phase delays. It can be shown that a well-aligned, well-focused widefield micro-
scope is insensitive to first-order phase variations, rendering phase objects nearly 
invisible (Mertz, 2009). There are myriad ways to image phase objects with spe-
cialized microscopes, including simply mis-aligning a traditional widefield micro-
scope. A few major methods are reviewed below. 
1.5 Review of imaging techniques 
In this section major optical imaging modalities relevant for endoscopy are re-
viewed. Techniques in clinical practice or trials will be discussed followed by 
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fluorescence and phase techniques in earlier stages of developement. There are 
relatively few phase sensitive techniques in clinical practice, so the phase imag-
ing section will be dominantly benchtop microscope techniques. The field of in 
vivo biomedical optics extends beyond microscopic imaging and includes pow-
erful non-imaging spectroscopic methods to collect information about epithelial 
cell nuclei, tissue metabolism, and biochemistry, as well as macroscopic imaging 
methods to measure tissue optical properties and quantify blood flow, tissue oxy-
genation, and other physiological parameters over wide fields of view. These tech-
niques are not considered here. Nor do we consider nonlinear techniques includ-
ing multiphoton microscopy, which, despite current investigations on endoscopic 
potential, generally requires expensive, complex and delicate pulsed laser sources 
which are prohibitively expensive for routine clinical screening procedure. 
1.5.1 Current clinical techniques 
Modern endoscopes are equipped with color video cameras with wide field of 
view macro lenses using fiber-guided illumination from xenon arc lamps or high-
brightness halogen bulbs. These white light sources span the visible electromag-
netic spectrum ( 400 - 700 nm) and approximate the sunlight spectrum, giving the 
endoscopist a natural view of the tissue. While this macroscopic videoendoscopy 
technique is sufficient to visualize gross morphology and detect large or obviously 
discolored legions, several contrast-enhancing methods have been developed to 
improve detection rates and enhance both sensitivity and specificity of screening 
procedures. 
Chromoendoscopy 
Since epithelial tissues typically offer insufficient reflection or back-scattering con-
trast, topical stains or dyes may be spray applied during white light videoen-
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doscopy. So called chromoendoscopy aims to enhance contrast for tissue identi-
fication, differentiation, and disease diagnosis. Stains are classified into three main 
classes (Song et al., 2007). Absorptive stains (e.g. Lugol's solution, methylene blue, 
crystal violet) identify specific epithelial cell types by preferential absorption or dif-
fusion across cell membranes. Contrast stains (e.g. indigo carmine) highlight sur-
face topography by diffusing through mucosal crevices. Reactive stains ( eg. congo 
red, phenol red) react with specific proteins causing a change in color. No stains are 
FDA-approved for the purpose of chromoendoscopy, however, and use to date is 
limited to research studies. Interpretation of staining patterns is subject to observer 
variation (Huang et al., 2004). Acetic acid is a weak acid sometimes used as a con-
trast agent as it denatures intracellular cytoplasmic proteins, whitening dysplastic 
squamous lesions of the cervix (Megevanda et al., 1996) and reddening Barrett's 
and gastric columnar epithelia in the esophagus (Guelrud et al., 2001). Chromoen-
doscopy is considered inexpensive and safe, but FDA approval and incorporation 
into standard clinical practice has thus far been precluded by lack of large-scale, 
randomized control studies. Recent commercialization of a contact-mode, high-
resolution imaging probe used with topical staining is known as endocytoscopy 
(E-C, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) (Sasajima et al., 2006). 
Digital chromoendoscopy 
Digital chromoendoscopy (DCE) also known as narrow band imaging (NBI) and 
"virtual chromoendoscopy" is a stain-free method of enhancing contrast of the vas-
cular network and surface texture of the mucosa. This is achieved by stroboscop-
ically illuminating the tissue with white light filtered by a bank of narrow color 
filters (NBI, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), or by digital image processing of red-green-
blue (RGB) color videos (Fujinon Intelligent Color Enhancement (PICE), Fujinon, 
Saitama, Japan and 1-Scan, Pentax, Tokyo, Japan). Studies suggest that DCE may 
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Figure 1·9: Gastrointestinal tissue under chromoendoscopy. A) Hy-
perplastic colonic polyp under indigo carmine. B) Basic regions (yel-
low) of the colonic mucosa stained with phenol red indicating in-
fection with Helicobacter pylori. C) Regions of esophagus unstained 
by Lugol's solution indicate squamous cell carcinoma. D) Special-
ized intestinal metaplasia in Barrett's esophagus patient after wash-
ing with acetic acid. Adapted from (Eisen et al., 2002; Cho et al., 2008; 
Katada et al., 2005; Guelrud et al., 2001). 
be useful for visualizing microvasculature (Song et al., 2008) and differentiating 
adenomatous from hyperplastic polyps in the colon (Lee et al., 2011). 
Autofluorescence imaging 
Autofluorescence imaging (AFI) is a stain-free technique which uses endogenous 
molecules such as collagen, flavins, and porphyrins as fluorescence contrast agents. 
AFI may be useful for detection of early squamous cell carcinoma in the esopha-
gus (Yoshida et al., 2009), but has shown poor specificity in detecting high-grade 
dysplasia in Barrett's esophagus (Curvers et al., 2009) and differentiating adeno-
matous from hyperplastic polyps in the colon (Boparai et al., 2009). The high sen-
sitivity but low specificity of API may make it well-suited for multi-modality ap-
proaches. 
Confocal endomicroscopy 
The most abundant optical sectioning technique is confocal microscopy (Minsky, 
1961). Instead of illuminating the sample uniformly, a confocal microscope illu-
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minates with light focused down to a diffraction-limited spot. Fluorescence or 
reflectance from this spot is then imaged with detection optics not onto a camera, 
as is the case with widefield detection, but onto an area detector shielded by a pin-
hole. In this configuration, the pinhole limits efficient light collection to a small 
focal volume. This focus spot must then be scanned across the sample to gener-
ate a complete image (Sheppard and Sharma, 2001). The rate of signal decay with 
defocus distance, z, is termed sectioning strength. Signal decay for confocal micro-
scopes scales with lzl- 2 for large defocus. This optical sectioning ability comes at 
the cost of complex electromechanical scanning equipment and inherently reduced 
frame rate. 
Fluorescence confocal endomicroscopy 
Fluorescence is commonly used as a contrast agent to visualize the microstructure 
of gastrointestinal tissues. Tissue is made fluorescent via intravenous application 
of fluorescein sodium (5- 10 mL of lOo/c. solution in saline) or topical application of 
acriflavine hydrochloride (0.05% in saline) (Hoffman et al., 2006). These staining 
techniques penetrate very deep in the tissue, motivating the use of optical section-
ing techniques to view only the diagnostically relevant epithelial and mucosal lay-
ers. Fibered confocal fluorescence endomicroscopy is a leading technology used 
to capture such images (Cellvizio, Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France). In this 
configuration, a thin, flexible imaging fiber bundle is inserted through the acces-
sory channel of a traditional endoscope and is used to deliver excitation light and 
collect fluorescence signal from the target tissue. The principle is the same as stan-
dard confocal microscopy, with the limited aperture of individual fiber optic cores 
serving the role of the confocal pinhole. 
A non-fibered confocal probe integrated into the distal tip of a conventional 
upper endoscope has been commercialized (Pentax, Tokyo, Japan) which offers 
Photodetector 
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Figure 1·10: Schematic principle of fibered confocal microscopy. 
Reprinted from (Vercauteren, 2008). 
superior spatial resolution (0. 7 jJm versus lJ-lm) and inferior temporal resolution 
(1.2 frames per second (fps) versus 12 fps) compared with the fibered system. The 
fibered system is sometimes identified as probe-based confocal laser endomicroscopy 
(pCLE) and the non-fibered system as endoscopic (eCLE). 
Commercial confocal fluorescence endomicroscopes have been used to screen 
for colorectal cancer (Kiesslich et al., 2004), ulcerative colitis (Kiesslich et al., 2007), 
and Barrett's esophagus (Becker et al., 2008). The reliance on high speed mechani-
ca] scanning systems makes the instrument prohibitively expensive for some hos-
pitals and basic science laboratories. The need for point scanning also limits the 
effective frame rate, although a line-scanning confocal endomicroscope recently 
demonstrated scan speeds of 7 fps, and up to 50 fps, but at the expense of reduction 
in image quality (Tsai et al., 2010). 
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Figure 1·11: Confocal laser endomicroscopy (eCLE) of the normal 
colon using intravenous fluorescein. a) Normal aspect of colon mu-
cosa showing regular architecture of crypts and capillaries of lamina 
propia. b) Epithelial layer showing dark shadows in the lumen of the 
vessels representing the red blood cells. Reprinted from (Gheonea 
et al., 2011). 
Reflection confocal endomicroscopy 
Laser scanning confocal imaging systems based on tissue reflection have been de-
veloped (Rajadhyaksha et al., 1995). The contrast in reflection confocal is derived 
from back-scattering from melanin, keratin, and collagen. Several commercial in-
struments are available for imaging of skin (Tandem Scanning Microscopy, No-
ran, Inc., Madison, Wisconson, USA; VivaScope, Lucid, Inc., Rochester, New York, 
USA). The scanning equipment of traditional confocal systems limits scan rates 
to a few fps and makes miniaturization difficult. For these reasons, traditional 
reflection confocal systems have not gained traction outside of dermatological ap-
plications. Several improved methods have been presented in recent years. 
Dual-axis reflectance confocal uses offset illumination and detection axes sepa-
rated by '"'"' 60° to maintain high spatial resolution while using miniaturized, low-
NA optics (Wang et al., 2003b; Liu et al., 2006). Post-objective scanning with mi-
croelectromechanical systems (MEMS) mirrors allows three-dimensional volume 
a) 
c) crypt 
lumen 
lamina 
propia colonocytes 
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Figure 1·12: Dual-axis confocal microscopy. a) Principle of small 
probe volume from overlap of two low-NA illumination and detec-
tion volumes. b) Ex vivo colonic mucosa in cross section showing 
morphological and cellular features. c) Colonic mucosa en face. d) 
H&E-stained histology matching (c). Adapted from (Wang et al., 
2003a; Liu et al., 2006). 
scanning (Wang et al., 2003a). Dual-axis reflection confocal has been used to image 
normal esophageal mucosa (Wang et al., 2003b; Wang et al., 2003a) and normal, 
hyperplastic and adenomatous colonic mucosa ex vivo (Liu et al., 2006). Image ac-
quisition above 1 frame per second has not been demonstrated to date, severely 
limiting its application in moving in vivo samples. 
Reflection confocal with proximal scanning across the surface of a flexible imag-
ing fiber bundle has been demonstrated with gastroesophageal tissue ex vivo using 
a 6.9 mm diameter mini-objective (Yoshida et al., 2007) and in vivo using a 2.6 mm 
micro-objective (Nakao et al., 2008) at 12 fps. Background signal from stray re-
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flections within the instrument was suppressed by using pulsed excitation and 
time-gating the detection. 
Spectrally-encoded confocal microscopy (SECM) (Tearney et al., 1998) is a strat-
egy to improve acquisition speed by wavelength multiplexing. In this method, a 
broadband source is transferred through a thin and flexible single mode fiber and 
spectrally dispersed by a grating (Tearney et al., 1998) or grism (Pitris et al., 2003) 
at the distal tip. After reflection, the wavelength components are recombined and 
the reflectivity as a function of wavelength (and thus position) is found by mea-
suring the collected spectrum. The orthogonal spatial dimension can be scanned 
via rotating the single mode fiber. Advantage of SECM is simplicity of the probe 
at the distal end, which facilitates miniaturization, and a high number of resolv-
able points free from fiber core artifacts. Video rate imaging (30 fps) of human skin 
in vivo (Boudoux et al., 2005), pediatric volcal folds ex vivo (Boudoux et al., 2009), 
gastrointestinal tissue ex vivo (Kang et al., 2010), and alveolar structures ex vivo 
(Unglert et al., 2012) has been demonstrated. 
Optical coherence tomography 
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Huang et al., 1991) is an interferometric 
technique which uses coherence gating to provide depth-resolved reflectivity. At 
the most basic level, an OCT system is comprised of a Michelson interferometer 
with biological tissue as the sample arm reflector and a flat mirror as the refer-
ence reflector. Scanning (Suter et al., 2008) and full-field configurations (FF-OCT) 
(Dubois et al., 2002) have been used to image scattering biological tissue with high 
axial and lateral resolution. OCT has achieved considerable commercial success, 
especially in the ophthalmic market (Stratus, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany; 
Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Carlsbad, California, USA). OCT has many 
configurations, but often requires expensive lasers, has limited frame rates, and 
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suffers from speckle noise and sensitivity limited to phase gradients in the axial 
direction. 
Orthogonal polarization spectral imaging 
Orthogonal polarization spectral imaging (OPS) is an elegant method for enhanc-
ing absorption contrast of microvasculature (Slaaf et al., 1987; Groner et al., 1999). 
The technique uses a polarizing beam splitter to illuminate the sample with lin-
early polarized green light and collect the orthogonal polarization. Since polar-
ization is randomized only after multiple scattering events (and after traveling 
deep within the tissue), the vasculature appears to be back-illuminated by a vir-
tual source about one transport mean free path under the tissue surface. OPS has 
been used to observe cortical blood flow during stroke (Pennings et al., 2004), mea-
sure endothelial glycocalyx damage in diabetes patients (Nieuwdorp et al., 2006), 
and monitor microcirculation during sepsis (Boerma et al., 2005). A commercial 
instrument is available (Cytoscan TM, Cytometrics, Philadelphia, USA). 
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Figure 1·13: Orthogonal Polarization Spectral Imaging (OPS). 
Adapted from (Groner et al., 1999). 
Sidestream dark-field imaging 
Sidestream Dark-Field Imaging (SDF) is another clinically-evaluated method for 
visualizing microvasculature (Ince, 2005) where a ring of green light-emitting di-
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odes (LEDs) are used to illuminate the tissue and a magnifying lens system is in 
contact with the tissue so as to block direct reflections. The side illumination bathes 
the tissue and erythrocytes appear as dark moving cells in a uniform background. 
SDF has been used to observe basic microcirculatory parameters of skeletal muscle 
and ileal serous surface microcirculation in rats (Turek et al., 2008). A commer-
cial instrument is available (Micros can TM , Micro Vision Medical, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands). 
a) Video camera b) 
Light guide 
Figure 1·14: Sidestream Dark-Field Imaging (SDF). A ring of LEDs 
side-illuminates microcirculation and a magnifying lens creates an 
image onto a camera. Erythrocytes are observed as dark moving 
cells. Adapted from (Turek et al., 2008; Ince, 2005). 
1.5.2 Endoscope techniques in development 
Light sheet 
One strategy to obtain optical sectioning in a fluorescent scample is to limit the 
excitation to the focus plane, thereby avoiding the generation of out-of-focus back-
ground altogether. This technique goes by many names, including ultramicroscopy 
(Siedentopf and Zsigmondy, 1903), seletive plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) 
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(Huisken et al., 2004), and light sheet (Mertz and Kim, 2010), and is typically done 
by illuminating the sample from the side by passing a collimated beam through a 
cylindrical lens, generating the so-called light sheet. A detection objective is then 
oriented orthogonally such that the focus is co-planar with the generated light 
sheet. The advantage of this system is simple and fast widefield detection, and 
the ability to operate in dark-field scattering as well as fluorescence modes. A dis-
advantage is the need for samples with low scattering and absorption, as the light 
sheet broadens as it propagates through scattering media and strong absorbers 
cause streak-like shadow artifacts. Another downside is the need for a relatively 
complex sample chamber, although an endoscope version somewhat free from the 
sample chamber requirement has been recently demonstrated (Engelbrecht et al., 
2010). 
Figure 1·15: MiniSPIM endomicroscope, a moderately invasive in 
vivo probe. Reprinted from (Engelbrecht et al., 2010). 
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Structured illumination 
Another strategy for fluorescence optical sectioning is structured illumination mi-
croscopy (Karadaglic and Wilson, 2008). In this technique, the object is illumi-
nated incoherently with spatially modulated intensity, which may be achieved by 
projecting the image of a transmission grid pattern onto the focus plane of the 
objective. As the image of the grid is subject to an illumination OTF, in-focus 
structures are subject to high-contrast patterned excitation while defocused struc-
tures are essentially uniformly excited. Collecting fluorescence emission is subject 
to a detection OTF which further blurs out any residual contrast from defocused 
structures. A series of exposures are acquired while laterally translating the grid 
and a reconstruction algorithm identifies the modulated component of the image 
series, synthesizing the optically sectioned image. The sectioning in structured il-
lumination depends on the rate of decay of grid contrast with defocus (see Eq. 1.11 
and Fig. 1·8c). A tradeoff in the choice of spatial frequency exists with larger spa-
tial frequencies yielding faster decay rates and better sectioning, but also exhibit-
ing weaker contrast. If the grid contrast falls below the noise floor, the technique 
fails. Structured illumination is also very sensitive to sample motion, imperfec-
tions in the grid, and imprecise grid shifting, all leading to grid artifacts in the 
reconstructed image. Endomicroscope configurations have been reported with a 
rigid Hopkins-type endoscope (Karadaglic et al., 2002), as well as through a flexi-
ble fiber bundle (Bozinovic et al., 2008). 
Dynamic speckle illumination 
Fluorescence optical sectioning has been demonstrated in a flexible fibered endo-
scope using dynamic speckle illumination (DSI) (Yin et al., 2008). In this tech-
nique, multiple widefield fluorescence images are acquired of the sample illumi-
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nated by a set of statistically independent laser speckle patterns. Fully-developed 
Laser speckle supplies a high contrast excitation pattern through the tissue, but 
the imaged speckle only retains contrast near the focal plane. A temporal root 
mean squared (rms) filter applied to the collected set of speckle images extracts 
the in-focus contributions. DSI has demonstrated effective optical sectioning in 
still samples in a microscope setting (Ventalon et al., 2007), but a major weakness 
of the technique is the requirement to acquire many tens of images to sufficiently 
reduce speckle noise in the final computed image. The endoscopy demonstration 
required approximately 5 min per exposure, which is inadequately slow for real-
time imaging in the clinic. 
HiLo 
HiLo microscopy was recently introduced as a new approach for widefield fluores-
cence optical sectioning that is fast, flexible, and robust in scattering tissues (Lim 
et al., 2011; Mertz et al., 2009). The technique uses hybrid uniform and structured 
illumination to separate the in-focus image from out-of-focus background. In one 
embodiment, illumination structure is provided by laser speckle, a random inten-
sity pattern that arises when a coherent field tmdergoes highly multiple scatter-
ing. A fluorescent sample is excited by this high-contrast, high-frequency pattern 
throughout the volume. The emitted fluorescence is incoherent and subject to a de-
tection OTF which transmits full-resolution information from the focal plane and 
filtered information from defocus planes. A second image is then obtained under 
tmiform illumination, which can be generated by randomizing the speckle pattern 
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continuously during the camera integration time. These two images are termed 
the structured and uniform images, respectively. 
Once obtained, a reconstruction algorithm synthesizes an optically sectioned 
image. Several methods have been developed (Lim et al., 2008; Santos et al., 2009; 
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Figure 1·16: a) The speckle HiLo microscope setup. b) Simulated in-
focus speckle illumination profile. c) Simulated uniform illumination 
profile. Reprinted from (Lim et al., 2011). 
Lim et al., 2011; Muro et al., 2011). One strategy is first to compute the local con-
trast between the structured and uniform images. As out-of-focus structures ap-
pear uniformly illuminated in both images, these signals provide no contrast and 
therefore are removed. Instead, local contrast arises dominantly from variations in 
illumination structure, which are apparently strongest at the focal plane. The com-
puted contrast image is used as a weighting function which modulates the uni-
form image yielding an optically sectioned image, albeit one corrupted by speckle 
noise. A spatial low-pass filter is applied to reduce the speckle noise, resulting 
in an optically sectioned but band-limited image, termed the "low image." Tore-
cover the missing high frequency information, a complementary high-pass filter is 
applied to the original (non-modulated) uniform image; the result is termed the 
"high image." It should be emphasized that high spatial frequencies are automati-
cally axially resolved due to the detection OTF. The final step of the synthesis is to 
fuse the low and high images together. 
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Figure 1·17: Volumetric imaging of a mouse brain hippocampus slice 
(100 fJm thick) labeled by cytoplasmic EGFP by in utero electropora-
tion. Z-stacks comprising 200 slices with 0.5p,m step size were ac-
quired with a speckle HiLo microscope. a) Standard widefield micro-
scope image, b) HiLo microscope image using speckle illumination 
(Lim et al., 2011). c) Integrated intensity from a thin fluorescent plane 
as a function of defocus, : , obtained with different O" u•· Reprinted 
from (Lim et al., 2011). 
Speckle HiLo can be viewed as a variant of structured illumination, but has 
several advantages. First, the performance of the technique does not rely on an ex-
act knowledge of the illumination pattern, only the illumination statistics, which 
are well understood (Goodman, 2007). An important character of laser speckle 
is the contrast is unaffected by even strong scattering in the tissue. This makes 
speckle HiLo more robust to scattering samples than standard structured illumi-
nation. HiLo also requires fewer exposures, which improves acquisition speed 
and reduces motion artifacts. The sectioning strength of speckle HiLo is lzl- 1, but 
can be improved to lzl-:3; 2 with the application of a band-pass pre-filtering step 
(Ventalon et al., 2007). A well designed band-pass filter not only improves the sec-
tioning strength, but also adjusts the width of the optical sectioning. The ability 
of on-the-fly adjustment of sectioning strength is made even more advantageous 
considering the ability to produce multiple sections a posteriori by reprocessing the 
same data (Lim et al., 2011). 
Laser speckle has its advantages for HiLo but is not the only choice of illumina-
tion contrast. HiLo based on grid-illumination has been demonstrated in a micro-
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scope using incoherent LED illuimation, with a flexible fibered endoscope using 
a spatial light modulator (SLM) (Santos et al., 2009), and in a scanning light sheet 
configuration (Mertz and Kim, 2010). Like structured illumination, which shares 
the grid illumination scheme, the optical section width in HiLo depends on the 
choice of the grid frequency. Unlike structured illumination, HiLo is insensitive to 
imperfections in the grid structure or placement. 
1.5.3 Phase contrast 
Fluorescence contrast is a form of exogenous contrast, meaning a stain must be 
introduced. A useful endogenous, or naturally occurring, form of contrast is op-
tical path length variations which do not reflect significant power but change the 
phase of transmitted light fields. Phase microscopy is widely used for obtaining 
high-resolution, label-free images of biological tissue. There are many methods to 
measure sample-induced phase shifts. 
Zemike phase contrast 
Zernike phase contrast (PC) is one of the oldest and most commercially successful 
techniques for measuring thin, nearly transparent phase objects (Zernike, 1935). 
Zernike had the insight that light trans-illuminating such objects divides into two 
groups: a diffracted beam which interacts with the sample and a ballistic beam 
which does not. Since the diffracted beam incurs a 1r / 2 phase shift relative to the 
ballistic beam, the two are, by definition, in quadrature and therefore cannot inter-
fere at the image plane. The diffracted intensity is then overwhelmed by the much 
' 
stronger ballistic intensity. Zernike found that adding an additional 1r / 2 phase 
shift to the ballistic beam induces interference between the diffracted and ballistic 
beams, revealing the phase image. This is accomplished by introducing a phase 
mask in the aperture plane (or Fourier plane) of the microscope, where the ballistic 
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beam is concentrated along the optical axis and the diffracted beam is distributed 
over the aperture. For efficient separation of the two beams, the illumination must 
be fully spatially coherent, which results in precipitous loss of power when using 
an incoherent light source like a lamp, or requires the use of laser illumination. 
The intensity observed at the image plane lacks quantitative information and is 
typically degraded by halo artifacts. 
Fourier filtering techniques 
There are many modern variations on the theme of coherently trans-illuminating a 
thin, transparent sample and introducing some form of mask in the Fourier plane. 
Schlieren microscopy (Lowenthal and Belvaux, 1967; Ojeda-Castaneda and Berr-
iel Valdos, 1979) is a clarkfield method derived from Foucault's knife-edge test for 
measuring the form of telescope mirrors. The technique consists of trans-illuminat-
ing a phase sample with collimated light and introducing an opaque mask in the 
Fourier plane which blocks exactly half of the aperture, including most or all of 
the ballistic beam. Phase sensitivity arises from the reduction in ballistic intensity 
and blocking of half the diffracted beam. A disadvantage of Schlieren microscopy 
is the loss of transmitted power due to the knife-edge. 
Hoffman contrast microscopy (Hoffman and Gross, 1975a; Hoffman and Gross, 
1975b) uses partially coherent slit illumination and an amplitude mask called the 
modulator in the detection Fourier plane to garner phase sensitivity. The modula-
tor is comprised of three parallel zones with transmission of 1%, 15%, and 100%. 
The asymmetry of zones one and three preferentially attenuates phase gradients 
along one direction. The middle zone reduces the ballistic light and improves 
phase gradient contrast. The resulting images show phase gradient relief against a 
gray background. A disadvantage of Hoffman contrast microscopy is attenuation 
of transmitted power. 
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Figure 1·18: The Hoffman modulation contrast microscope. a) Setup 
and description of modulator. b) Human epithelil cheek cell under 
Hoffman contrast. Cell nucleus and cytoplasmic granules are ob-
served. Adapted from (Hoffman and Gross, 1975b). 
Spiral phase (Bernet et al., 2006) microscopy introduces a Fourier mask with 
phase proportional to exp ( i¢) where ¢ is the azimuthal angle in a plane transverse 
to the light propagation direction. This filter function is a two-dimensional gen-
eralization of the one-dimensional Hilbert transform. The resulting images show 
isotropic enhancement of phase edges. This technique has the advantage of high 
efficiency (intensity is redistributed, not attenuated) and can be made quantita-
tive by acquisition of several images while phase-stepping the mask (Bernet et al., 
2006). 
Recent variations of the theme of Fourier filtering have used spatial light mod-
ulators (SLMs) to more precisely control the filter functions, allowing interesting 
phase senstivities (Kim and Popescu, 2011; Kim et al., 2012) or phase stepping for 
quantitative imaging (Wang et al., 2011). All of the Fourier filtering techniques 
described require spatially coherent illumination, which limits both spatial resolu-
tion and illumination power available from common halogen and xenon arc lamps. 
Laser illumination may be used at the cost of coherent noise such as laser speckle. 
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Differential interference contrast 
Differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC) (Nomarski, 1955) is a widely 
used technique that uses sample phase gradients for contrast. Incoherent, linearly 
polarized illumination passes through a Wollaston prism which splits the field into 
two laterally sheared copies with orthogonal linear polarization states. After pass-
ing through the sample, the fields traverse a second Wollaston prism which re-
combines the fields which interfere behind a second polarizer. The resulting image 
has a pseudo-3D relief effect which gives the appearance of obliquely-illuminated 
topology. Nonlinear mixing of amplitude and phase information and incompati-
bility with birefringent samples or sample holders are well known disadvantage 
of DIC. These limitations can be overcome by combinations of phase- and shear-
shifting (Arnison et al., 2004; Shribak et al., 2008) and by limiting the use of bire-
fringent optical components to the detection path (Danz et al., 2004). 
Digital holography I interferometry 
Digital holography and interferometry can be used to quantitatively recover sam-
ple amplitude and phase and allow numerical refocusing (Yamaguchi and Zhang, 
1997; Hogenboom et al., 1998; Cuche et al., 1999; LeClerc and Collot, 2000; Popescu 
et al., 2004; Novak et al., 2005; Ikeda et al., 2005; Popescu et al., 2006), but re-
liance on spatial coherence leads to speckle noise and typically requires complex 
setups with high mechanical stability. A white light interferometer with greatly 
reduced speckle noise has been demonstrated (Bhaduri et al., 2012). While en-
doscopic implementations, termed microholography, have been demonstrated for 
intra-cavity biological inspection (Coquoz et al., 1995; Kemper et al., 2000), over-
whelming speckle noise greatly limits the usefulness of the technique. 
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Figure 1·19: DIC microscopy. a) Typical setup. b) Traditional phase 
gradient DIC image of Vorticella . c) Gradient magnitude computed 
from quantitative DIC image. d) Integrated absolute phase com-
puted from quantitative DIC image. Reprinted from (Arnison et al., 
2004; Shribak et al., 2008). 
Oblique illumination I oblique detection 
Techniques based on oblique illumination (Stewart, 1976; Kachar, 1985; Dodt et al., 
1999; Mehta and Sheppard, 2009), oblique detection (Yasuda et al., 2004; Iglesias, 
2011; Parthasarathy et al., 2012; Iglesias and Vargas-Martin, 2013), or combinations 
thereof (Yi et al., 2006; Chu and Mertz, 2012) use spatially incoherent white light 
sources and thus offer high-resolution, speckle-free images with increased illumi-
nation power compared with coherent techniques. In a transmission widefield 
imaging system, light throughput is proportional to the overlap of the illumina-
tion and detection pupil functions. Local phase gradients in the sample have the 
effect of tilting transmitted rays, which translates the illumination pupil with re-
spect to the detection pupil, resulting in a change of light transmission and thus 
detected intensity. 
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Figure 1·20: Principal of oblique illumination widefield microscopy. 
An incoherently illuminated condenser aperture is split into left (L) 
and right (R) sub-apertures by a removable block. With the block 
in place, the sample plane is obliquely illuminated. An image of 
the illumination sub-aperture is formed on the back focal plane of 
the objective, where the detection pupil partially blocks light from 
transmitting. Concurrently, the image of the sample is formed at 
the camera plane. Local phase gradients in the sample tilt the trans-
mitted beam, which translates the image of the sub-aperture with 
respect to the detection pupil, leading to changes in intensity and 
thus phase-gradient sensitivity. a) Phase-gradient contrast image of 
H&E-stained muscle obtained by subtracting raw images using left-
and right-illumination. b) Amplitude contrast image obtained by 
adding the raw images. d) Unblocked, symmetric illumination im-
age which reports amplitude only and displays no phase-gradient 
contrast. Adapted from (Mehta and Sheppard, 2009). 
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1.6 Thesis overview 
The topic of this dissertation is to report the development of two novel endomi-
croscopy techniques that further the field towards the goal of optical biopsy. The 
first, HiLo endomicroscopy, is a fast widefield fluorescence technique that per-
forms background signal rejection without the need for scanning, enhancing con-
trast of in-focus structures compared with widefield imaging. The second tech-
nique, oblique back-illumination endomicroscopy (OBM), simultaneously and in-
dependently images absorption and lateral phase gradients, revealing sub-surface 
microstructure in thick scattering tissue. 
Both HiLo and OBM are differential digital techniques. That is, they acquire 
images pairwise while toggling illumination conditions and require image pro-
cessing to achieve the desired output image. Endomicroscope probes are typically 
held and manipulated remotely during imaging, which presents a shaky, unstable 
environment. Additional sources of motion include patient movement, peristal-
sis, and cyclic cardiopulmonary motion. For this reason, and due to dynamics 
within the tissue itself, time delay between paired acquisition was minimized (and 
eliminated when possible) to minimize motion artifacts. Real-time visual feed-
back can be critical for the endoscopist to steer and manipulate the probe during 
the procedure, so video-rate acquisition, image processing and display are heavily 
emphasized throughout. 
The chapters follow ing further introduce and describe these techniques. Theo-
retical image formation theory is presented and experimental results are compared 
with existing techniques. 
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Chapter 2 
HiLo Microscopy and Endomicroscopy 
Parts of this chapter are derived from (Ford et al., 2012b ). 
2.1 Grid HiLo 
HiLo imaging is very flexible in implementation, with few requirements in illumi-
nation structure beyond high contrast and relatively small features. We demon-
strated HiLo with incoherent grid illumination by projecting the image of a trans-
mission Ronchi ruling into the sample. There are several advantages of using grid 
illumination over laser speckle illumination. The first is an improvement in sec-
tioning strength (l zl- 3 compared with jzj- 312 for speckle HiLo with band-pass pre-
filter). In speckle HiLo, the structured illumination contrast decays with defocus 
solely from the filtering of the detection OTF, while in grid HiLo the contrast de-
cays even faster thanks to an additional illumination OTF. Another advantage of 
grid projection is the opportunity to use inexpensive incoherent light sources like 
high-power LEDs. 
2.1.1 Microscope LED illuminator 
The equipment required to add HiLo capability to a standard bench top micro-
scope is simple enough to encapsulate into a commercial add-on. In collaboration 
with the Fraunhofer Institute in Boston, we developed a HiLo LED illuminator box 
as a replacement for a standard epi-fluorescence lamp. When installed, the illumi-
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nator communicates with the digital camera and toggles between structured and 
uniform illumination at the camera frame rate. Two high-power LEDs provide the 
illumination power. The benefit of LEDs over traditional illumination sources like 
halogen lamps is small form factor, high efficiency, and low cost. The cost is so 
low, in fact, that it allows two sources to toggle on and off in a configuration with 
no moving parts. 
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Figure 2·1: a) Setup of incoherent grid projection illumination sys-
tem. The red dashed outline identifies components that reside inside 
the HiLo LED illuminator prototype; other optical components re-
side in a standard microscope body. b) Bovine pulmonary artery en-
dothelial (BPAE) cells with microtubules stained with BODIPY goat 
anti-mouse IgG under grid illumination. Cells are in focus and are 
subject to spatially modulated illumination, while a bright object out 
of focus appears uniformly illuminated. c) Front and d) side aspect 
of the HiLo LED illuminator prototype outfitted with an Olympus-
style dovetail connector. 
The algorithm for synthesizing the HiLo image from the structured and uni-
form image pair Us (f)) and Iu (f)), respectively) is similar to the speckle case but 
with a few changes. Both begin by computing the contrast of the structured image, 
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as illumination contrast is strongest in focus and decays precipitously with defo-
cus. One way to estimate illumination contrast independent from object contrast 
is by subtracting the raw images normalized by their means followed by rectifica-
tion. This process results in a weighting function proportional to the amount of 
in-focus signal in the image. This weighting function is corrupted by an artifact at 
twice the grid frequency, which must be filtered out. This requirement constrains 
the design of the low- and high-pass filter kernels used in the HiLo process. The 
thickness of the optical section depends on the grid frequency used. Higher grid 
frequencies (approximately half the optical bandwidth) give the thinnest sections, 
while lower grid frequencies benefit from higher contrast. Scattering in the sam-
ple can further reduce contrast, so highly scattering samples benefit from smaller 
grid frequencies as well. The HiLo illuminator box can switch between four dif-
ferent grid frequencies to tune the optical section in real time. The HiLo process 
is illustrated in Fig. 2·2, including raw images and the progression of intermediate 
images leading to the final HiLo result. 
2.2 Grid HiLo endomicroscopy 
Optical sectioning endomicroscopy has been gaining interest in the medical imag-
ing community. Current techniques to obtain optical sectioning can be broadly 
separated into scanning and non-scanning. Scanning techniques can be imple-
mented by raster scanning a laser beam across the proximal face of a flexible fiber 
bundle (Le Goualher et al., 2004; Gobel et al., 2004), by distal scanning obtained 
by vibrating the end of a single optical fiber (Polglase et al., 2005; Engelbrecht 
et al., 2008), or by distal scanning with a rnicroelectromechanical (MEMS) device 
(Ra et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2006). These techniques are limited by the requirement 
of fast, precise scanning mechanisms. The serial acquisition of pixels makes these 
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Figure 2·2: Illustration of HiLo image processing steps. Sample is 
bovine pulmonary artery endothelial (BPAE) cells with microtubules 
stained with BODIPY goat anti-mouse IgG. a) Uniform image. b) 
Structured image. c) Difference image. d) Rectified difference im-
age. e) Axially resolved low spatial frequencies. f) Axially resolved 
high spatial frequencies. g) HiLo image fusing low and high spatial 
frequency information. Panels c) and f) have both positive and neg-
ative values and use a linear grayscale lookup table with black being 
most negative, gray being zero, and white being most positive. All 
other figures have a linear grayscale lookup table with black zero and 
white most positive. 
techniques susceptible to streaking artifacts in the presence of sample or probe 
movement. 
Non-scanning widefield techniques have been developed that do not rely on 
fast scanning systems. For example, a miniaturized plane illumination endomi-
croscope was demonstrated that limits excitation to a thin sheet in the objective fo-
cal plane (Engelbrecht et al., 2010). While this technique provides optical section-
~g, it requires the insertion of a microprism into the tissue to generate the light 
sheet. Another widefield optical sectioning technique is structured illumination 
microscopy (Neil et al., 1997), where an illumination grid pattern is projected into 
the sample and at least three images are acquired while laterally phase-stepping 
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Figure 2·3: Fluorescent pollen grain through focus as viewed 
through a 40 x 1.3 NA objective and HiLa illuminator. a-g) Single 
pollen grain under uniform and HiLa imaging as labeled. h) Maxi-
mum intensity projection (MIP) of uniform stack and HiLa stack. 
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the grid. An image processing routine then synthesizes an optically sectioned re-
sult. This technique has been implemented with a rigid Hopkins-type endoscope 
(Karadaglic et al., 2002), as well as through a flexible fiber bundle (Bozinovic et al., 
2008). However, structured illumination microscopy is susceptible to artifacts due 
to imprecise grid translation or sample movement. HiLo has reduced mechanical 
complexity compared with scanning techniques and is insensitive to imperfections 
in the illumination structure. We previously demonstrated an endomicroscope sys-
tem that performed HiLo imaging through a flexible fiber bundle (Santos et al., 
2009), but was limited by a low frame rate, fiber core artifacts, and the need for 
extensive post-processing. Here we describe an improved HiLo endomicroscope 
system with reduced core and motion artifacts, and with near video-rate acquisj-
tion capability with real-time image processing. 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Setup 
Our HiLo endomicroscope setup is illustrated in Figure 2·4. A single-axis gal-
vanometer mirror (Thorlabs GVSOOl) directs a laser beam (Omicron PhoxX 488, 
80 m W) between two illumination paths. In the uniform path the beam travels 
through a 10 x expanding telescope and polarizing beam splitter, and is focused 
onto the back aperture of a 20 x objective (Olympus Plan Achromat, 0.4 NA). This 
uniformly illuminates the proximal face of a flexible imaging fiber bundle (600 J..Lm 
active dia; 30,000 cores). The distal face of the fiber bundle is equipped with a 2.5x 
water-immersion micro-objective (Mauna Kea Technologies; 0.8 NA) to give addi-
tional magnification and working distance of 60 J-LID. The fiber bundle is 3 meters 
long with the distal tip 2.7 rnrn in diameter and 14 rnrn in length. The generated 
fluorescence from the sample is relayed through the fiber bundle, spectrally sep-
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Figure 2-4: (a) HiLo endomicroscope setup. A galvanometer mirror 
(GM) directs a laser beam between two paths, one delivering uni-
form illumination and the other projecting the image of a Ronchi 
ruling (RR) into the sample. The paths are combined with a po-
larizing beam splitter (PBS). A flexible imaging fiber bundle (FB) is 
equipped with a micro-objective (p,O) for additional magnification 
and working distance. Generated fluorescence is spectrally sepa-
rated by a dichromatic mirror (DM) and emission filter (F) and im-
ages are recorded with a digital camera (CCD). (b) Representative 
uniform and (c) structured images. 
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of Mauna Kea Technologies GastroFlex 
flexible fiber bundle probes. 
Probe type GastroFlex Type Z GastroFlex UHD 
Fiber bundle Fujikura FIGH-30-650S Fujikura FIGH-30-650S 
Number of cores 30, 000 30, 000 
Core dimater l.9f.Lm l.9f.LID 
Core separation dist. 3.0 f.LID 3.0 f.LID 
CoreNA 0.3 0.3 
Micro-objective NA 0.3 0.8 
Micro-objective mag. 1x 2.5 x 
Working distance 70- 130 f.LID 70- 130 f.LID 
FOV in sample 600 f.LID 240 f.LID 
Core sampling interval 3.0 f.LID l.2f.Lm 
Total system mag. ll x 27.8 x 
Grid period in sample 46.4 f.LID 18.6 f.LID 
Probe tip diameter 2.5 mm 2.6mm 
Probe tip length 15.0mm 14.0mm 
Probe length 3.0m 3.0m 
arated with a dichromatic mirror (Semrock FF506-Di03-25x36) and emission filter 
(Semrock FFOl-536/40-25) and recorded with a CCD camera (PCO Pixelfly USB; 
binning 2 x 2; double-shutter mode). The structured path is identical to the first 
with the addition of a transmission Ronchi ruling (Edmund Optics; 50 lp/ mm) in 
a plane conjugate to the objective and micro-objective focal planes. The image of 
the Ronchi ruling is projected into the sample, modulating the sample fluorescence 
with a high contrast grid pattern. 
2.3.2 Image preprocessing 
Several difficulties are associated with the use of a fiber bundle for fluorescence 
imaging. The core fill factor of our fiber bundle is only about 30%, meaning our 
raw images are sparsely sampled. This sampling is irregular, and imparts a quasi-
hexagonal honeycomb pattern to the raw images with contrast typically much 
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larger than the sample contrast of interest. Moreover, the fiber cores are hetero-
geneous in size and thus transmission efficiency. Finally, the fiber core material 
is autofluorescent, which introduces an extraneous background in our raw im-
ages. These problems were found to significantly undermine the quality of our 
final HiLo images, and needed to be addressed. 
Several groups have suppressed the appearance of fiber cores by applying Gaus-
sian blurring filters (Gobel et al., 2004), disk filters (Oh et al., 2006), or spatial 
frequency domain filters (Dickens et al., 1999; Alaruri et al., 2001; Suter et al., 
2005; Winter et al., 2006). Glass fiber bundles have perfectly periodic hexago-
nal sampling which concentrates the core pattern in a few localized regions in 
spatial frequency space, making frequency domain filtering an attractive option. 
Quartz fiber bundles like those used in this work are distinctly aperiodic and are 
less amenable to spectral domain techniques. Histogram equalization can be used 
in conjunction with simple spatial filtering to enhance image contrast for visual-
ization purposes (Han et al., 2010), but the resulting images are no longer pro-
portional to fluorescence concentration (i.e. are no longer quantitative). The main 
drawback of simple blurring is loss of resolution and image contrast since rela-
tively wide kernels are required to sufficiently attenuate the core pattern. Also, 
due to core sampling sparsity, many of the camera pixels do not measure inten-
sity from the sample, but rather from autofluorescence or extraneous reflections. 
A method proposed by Perchant and Le Goualher involves finding all30,000 core 
centroids with a segmentation process, measuring the maximum intensity from 
each core, then interpolating the scattered data on a uniformly-sampled rectilinear 
grid (Le Goualher et al., 2004; Vercauteren, 2008; Perchant et al., 2011). This process 
is most comprehensive, but is computationally intensive and difficult to achieve in 
real time. 
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We introduce here a simple preprocessing routine that corrects for sparse sam-
pling, core heterogeneity, and autofluorescence. This routine is based on an it-
erative segmentation-interpolation algorithm that removes the appearance of the 
cores without sacrificing spatial resolution or sample contrast. We begin our it-
erative procedure with the raw camera image itself, J (o) (if), which serves as the 
initial estimate of a core-suppressed image I cs (if). For each iteration, a binary core 
mask, Jvf (n) (if), is generated to distinguish core pixels from cladding pixels. This 
is done by setting a local, spatially-varying threshold level determined by low-
pass filtering the current estimate. Camera pixels above this threshold level are 
identified as core pixels because the cores are almost universally brighter than the 
cladding. Similarly, the cladding pixels are identified by the complementary mask 
1 - Jvf (n) (if). To obtain an improved estimate, J(n+l ) (if), the cladding pixels are 
then assigned the low-pass filtered values while the core pixels retain their orig-
inal values. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian low pass 
filter kernel is approximately one inter-core distance. This simple segmentation-
interpolation procedure is iterated until a desired smoothness is achieved; typ-
ically 2 - 5 iterations suffice. We emphasize here that the low-pass filter used 
in this procedure is highly local and averages only over nearest neighbor cores. 
The core pixels thus retain their original intensity throughout the process, while 
the cladding pixels are filled in to approach the average of their nearest neighbor 
cores. The algorithm features the low complexity and fast execution time of Gaus-
sian blurring, and minimal loss of sample resolution and contrast. However, it 
should not be regarded as simple filtering since the procedure is neither linear nor 
spatially invariant. The algorithm is summarized below. 
(0) 
I cs +- I raw 
for n = 0 to N - 1 do 
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M (n) { 1 IJ~l > LP{IJ~l } 
f-- 0 otherwise 
IJ~+ l ) f-- Nf (n) IJ~l + (1 - Nf(nl) LP{ IJ~l } 
end for 
The next steps in our preprocessing routine involve subtracting the contribu-
tions from autofluorescence and correcting for heterogeneities in fiber core effi-
ciency. We follow a modified procedure laid out by Perchant and Zhong (Zhong 
et al., 2009; Perchant et al., 2011). Three calibration images are acquired before 
imaging begins. The first, h g, is acquired with the laser turned off while imag-
ing a non-fluorescent blank solution, such as water, in a dark compartment. This 
provides a measurement of camera bias and diffuse room light that passes the 
emission filter. The second, I a£, is acquired under the same conditions but with the 
laser turned on, providing an estimate of the autofluorescence of the fiber core and 
cladding material. Since the autofluorescence is a function of laser power while the 
bias and room light are not, the two images need to be acquired separately. The 
third image, h £, is acquired while imaging a homogeneously labeled fluorescent 
fluid. When camera bias~ room light, and autofluorescence signals are subtracted 
out, this third image provides a mapping of the core transmission and collection 
efficiencies. In practice, each calibration image is derived from averaging many 
(""' 100) raw images to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Calibration images are re-
acquired each time the fiber bundle probe is connected and aligned to the system. 
Image preprocessing can be summarized as a two-step process. First, raw im-
ages are subject to iterative segmentation-interpolation to fill in the cladding pixels, 
fielding Ics( PJ . Background subtraction and normalization then yield the prepro-
cessed image 
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Figure 2·5: USAF 1951 resolution target. (a) Raw and (b) after prepro-
cessing. The weak sample contrast is initially overwhelmed by fiber 
core contrast, efficiency heterogeneity, and autofluorescence back-
ground. Preprocessing improves sample contrast. (c) Line profile 
through raw (top trace) and preprocessed (bottom trace) images. 
The preprocessed image reveals the resolution elements in group 7 
with discernible contrast (elements 1 - G identified with bars). The 
fundamental spatial frequency of the smallest feature (element 6, 
228lp/ mm) is 55% of the Nyquist limit imposed by the average fiber 
core separation. 
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(?) fcs(PJ- (Iar(PJ- h g(PJ) f- h g(PJ 
Ipp p = hr(PJ- Uar(PJ - h g(PJ) J..f - h g(PJ (2.1) 
where P and Par are the illumination powers used during the acquisition of I raw ((!) 
and Iar(PJ, respectively. Note that because the reference images containing laser-
induced and laser independent backgrounds are acquired separately, the former 
can be scaled to the laser power in use. Our preprocessing is thus robust to changes 
in illumination power. In particular, this allows us to choose a laser power to 
properly fill the camera dynamic range. After preprocessing the raw structured-
and uniform-illumination images, these are then ready for HiLo processing. 
2.3.3 HiLo principle 
The benefit of HiLo over standard widefield imaging is that it provides out-of-
focus background rejection. As described in previous work, the uniform and struc-
tured images can be roughly decomposed into in-focus and out-of-focus campo-
nents 
fin(PJ + fout(PJ 
Iin(PJ [1 + M sin(27rK;gX)] + Iout(PJ 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where jJ = { x, y} is the lateral position vector, K;g is the grid spatial frequency, 
and !vi is the modulation depth (note: for ease of presentation, we have used a 
sine function to model the grid function). The imaged in-focus signal appears 
. modulated by the grid pattern, while the out-of-focus signal does not. It follows 
that a local evaluation of the grid contrast scales with the in-focus signal. Here we 
use a rectified subtraction of normalized images to compute the local contrast, 
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(2.4) 
where (I(jf)) denotes a local average evaluated by Gaussian low-pass filtering with 
frequency cutoff much lower than r;,9 • This not only ensures the modulated com-
ponent is locally centered about zero, but also makes the evaluation insensitive 
to differences in global illumination profile. Since the contrast is normalized and 
thus scales as the proportion of in-focus signal, it is used as a weighting function 
to select the in-focus portion of Iu(PJ. This demodulation technique is reliable for 
low spatial frequencies below r;,9 • An accurate measure of in-focus high spatial fre-
quencies above r;,9 is found by applying a complementary high-pass filter to Iu (if) 
directly. The weighting function is not needed for these high spatial frequencies 
because they are already inherently axially resolved (Mertz and Kim, 2010). The 
final HiLo image is the addition of the high and low spatial frequency images. A 
scaling factor, rJ, is used to level the intensities and ensure a seamless fusion. More 
detailed descriptions of the algorithm, including how we calculate rJ and deal with 
noise-induced bias in the contrast measurement, are found in Refs. (Lim et al., 
2008; Mertz and Kim, 2010; Lim, 2011). 
high(PJ 
JHiLo(PJ 
LP{ C(jf) x Iu(PJ} 
HP{Iu(PJ} 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The final HiLo image is axially resolved across the entire spatial frequency spec-
trum, from de to the bandwidth of our imaging optics. The lateral resolution, tlp, is 
limited by the sampling of the fiber cores and is given by 2d;c/ NI~-'o' where d;c is the 
average fiber inter-core separation, and M~-'0 is the micro-objective magnification. 
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The axial resolution of the low-frequency component, I 1ow(PJ, can be approximated 
by considering a thin fluorescent plane and calculating the decay of the grid con-
trast as a function of defocus. The contrast of the grid pattern is attenuated by both 
the illumination and detection optical transfer functions (OTFs), and the axial reso-
lution is defined as the FWHM of this function. Using the Stokseth approximation 
(Stokseth, 1969) for the three-dimensional (3D) OTF, assuming similar excitation 
and detection wavelengths, and assuming /'i,9 is much smaller than the imaging 
bandwidth, the axial resolution is given by 6 z ~ 0.54(/'i,9 NA) - 1 . The transmission 
of low frequencies is found to decay as lzl -3 for large defocus lzl. In comparison, 
the axial resolution of the high-frequency component at the filter cutoff frequency 
/'i,c is given by 6 z ~ 0.68(/'i,cNA)-1 . This is slightly broader due to the action of 
only the detection OTF providing axial confinement, and is found to decay with 
defocus as lzl-312 for large lzl. A matching of the axial resolution at the transition 
between high and low frequency components (i.e. at /'i,c) involves selecting the cut-
off frequency appropriately. We have found that choosing /'i,c to be slightly lower 
than /'i,9 provides a reasonably accurate match while still maintaining a reduced 
artifact in the low channel found at twice the grid frequency. The lateral and ax-
ial resolutions of the current system are approximately 6p ~ 2.6 J-Lm (governed by 
the Nyquist sampling criterion associated with the fiber cores) and 6 z ~ 17 J-Lm 
(governed by the structured illumination grid period). 
2.3.4 Noise effects and correction 
So far we have neglected the presence of noise in the analysis. The major contrib-
' 
· utors of noise are shot noise and readout noise. The probabilistic nature of light 
detection manifests as noisy measurements of even perfectly stable light sources. 
This so-called shot noise is well characterized by Poisson statistics. The measure-
ment of a light intensity with mean J-L is a random variable with probability density 
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function 
(2.8) 
where k is the observation. The maximum likelihood estimate of signal mean for 
a Poisson random variable is given by the mean of the observations. For a single 
measurement, the most likely mean intensity is simply the measured value. A 
defining character of Poisson random variables is the variance equals the mean 
((/; hot = f-L) · 
The second major noise contributor is noise from the camera electronics gen-
erated during the conversion of photoelectrons to voltage. The statistics of this 
amplification are well-described by a zero-mean additive Gaussian random pro-
cess. The standard deviation of this process is typically reported by the camera 
manufacturer (7 e- rms for our Pixelfly double-shutter camera). The shot and read-
out noises are independent processes, so their variances simply add. 
The analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion step represents a digital gain to the 
intensity signal. This process, with gain expressed as photoelectrons/ count, is 
assumed to be noiseless (e.g. neglecting quantization noise). The expression for 
pixel variance is found to be a function of pixel value, k, 
(J;ot ( k) = c- l ( k + (/:eadout) (2.9) 
The pixel value statistics are altered during the restoration process. The cal-
ibration images used to estimate background, autofluorescence signal, and fiber 
core transmission efficiencies are all averages of many images (typically n > 100) 
and are assumed to have negligible variance. The interpolation process, however, 
introduces spatial filtering that serves to modulate the image variance. For sim-
plicity of analysis, we will represent the interpolation process as a single Gaussian 
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low-pass filter with effective standard deviation a eff· We assume the image is band-
limited such that deviations within the width of the kernel are dominated by noise 
and that true spatial variations are negligibly small. In this case, the mean of the 
filtered image is unchanged, while the variance is modulated by the energy of the 
filter kernel (j lhlp(P) I2 d2p) . 
•) ( 
2 2 I 1 I :2 2 ~ ()tot k: ) (J fi lt(k) =()tot hlp (,D) d p = 4 :2 
• 1f(J eff 
(2.10) 
As expected, the improvement in SNR is a strong function of a eff . The pres-
ence of noise in the raw images creates a noise artifact in HiLo images. Far defo-
cused structures are not modulated by the illumination structure but nonetheless 
are measured at the camera. The shot noise from these structures adds a bias to 
the contrast calculation that must be subtracted out. The correction is applied by 
replacing the simplified subtraction and rectification step with 
I I - / II I 12 2 2 d- u- ,; - a fi lt ,u - (Jfi lt.s (2.11) 
In practice the endoscope system rescales the image variance to account for 
the normalization that occurs during the restoration step, which was neglected 
here for simplicity. The rest of the HiLo algorithm proceeds unaltered. The shot 
noise correction leads to a marked improvement for images with large amounts of 
background. 
2.3.5 Fast image processing with a GPU 
Gur image processing routines were developed and tested in MATLAB (Math-
Works) . The processing speed was found to be unacceptably slow for real-time 
processing ( < 1Hz). To enable real-time processing and display, a library of im-
age management and manipulation functions (memory allocation and dealloca-
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tion, arithmetic operations, filtering in Fourier space) was written in CUDA-C and 
compiled to a graphics processing unit (GPU) target (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 280). 
The library was compiled as a dynamic linked library (DLL) for maximum utility. 
A LabVIEW interface (National Instruments) was created to coordinate commu-
nication between the camera, CPU memory, and CPU memory. The multi-core 
processor architecture (Intel i7 quad core) and inherent parallelism of Lab VIEW 
greatly improved the speed of the endomicroscope. The entire processing pipeline 
- preprocessing, HiLo processing, and memory transfers between the CPU and 
CPU - occurs in 30 ms for an image resolution .520 x 696 pixels. The endomicro-
scope is thus capable of real-time image processing at speeds up to f"-.J 3.5 Hz. 
2.4 Results 
Figure 2·5 shows a 1951 USAF resolution target (Edmund Optics) before and af-
ter preprocessing. The weak contrast of the resolution elements is overwhelmed 
by autofluorescence background and the high contrast of the cores. After prepro-
cessing, the resolution elements become clearly visible. A line profile through the 
preprocessed image shows clear contrast of elements in group 7, including the 
smallest features (element 6, 288 lp/ mm) spanning approximately two fiber cores. 
This result demonstrates that image resolution and contrast are not significantly 
degraded by our iterative segmentation-interpolation algorithm. 
To demonstrate the suitability of our HiLo endomicroscope for in vivo imaging 
we utilized a chick embryo, which is commonly studied in developmental biology 
research (Gilbert, 2006). In particular, the chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) was 
examined as it is a model for angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis (Chin et al., 
2007; Oh et al., 1997; Wilting et al., 1999) and is readily accessed by producing a 
small hole in the egg shell. Several videos were acquired to showcase the image 
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Figure 2·6: Thin fluorescently-labeled membrane floating through 
focus. (a) Raw, (b) preprocessed, and (c) HiLo result. The HiLo video 
preserves the small, bright, in-focus objects with full resolution while 
rejecting the out-of-focus background. 
resolution, background-rejection capacity, and speed of HiLo imaging (9 .. 5 Hz). 
2.4.1 Developing chick embryo 
Fertilized eggs of the Silkie chick (Gallus gallus) were obtained from a local farm 
(Golden Egg Farm, Hardwick, MA) and incubated at 38°C and 80% humidity un-
til approximately embryonated day ES. Imaging of the embryo was performed 
through a small hole in the egg shell. A fluorescent solution (50 mlvi fluorescein in 
H20) was injected into the amnion and allowed to diffuse for approximately 1 hr 
before imaging. For some samples, the solution was injected intravenously where-
upon it bound to serum albumin and diffused through the embryo. After imaging, 
the embryos were euthanized by hypothermia by storing the eggs at - V5°C. 
A video of a thin fluorescently-labeled membrane floating through focus pro-
vides a demonstration of our sectioning capacity. The raw uniform image directly 
acquired by the camera (Figure 2·6(a)) is included to illustrate the deleterious ef-
fects of the fiber cores. The preprocessed uniform image (Figure 2·6(b)) shows 
a marked improvement in sample contrast and features small in-focus structures 
with full resolution. However, this image also features considerable out-of-focus 
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Figure 2·7: CAM membrane vasculature after intravenous injection 
of a fluorescein solution. (a) Raw, (b) preprocessed, and (c) HiLo 
result. The HiLo video shows enhanced contrast of blood vessels 
andRBCs. 
background haze. The final HiLo image (Figure 2·6(c)) preserves the in-focus struc-
tures while rejecting this out-of-focus background haze. 
Figure 2·7 shows blood vessels and other features of the CAM membrane af-
ter intravenous injection of fluorescein. Figure 2·8 shows a torrent of red blood 
cells (RBCs) passing through a CAM sinus and later collecting into a venule. The 
RBCs do not take up the fluorescein stain and appear as shadows on a bright back-
ground. These videos illustrate the capacity of our HiLo endomicroscope to cap-
ture fast dynamics. 
2.4.2 Imaging speed and motion artifacts 
As observed in Figure 2·8, our HiLo endomicroscope is largely immune to artifacts 
arising from sample motion (e.g. respiration, blood flow) or probe motion. Part 
of the reason for this immunity comes from the fact that all the high-frequency 
information is derived from a single image Uu (f))) . On the other hand, the low-
frequency information is more susceptible to motion artifacts since it is derived 
from a comparison of two serially-acquired images. While the consequence of 
intra-frame motion during the camera integration time is loss of spatial resolu-
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Figure 2·8: Torrent of RBCs flowing through a CAM sinus and col-
lecting in a venule. (a) Raw, (b) preprocessed, and (c) HiLo result. 
The HiLo video demonstrates the capacity of the endomicroscope to 
capture fast dynamics with minimal motion artifacts. 
tion in the raw images, a much more pronounced motion artifact arises from inter-
frame motion when significant translation occurs between the two raw image ex-
posures. The magnitude of this artifact can be roughly estimated by consider-
ing two serially-acquired images of a sharp edge, both under uniform illumina-
tion. In the absence of sample motion, both images are the same and we have 
C(j}) = I 1ow (PJ = 0 (see Eq. 2.7). If instead the sample translates laterally between 
images, an artifactual signal occurs in the neighborhood of the edge that appears to 
be in focus. The trapezoidal profile of this signal can be approximated as a box-top 
function of unity height and width v (Texp + Tir ), where v is the translation velocity 
(assumed constant), Texp is the exposure time, and Tjf is the inter-frame delay. The 
low-pass filtering that occurs to generate IJow (PJ serves to spatially distribute this 
artifact, reducing the maximum error at a given pixel. For small v, the error bound 
is Em ax ex: r;,c v ( Texp + Tif), where r;,c is the low-pass filter cutoff frequency. Under 
typical imaging conditions Tif » Texp and is the error is governed by the camera 
readout time. 
To minimize Tjf, we made use of a double-shutter camera (PCO Pixelfly USB). 
Such a camera acquires images pairwise with an inter-frame delay of only rv 5 f-LS, 
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Figure 2·9: Comparison of HiLo videos acquired with traditional 
versus double-shutter camera timing. (a) HiLo with traditional tim-
ing, (b) HiLo with double-shutter timing, representing a 100-fold re-
duction in inter-frame delay over traditional camera timing. Motion 
artifacts arising from raw image misregistration are observed in (a) 
as bright low-frequency blobs in the neighborhood of moving RBCs. 
followed by a paired readout. While the net frame rate for image pairs (i.e. the 
HiLo frame rate) is the same with a double-shutter camera as with a traditional 
camera, the key benefit is the reduction in T jf , which greatly suppresses Emax.· We 
note that in our case T jf was limited to a minimum ;:::;:; 1 ms by the need to switch 
illumination paths with the galvanometer mirror. In principle, two dedicated, elec-
tronically shuttered illumination sources could be used to overcome this limitation, 
though with diminishing returns when Tjf « Texp · In practice, motion artifacts are 
minimal when displacements are kept below rv (2K9 )-1 . 
To illustrate the improved immunity to motion artifacts obtained with a double-
shutter camera, we compare HiLo videos acquired with double-shutter versus 
traditional timing (see Figure 2·9). The videos share the same raw data actually 
acquired in double-shutter mode, and traditional camera timing was simulated 
here by staggering the raw data (i.e. using uniform and structured raw images 
from neighboring frame pairs instead of the same frame pair) . The effective inter-
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frame delay for the traditional camera (Figure 2·9(a)) was 106 ms, while the double-
shutter camera (Figure 2·9(b)) was 1 ms. Motion artifacts arising from the misreg-
istration of raw images are easily identified as bright low-frequency blobs in the 
neighborhood of moving RBCs. The reduced inter-frame delay from the double-
shutter timing manifestly attenuates these artifacts and provides crisper imaging. 
This demonstration is somewhat exaggerated as scientific camera readout times 
are typically faster than 100 ms. Nevertheless, it serves as an illustration of motion 
artifact reduction. 
2.5 Summary 
We have demonstrated some of the performance properties of our improved HiLo 
endomicroscope. Our key improvements are 1) the introduction of image prepro-
cessing to mitigate the effects of fiber core sparsity, heterogeneity, and autofluores-
cence background; 2) faster speed achieved by the operation of our preprocessing 
and HiLo algorithms on a GPU, enabling us to attain a net frame rate of 9.5 Hz 
in real time; and 3) significantly enhanced immunity to motion artifacts with the 
use of a double-shutter camera. Our goal with these improvements is to further 
lay the groundwork in establishing HiLo endomicroscopy as a viable technique for 
clinical applications. 
HiLo endomicroscopy is not without its limitations. The main limitation comes 
from the fact that we use structured illumination to identify out-of-focus back-
ground. The contrast imparted by this structured illumination must be large en-
ough to be visible. That is, it must be greater than noise-induced contrast - in 
particular shot-noise-induced contrast introduced by the background itself. When 
the background is large, this can impose limitations on the maximum grid fre-
quency, which, in turn, limits background rejection capacity and axial resolution. 
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Nevertheless, as we have shown here, HiLo endomicroscopy provides significant 
background rejection even when imaging thick in vivo samples. This, along with 
its remarkable simplicity, speed, and robustness, make HiLo endomicroscopy an 
attractive imaging technique. 
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Chapter 3 
Oblique Back-Illumination Endomicroscopy 
This chapter is derived from (Ford et al., 2012a). 
Phase contrast microscopy techniques are widely used in biological research 
because they can provide high resolution images of unlabeled samples even when 
these are nearly transparent. For example, differential interference contrast (DIC), 
which reveals lateral phase gradients, is one of the more popular techniques be-
cause it provides apparent three-dimensional (3D) sample relief using a standard 
widefield microscope equipped with a lamp and camera (Nomarski, 1955). Sim-
pler techniques based on oblique illumination can also be used with widefield mi-
croscopes and provide similar imaging as DIC (Saylor, 1935; Axelrod, 1981; Yi et al., 
2006; Mehta and Sheppard, 2009). However, in order to reveal lateral phase gra-
dients, all these techniques must be operated in trans-illumination configurations, 
limiting their use to thin samples. Because one is often constrained to working 
instead with thick samples (e.g. endoscopy or in vivo applications), there is a clear 
need for a method that can provide DIC-like imaging in thick samples. We intro-
duce such a method here (Mertz et al., 2012). 
The technique presented in this chapter is called oblique back-illumination mi-
. c.roscopy (OBM). As its name suggests, it is based on a similar principle as oblique 
illumination microscopy, with the notable difference that illumination and detec-
tion both occur from the same side of the sample (i.e. in a reflection geometry), al-
lowing its application to samples of arbitrary thickness. Unlabeled samples can, of 
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course, be imaged with microscopes based on direct light reflection. The most suc-
cessful of these for tissue imaging is optical coherence tomography (OCT), which, 
like OBM, can also be operated in a widefield en face configuration (Dubois and 
Boccara, 2009). However, microscopes based on light reflection intrinsically reveal 
only sample structure that varies rapidly in the axial direction, such as sharp inter-
faces or particles much smaller than the illumination wavelength (Mertz, 2009) . In 
contrast, microscopes based on light transmission are not subject to this constraint, 
and can reveal even slowly varying sample structure in the lateral direction, thus 
providing images of subtle sample features impossible to see in reflection mode. 
An important characteristic of OBM is that, even though it is configured in 
a reflection geometry, it is, in fact, a transmission microscope in disguise. OBM 
forgoes traditional epi-illumination for off-axis optical fiber illumination and uses 
multiple scattering in the bulk tissue as the last optical element in the illumination 
path, redirecting light such that it trans-illuminates the focal plane. Because the 
illumination source is offset from the detection optical axis, the back-illumination 
is oblique. While illumination obliquity directly leads to phase gradient contrast, 
image intensity is also influenced by sample absorption. The use of two off-axis 
sources diametrically opposed to one another permits the acquisition of two raw 
images with similar absorption contrast but with phase gradient contrast of op-
posing sign. The subtraction of these raw images enhances phase gradient contrast 
while canceling absorption contrast; addition of the raw images has the opposite 
effect, revealing only absorption contrast while canceling phase gradient contrast. 
By this method, the sequential acquisition of two raw images using alternating 
illumination sources decouples absorption and phase gradient contrast. 
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3.1 Oblique diffuse reflection 
Optical fibers provide compact, flexible conduits for probing optical properties. 
Fiber-based diffuse reflectance, fluorescence, elastic scattering and Raman spectro-
scopies have been used to garner information about chemical and microstructural 
properties of biological tissue. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) and related 
elastic scattering spectroscopy (ESS) are useful for assessing abnormal tissue mi-
crostructure in bladder (Mourant et al., 1995), colon (Ge et al., 1998), and esopha-
gus (Wallace et al., 2000), to list a few. Instrumentation for DRS typically involves a 
dual-fiber probe consisting of an illumination and collection fiber mounted in par-
allel, both making contact with the tissue. The source-detector separation (SDS) 
and finite illumination- and detection-fiber numerical apertures (NAs) limit the 
probe volume to a well-known arching photon migration path called the classical 
path (Perelman et al., 1997). It is well-known that varying the SDS has a strong 
influence on the probe depth (Patterson et al., 1995), and this effect has been used 
among other strategies to probe tissues in a depth-selective manner. For a thor-
ough review of spectroscopic probe design, see (Utzinger and Richards-Kortum, 
2003). While many studies have evaluated the effect of probe geometry on pene-
tration depth and reflectance/ fluorescence collection efficiency, relatively few have 
focused on the angular distribution of collected photons at the tissue-detector in-
terface and information resolved along the azimuthal directions has all but been 
ignored. Monte Carlo simulations have shown (Kienle et al., 1996) that diffuse re-
flectance resolved by polar angle follows an approximately Lambertian profile for 
large SDS and a more peaked distribution for smaller SDS. Two studies (Qu et al., 
2000; Gebhart et al., 2005) modeled a collimated beam at oblique incidence and 
found bias in the diffuse reflection in the incidence plane (defined by the incidence 
axis and tissue surface normal) at high angles (i.e. forward scattering was more 
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prevalent than back-scattering). These results lend insight into asymmetric diffuse 
reflectance, but the non-contact geometry considered is not suitable for endomi-
croscopy. A goniometric instrument was constructed (Xia and Yao, 2007) to mea-
sure angularly-resolved diffuse reflectance from a scattering phantom with non-
zero SDS, but complications in the instrumentation limited the measurements to 
just a few angles. Monte Carlo simulations (Kienle and Foschum, 2011) were used 
to estimate diffuse reflectance with non-zero SDS resolved with both polar and az-
imuthal angle. These results show that the often-assumed Lambertian distribution 
for diffuse reflectance is valid only for total reflectance (power integrated over all 
surface locations) under specific conditions (unity albedo, phase-matched bound-
ary conditions, and Lambertian incidence beam). Under pencil-beam illumination, 
dramatically non-Lambertian distributions were found in the range SDS = 0- l~. 
While these findings influence probe design and data interpretation for various 
spectroscopic instruments, diffuse reflectance obliquity has not, to our knowledge, 
been leveraged for imaging purposes. 
3.2 Diffuse theory · 
This section is largely derived from (Wang and Wu, 2007). Light propagation 
through bulk material can be described by Maxwell's equations. Biological tissue 
is a turbid medium where the density and diversity of scatterers makes analytical 
solutions impossible to derive. The radiative transfer equation (RTE) is an approx-
imation to Maxwell's equations which treats photons as noninteracting particles, 
and may be derived from principles of conservation of energy. Also called the 
Boltzmann equation, the RTE is a differential equation relating radiance to optical 
properties of the bulk tissue. In steady-state, the RTE takes the form 
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:t [ L(r~s , t ) ] =- s · \7 L(r, s, t) - J.LtL(r, s, t) 
+ 1-Ls j L(r, s, t)P(s'. s)dD' + S(r, s, t) (3.1) 
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where L(r, s, t) is radiance expressed in power per unit area with surface normal 
n per unit solid angle about direction s, c is the speed of light in the medium, \7 is 
the gradient operator, J.L 5 , /-La and f.Lt = f.Ls + f.La are the scattering-, absorption-, and 
extinction coefficients, respectively, P( s' · s) is the scattering phase function such 
that P( s' · s)dD is the probability of a scattered photon changing direction from s' 
into the solid angle dD about s, and S(r, s, t) is a source term expressed in power 
per unit volume per unit solid angle about s. The four terms on the right hand side 
represent power loss due to divergence, power loss due to absorption or photons 
scattering away, power gain due to photons scattering in, and power generated by 
sources. 
The RTE is a simplification of Maxwell's equations, but is still high dimensional 
and difficult to solve analytically. A further simplification can be achieved by ex-
panding the radiance function in terms of spherical harmonic functions and keep-
ing the lowest order (also known as the H approximation). 
L(r, s, t) ~ ~<I>(r, t ) + _2_J(r, t ) . s 
4n 4n 
(3.2) 
'fl,tis approximation distills the radiance into an isotropic term related to the flu-
epee rate, <I> (r, t): 
<I> (r , t) = J L(r, s, t)dD (3.3) 
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and an anisotropic term related to the current density, f( r, t): 
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i(r, t) = j sL(i, s, t)dD (3.4) 
4n 
When the current density changes slowly over distances on the order of the trans-
port mean free path (defined below), it can be expressed in terms of the fluence 
rate through Pick's Law. 
i(r, t ) = -D\Jcp(r, t) (3.5) 
where D = [3(1-La + p,~)]- 1 is the diffusion coefficient, p,~ = 1-Ls( l -g) is the reduced 
scattering coefficient and the scattering anisotropy, g, is the average cosine of the 
scattering angle. The reciprocal of the transport interaction coefficient, /1~ = f.1a + f.1~ , 
is the transport mean free path, mfp' = 1/ /1~ · 
Inserting the P1 approximation of the radiance (Eq. 3.2) into the RTE (Eq. 3.1), 
using the Pick's Law relation (Eq. 3.5), assuming source terms are isotropic and the 
diffusion coefficient is space-invariant and integrating over 47r solid angle yields 
the scalar diffusion equation. 
(3.6) 
The diffusion approximation is valid when scattering dominates absorption 
(f.1s » f.1a), the medium is macroscopically homogeneous, and the region of interest 
is far from sources or boundaries. 
3.2.1 Refractive-index-matched boundary condition 
Only water-immersion setups will be considered here, where the interface is ap-
proximately index-matched and no light enters the tissue from above (once pho-
tons scatter out, they never return). This is equivalent to an absorbing boundary 
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layer at the surface. The boundary condition for the RTE is 
L(r, s, t) = 0 for s · n > 0 (3.7) 
Note that the z-axis points into the tissue by convention. The boundary condition 
for the sc(llar diffusion equation is (using Pick's Law) 
<I> (r, t ) - 2DV<I> (r , t ) . n = o (3:8) 
As is usually done, we will replace the above condition with an approximately 
equivalent condition of zero fluence rate on an extrapolated boundary at z = - 2D: 
<I> (r, t) lz=- 2D = 0 (3.9) 
3.2.2 Diffuse reflectance in closed form 
A closed form solution of the steady-state scalar diffusion equation has been de-
rived (Farrell et al., 1992) (Eq. 11-13). Semi-infinite geometry was assumed with 
an index-matched boundary condition and an on-axis pencil beam at normal in-
cidence represented by a unit isotropic source at a depth z = mfp' with strength 
equal to a' = f.l~ / ( f.la + f.l~) , the transport albedo. The fluence rate is given by 
<I> (p , z) = _5!j_ [exp ( -f.J,effrl) _ exp ( -f.leffr2) ] 
47r D r 1 r 2 
r 1 = V(z - mfp' )2 + p2 
r 2 = J( z + £ )2 + p2 
L = mfp' + 4D 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
where p = J x2 + y2 is the radial coordinate and f.leff = J3f.la(f.la + f.l~) is the effec-
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tive attenuation coefficient. The diffuse reflectance at the surface along an arbitrary 
direction u = { Ux, Uy, uz} is given by 
R(p) = -D\l~(p, z) · ui z=O (3.14) 
Using u = n, the surface normal vector, we get 
(3.15) 
Solving Eq. 3.14 as a function of polar angle is a measure of the radiance. The radi-
ance on the origin takes the form of a Lambertian distribution (cos e-dependence). 
R( e) _ a' cos e [ ( _1_) exp ( -,Ueffmfp') ( ~) exp ( -,UetrL)] 
O, - 47r ,Uetr + mfp' mfp' + ,Ueff + L L 
(3.16) 
Away from the origin, however, the radiance becomes asymmetric, biased to for-
ward scattering. This case is relevant for non-zero SDS. 
a' [ , . ( 1) exp ( -,Ueffrl) R(p,e) =- (mfp cose + psme) .Ueff + - 2 + 47r r1 r 1 
.( 1 ) exp (-,Ueffr2) l (Lcose- psine) .Ueff +- 2 r2 r2 (3.17) 
Representative plots ofEq. 3.17 appear in Fig. 3·1 using the values ,Us = 100 cm- 1 
Us = 100 ,urn), ,Ua = 0.01 cm- 1 (la = 1m) and g = 0.9. Diffuse reflectance is re-
solved by polar angle along the incidence plane defined by the illumination and 
detection optical axes. SDS is expressed in units of the transport mean free path 
(mfp' = 1 mm). The obliquity, defined as the angle that maximizes R(p, e) for a 
particular p, has a maximum of 33.76° found at SDS ~ 1.615 mfp'. 
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Figure 3·1: Normalized diffuse reflectance resolved by polar angle 
in the incidence plane. For zero SDS, the diffuse reflectance is a 
symmetric Lambertian distribution. Non-zero SDS leads to obliquity 
peaked at SDS = 1.615mfp' . 
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Figure 3·2: Obliquity angle (solid line, left axis) and associated in-
tensity (dashed lines, right axis) as a function of SDS. The peak of the 
obliquity curve is 33.76° found at p = 1.615mfp'. 
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The obliquity angle and associated intensity are plotted for a range of SDS in 
Fig. 3·2. Obliquity rises rapidly with SDS until a peak at~ 1.615mfp' then slowly 
decays to a value of 10- 15° for moderately large SDS. Intensity at the obliquity 
angle is shown to decay approximately exponentially with SDS. 
The plots found in Figs. 3·1 and 3·2 are valid for macroscopically homogenous 
semi-infinite media and are approximately accurate for the radial range p > mfp'. 
A closer look at Fig. 3·1 reveals an obvious non-physicality, negative intensity! 
This deviation from reality is a consequence of the approximate boundary condi-
tion given by Eq. 3.9. More precise predictions of the radiance at the tissue interface 
are found by finding solution to the RTE. 
3.3 Monte Carlo simulations 
The diffusion equation is inaccurate when the SDS is less than a few transport 
mean free paths or the region of interest is within a critical distance from the de-
tection interface. More accurate predictions may be found by solving the RTE, 
which is difficult to solve with complicated boundary conditions and probe ge-
ometry. The Monte Carlo method solves photon transport problems by indepen-
dently simulating the transport of many photons through a model environment 
and generating statistical estimates of parameters of interest (e.g. photon path 
lengths, volumetric fluence, absorption rate). When an infinite number of photons 
are used, Monte Carlo simulation gives solutions equivalent to that of the RTE 
(Martelli et al., 2009). For finite numbers of photons, the results are valid to within 
statistical uncertainty. Modern coding platforms are quite flexible in terms of sim-
ulation geometry, being able to correctly account for index-mismatched boundary 
conditions and complex illumation and detection conditions. More critically for 
this work, because both photon positions and directions are accessible, estima-
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tions of both the volumetric fluence rate and angular distributions can be made 
with validity even near the detection interface. 
SDS 
-
~unch 
layer 1 
rx,y 
z 
layer 2 
Figure 3·3: MCML simulation environment, side view. 
The program used in this work was derived from the program Monte Carlo 
with Multiple Layers (MCML) presented by (Wang et al., 1995) and thoroughly 
described in (Wang and Wu, 2007). The MCML environment has a layered, semi-
infinite geometry with upper layer (layer 0) representing the immersion medium, 
layer 1 representing the top layer of the scattering sample, and an arbitrary num-
ber of deeper sample layers each with defined thickness and optical properties. 
The relevant optical properties are the index of refraction, n, the absorption and 
scattering coefficients, 1-la and f-ls, and the scattering phase function, p( e), which 
is a probability density function (pdf) of scattered polar angles obeying the usual 
normalization property 
2n 7r J J p(e) sin (e) dedcb = 1 (3.18) 
rp=O e=O 
A model phase function given by (Henyey and Greenstein, 1941), originally 
for stellar applications, was empirically found to adequately describe the phase 
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function in biological tissue (van Gernert et al., 1989; Jacques et al., 1987). The HG 
phase function is parameterized by the anisotropy factor, g. 
p(B) = ~ 1 - g2 
47r (1 + g2 - 2g C'OS 8)=3/2 
21 00 '-2-4--'-0°_2_7_0°_3_0_0°--3-30-o__J 
Figure 3·4: Henyey-Greenstein (HG) scattering phase functions for 
anisotropy parameter g = 0.1 (blue curve), 0 .. 5 (green curve) and 0. 7 
(red curve). 
(3.19) 
The simulation begins by creating a "photon packet" representing many pho-
tons which migrate together. The photon density in the packet is stored as a weight 
which is initially unity. Each photon packet also has an initial position vector Pia unch 
which is randomly distributed on the tissue surface within the illumination area 
and an initial direction vector dr randomly distributed within the illumination NA. 
The photon packet then migrates according to the Hop-Drop-Spin algorithm (de-
scribed below) until it either crosses into the upper medium where it may be de-
tected or travels too deep into the tissue and is destroyed. In the event of crossing 
into the upper medium, if it does so within the detection area and detection NA, 
packet properties such as exit position, exit angle and total migration path are 
recorded. Otherwise, the photon is discarded. This process is repeated for many 
photon packets and histograms of the recorded parameters are the final result. 
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3.3.1 Hop-Drop-Spin 
Photon migration proceeds as a random walk process. First, a step length, s; , is 
randomly assigned following the distribution 
p(.c;.;) = f.Lt exp ( - pt8i) (3.20) 
and the position vector is updated (Hop) from the previous step as 
(3.21) 
At the new position, the photon drops weight (Drop) due to absorption by 
TV; = \T'; - 1 ( 1 - ~: ) (3.22) 
When the photon weight drops below a critical threshold it is destroyed. 
The photon then changes direction slightly (Spin) with polar angle deviation 
randomly chosen from the scattering phase function p( e) and azimuthal angle de-
viation randomly chosen from a uniform distribution ¢ E [0. 2n) . 
If a photon packet crosses a layer boundary with mismatched indices of refrac-
tion, whether it undergoes reflection or transmission is chosen randomly weighted 
by the Fresnel reflection coefficient (averaged over two orthogonal linear polariza-
tion states), given by 
( .. _ ~ [sin
2 (cv.; - o.1 ) t an2 (ct;- o:1) ] R a ,) - . 2 + ---.2:-(:-----) 2 sm (cv.; + cv.1) t an o:; + o., (3.23) 
' 
where cv.; is the incidence angle, cv.1 = arcsin ( ~ sin oi) is the transmission angle 
given by Snell's Law, and n 0 and n1 are the indices of refraction of the current and 
interfacing layers, respectively. Reflectance is unity in the case of total internal 
reflection (TIR, n0 > n1 and a; > sin- 1 (n tfn0 ) ) . 
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3.3.2 Speed improvement through circular symmetry 
Figure 3·5: MCML simulation environment, top view. Photon packet 
origins (black circles), migration paths (arrows) and termini (stars). 
Detection area, Adet1 is extended to the ring, Aring for computational 
efficiency. Recorded exit direction vector df' undergoes a coordinate 
rotation by Brat · 
Photons that migrate in azimuthal directions away from the detection area are 
discarded. Simulation time can be reduced dramatically if we relax the require-
ments for detection to include those photons that exit in the radial band SDS ± Rdet 
regardless of the exit azimuth. The detected area, Adet = 1r R~ev is then replaced by 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
The detected area, and therefore the simulation efficiency, increases by a factor 
A ring/ A det = 4SDS/ R det · The recorded exit position vector p = { x, y} is then re-
placed by the scalar p = J x2 + y2 . To retain the ability to measure exit angle 
asymmetry while collecting photons symmetrically, the exit angle vector under-
goes a coordinate transform up on collection given by 
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(dd~IJ':) = (cos erot -sin erot) (dx) 
' sin erot cos e rot dy (3.26) 
where Brat is defined in Fig. 3·5. 
3.3.3 MCML-estimated exit angular distribution 
The independence of photon packets during MCML simulation makes the pro-
gram ideally suited for hardware parallelization. CUDAMCML (Alerstam et al., 
2008) is a modification of MCML (Wang et al., 1995) enabling execution on graph-
ics processing units (GPUs) and allows simulation of millions of photons in min-
utes. To investigate diffuse reflectance obliquity, CUDAMCML simulations were 
performed and collected photon exit angle distributions resolved in polar angle, e, 
and azimuthal angle, ¢, were recorded on a two-dimensional histogram. 
A semi-infinite slab geometry was modeled with tissue optical parameters ntis = 
1.37, f-Ls = 118 cm- 1, /-La = 10-.s cm- 1 and g = 0.92. Illumination parameters were 
diameter = 1 mm and NA = 0.-!8. Detection parameters were diameter = 260 f-Lm 
and NA = 1.333. Fiber-probe separation was d = 3 mm ~ 31:. 108 photons were 
simulated to estimate the distribution of exit angles. 
Figure 3·6 shows contour plots of the exit angular distributions, which are mea-
sures of apparent radiance observed near the tissue surface. Without the coor-
dinate rotation described in Section 3.3.2, the radiance is azimuthally symmetric 
(Fig. 3·6a). With the coordinate rotation, the azimuthal axis takes the meaning of 
0° pointing away from the illumination source and 180° pointing back towards the 
s,ource (Fig. 3·6b). Line plots of the symmetric distribution integrated over the az-
imuth (Fig. 3·6c, solid black line) is approximately Lambertian (dashed black line), 
though somewhat more peaked. Line profiles of the asymmetric distribution taken 
along ¢ = oo and ¢ = goo show maximum obliquity along the source-detector axis 
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Figure 3·6: Diffuse reflectance obliquity estimated with Monte Carlo 
simulation. a,b) Contour plots of the radiance observed at the surface 
of a scattering medium with SDS ~ 3l; . a) Azimuthally symmetric 
radiance observed when integrating over a ring symmetric about the 
illumination source. b) Asymmetric radiance observed when rotat-
ing the detection coordinate system such that oo points away from 
the illumination source. c) Line profiles of (a,b) compared with Lam-
bertian distribution (dashed black line). Peak angles are shown with 
vertical dashed lines. 
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with peak angle~ 30° and symmetric axis similar to (a). 
Influence of SDS 
To investigate the effect of probe geometry on diffuse reflectance obliquity, simula-
tions were repeated with the same tissue optical properties while varying source-
detector separation (SDS) in the range (O . .S - 5)l; (see Figure 3·7) The general 
form of the angular distribution was maintained, with obliquity increasing from 
SDS = 0.51; to SDS = z; and slowly decreasing for larger SDS. 
Influence of reduced scattering coefficient 
In analyses based on the diffusion equation, a major simplifying assumption is the 
similarity principle, which states that anisotropic scattering with scattering coeffi-
cient f..ls and anisotropy factor g is equivalent to isotropic scattering (g = 0) with 
reduced scattering coefficient f..L~ = f..Ls(l -g). This is not the case for the RTE 
and the MCML environment, where f..ls and g can be controlled independently. 
To investigate the effect of tissue scattering on diffuse reflectance obliquity, simu-
lations were repeated with the same SDS and varying gin the range 0.8.5- 0.99 
(SDS = (0.-5 - .5 .. 5)1.;) (see Figure 3·8). Once again, the general form of the an-
gular distribution was maintained, with obliquity increasing monotonically with 
increasing g. Interestingly, varying the scattering coefficient over a range that gives 
equivalent f.l· ~ yielded nearly identical angular distributions (data not shown), sug-
gesting that over the ranges investigated, the similarity principle is approximately 
valid. 
Influence of absorption 
To investigate the effect of tissue absorption on diffuse reflectance obliquity, exper-
iments were repeated while varying albedo, a= f..ls/( f..la + Ms) , in the range 1.0-0.95. 
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Figure 3·7: Influence of SDS on angular distribution. 
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Figure 3·8: Influence of scattering anisotropy on angular distribu-
tion. 
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Decreasing albedo (increasing !la) creates a decrease in collection efficiency overall 
and especially for small polar angles. The decrease is less pronounced for high po-
lar angles, signifying these photons have traveled less optical pathlength through 
the tissue. These results are in general agreement with the findings of (Kienle and 
Foschum, 2011). 
Influence of illumination NA 
For the moderate range of SDS considered, illumination NA did not significantly 
alter either the shape or peak of the collected angular distributions (data not shown) . 
3.3.4 Tissue penetration and depth profile 
In addition to estimating the angular distribution of photons exiting the tissue sur-
face, photon fluence rate throughout the sample volume was collected to give a 
measure of penetration depth. A two-dimensional grid of radius and depth was 
created to record a histogram of dropped photon packet weight. When differen-
tial bin volume is taken into account, this histogram represents the probability of 
a photon interaction occuring per unit volume and is a measure of fluence rate 
to within a multiplicative constant. The result shown in Figure 3·10 depicts the 
well-known classical path (black dashed line) between the source and detector ar-
eas, sometimes called the "light banana" in the diffuse optical tomography (DOT) 
literature (Durduran et al., 2010). The shape of the fluence distribution was ap-
proximately constant over a range of simulation parameters (data not shown), and 
penetration depth was found to be approximately equal to the SDS. 
3.3.5 Monte Carlo summary 
In summary, Monte Carlo simulations suggest that diffuse reflectance measured 
with source-detector separation in the range SDS ~ (1- 5)7; exhibits an asymmet-
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Figure 3·10: Tissue penetration depth and fluence rate estimated by 
Monte Carlo simulations. Fluence rate is shown in normalized loga-
rithmic units. Dashed black line traces the path connecting the illu-
mination and detection areas where the probability of finding a scat-
tered photon is greatest, usually called the classical path (Perelman 
et al., 1997). Dashed magenta line identifies 100 pm depth. 
ric angular distribution with bias pointing away from the source. The shape of the 
angular distribution appears to be robust to changes in SDS, scattering length, scat-
tering anisotropy, and albedo over approximate physiological ranges. The obliq-
uity, defined as the angle corresponding to the peak of the angular distribution, 
is dominantly influenced by source detector separation normalized to the trans-
port mean free path, and is peaked near SDS = z;. Absorption within the tissue 
has the effect of decreasing transmitted power and increasing obliquity. The depth 
penetration in tissue is approximately equal to the SDS. These results suggest that 
diffuse reflectance from an offset optical fiber may be a suitable source of oblique 
t~ans-illumination for phase samples near the surface of the scattering tissue (i.e. 
the epithelial layer). 
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Figure 3·11: Obliquity as a function of SDS normalized by the trans-
port mean free path under varying conditions. 
3.4 Oblique back-illumination endomicroscopy 
With theoretical frameworks built from both the diffusion and radiative trans-
fer equations predicting obliquity in diffuse reflectance, an imaging instrument 
was assembled to exploit this obliquity for phase gradient images of sub-surface 
structures based on the principles of incoherent oblique illumination outlined by 
(Mehta and Sheppard, 2009; Yi et al., 2006). 
3.4.1 OBM endomicroscope setup 
White light from two light emitting diodes (LEDS, Luxeon Star MR-WC310-20s) 
was coupled into optical fibers (Thorlabs BFL48-1000; 0.48 NA; 1000 11m core) using 
aspheric condenser lenses (Thorlabs ACL5040-A). Illumination light was launched 
by the fibers into the sample (25 mM per channel at the fiber output), where it was 
redirected through the focal plane by multiple scattering and collected by a micro-
objective (Mauna-Kea Technologies; 2.6 mm diameter; 1 x or 2.5 x magnification; 
60 p,m working distance; water-immersion; 0.8 NA) coupled to a coherent imaging 
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Figure 3·12: The OBM setup using a contact-mode endomicroscope 
probe. Illumination from two LEDs is sequentially projected into a 
thick sample by diametrically opposed optical fibers (fib) attached to 
the probe housing. Multiple scattering in the sample redirects the 
light such that oblique diffuse reflectance trans-illuminates the fo-
cal plane (magenta dashed line) of the probe micro-objective (p,obj) . 
An image from the focal plane is then relayed by a flexible imag-
ing fiber bundle (fifb) and projected onto a digital camera (cam). 
Inset: Oblique trans-illumination is partially blocked by the micro-
objective back aperture (thick black lines). Index of refraction varia-
tions at the focal plane refract the light causing changes in the image 
intensity that are dependent on the slope of the variations, thus im-
parting phase gradient contrast (Yi et al., 2006; Mehta and Sheppard, 
2009) . 
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fiber bundle (30, 000 cores; 600 p,m active area). The source-detector separation be-
tween the fiber and the micro-objective probe was approximately 1.8 mm per fiber. 
The proximal face of the fiber bundle was imaged with standard microscope optics 
(Olympus Plan lO x 0.25 NA air objective, Linos AC .f = 200mm tube lens; 4f con-
figuration) and recorded with a digital camera (PCO Pixelfly USB; 14-bit; 2 x 2 bin-
ning; 35 fps; 1- 5 ms exposure time per illumination direction). Illumination power 
delivered by the left and right optical fibers was triggered (Thorlabs LEDDl B) to 
overlap with the first and second frame in the each image pair, respectively. Frame 
rate was limited by the camera readout time. Image acquisition and display were 
performed using custom written software (National Instruments LabVIEW 11.0). 
Illumination gating and camera exposure were synchronously controlled using a 
data acquisition card (National Instruments PCI-6221). 
3D printed fiber clip maintains geometry 
To fix the illumination optical fibers to the micro-objective housing with the appro-
priate spacing and orientation, a clothespin-style clip was designed and produced 
from polypropylene-like material using a stereolithography (SLA) process (Amer-
ican Precision Prototypes, Inc.). See Figure 3·13. The clip was designed to press 
firmly on the micro-objective and illumination fibers and release upon squeezing 
the levers with fingertips. 
Figure 3·13: 3D printed polypropylene fiber clip maintains geometry. 
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Contact-mode probe prevents direct specular reflection 
The endomicroscope probe is designed to operate in contact mode, meaning that 
light reflected directly from the sample surface is not collected by the micro-objec-
tive. Instead, the micro-objective only collects light that has been multiply scat-
tered in the sample and redirected upwards through the focal plane, located here 
at a depth of 60 p,m (the working distance of the micro-objective). 
3.4.2 Simultaneous phase-gradient and absorption contrast 
Phase gradient sensitivity using oblique illumination may be intuitively under-
stood with the inset of Figure 3·12. The direction of rays transmitting through a 
point in the object plane maps to position on the objective back aperture and then 
recombine at the image plane. If the illumination NA is larger than the detection 
NA (as is the case here), then the objective back aperture will block a portion of the 
rays and the corresponding point on the image plane will have a medium intensity 
level. Furthermore, as the illumination is oblique, rays pointing to one side of the 
aperture dominate and aperture blocking on the opposite side can be neglected (in-
set, center figure). To first-order, phase gradients in the tissue simply tilt (refract) 
transmitted rays out of (inset, right figure) or into (inset, left figure) the detection 
aperture, thereby decreasing or increasing collected intensity, respectively. Thus, 
illumination obliquity combined with blocking at the detection aperture leads di-
rectly to phase gradient imaging. 
The intensity at the image plane is also influenced by absorption, which intro-
quces an ambiguity. Absorption and phase gradient contrast can be decoupled by 
realizing that the obliquity direction (and thus the sign of the phase-gradient sensi-
tivity) can be reversed with the use of a second off-axis illumination fiber mounted 
in diametric opposition. The detected intensities of two raw images acquired with 
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left- and right-illumination obliquity are then written as 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
where, p = { x, y} is the spatial coordinate vector, Iabs(PJ is the absorption con-
trast image and Iphase( PJ is the phase-gradient contrast image. Note that Iabs(PJ is 
a negative contrast image and the sign of Iphase(PJ is arbitrarily chosen. To recover 
Ipha..-;e( PJ and Iabs(PJ from the raw data (Eqs. 3.27 and 3.28), the raw images are first 
"flattened" by normalizing each by its Gaussian low-pass filtered version. This 
corrects for weak, slowly varying non-uniform illumination (an undesired conse-
quence of asymmetric illumination). The width of the filter kernel is chosen to be 
significantly larger than the spatial scale of interest in the image to avoid losing 
relevant sample spatial frequencies. The composite images are then computed as 
I ( ;;'\ _ ~ [ ]left, (if) _ I right (if) ] phase P; -
2 (I left ( PJ ) (I right ( PJ ) (3.29) 
J ( J'; _ ~ [ ]left (if) + f right (if) ] 
abs p - 2 ( flefr, (if)) (fright (if)) (3.30) 
where (-) denotes the Gaussian low-pass filter operation. Adding the normalized 
images cancels the phase-gradient contrast and emphasizes absorption contrast, 
whereas subtracting the normalized images cancels the absorption contrast and 
emphasizes the phase-gradient contrast. The ~ prefactor has been included to give 
Iabs(PJ and Jpha.-;e(PJ units of percent deviation from background. 
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Double-shutter imaging minimizes motion artifacts 
The camera was operated in double shutter mode to reduce the inter-frame delay 
between exposures (200 J.-LS) and thus minimize motion artifacts (Ford et al., 2012b ). 
3.5 Results 
3.5.1 Scattering tissue phantom 
Proof of principle was first demonstrated by imaging a known object in a well-
controlled scattering environment. A scattering tissue phantom was prepared by 
heating a 30 IDL solution of 2% (w /v) agarose (Sigma A5093-100G), 5Cf<, 2 f.-LID diame-
ter polystyrene beads (Polysciences 19814-15), and 0.1% 4.5 f.-LID diameter polystyrene 
beads (Polysciences 07314-5) in H20 to 7.sac on a hotplate, followed by pouring 
the mixture into a 60 IDm x 1.5 IDID cell culture dish (Corning 430166). The phan-
tom was covered with paraffin film and left to cool to room temperature before 
imaging. The optical properties of the bulk medium were Zs = 7 4 f.-LID, t; ~ 1 IDID 
and g = 0.93, as estimated using Mietheory and measured with elastic scattering 
spectroscopy (Figure 3·14). The indices of refraction of hydrated agarose gel and 
polystyrene beads were n = 1.3.5 and n = 1.59, respectively (Pogue and Patterson, 
2006). Imaging was performed through water. 
Figure 3-15 shows images of the scattering tissue phantom under different il-
lumination obliquity and after image processing. The absorption contrast image 
(Fig. 3·15c) has very little contrast due to the low absorption of the bead, with 
a faint dark ring caused by high order phase structure. The 2 f.-LID beads used to 
render the tissue phantom scattering are not visible. The phase-gradient contrast 
image (Fig. 3·15d), on the other hand, shows phase-relief similar to DIC. A region 
of interest around a single 4.5 p,ID bead was cropped to highlight both the phase-
gradient profile of the large bead and also to show the visibility of the 2 f.-LID beads. 
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Figure 3·14: Tissue phantom scattering measured by ESS probe. 
Dashed line shows transport mean free path prediction using Mie 
theory for design wavelength 630 nm. Deviation from prediction is 
assumed to come from inaccuracies while producing the phantom. 
Measurements courtesy of Katherine Calabro in the Biomedical Op-
tics Laboratory at Boston Univeristy. The instrument is described in 
(Calabro et al., 2012). 
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The lateral resolution of the probe is~ 2.6 !Jill, limited by the fiber core spacing of 
the imaging fiber bundle. 
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Figure 3·15: 45 !Jill polystyrene bead embedded in scattering tissue 
phantom. (a,b) raw images under oblique back-illumination from 
two opposing directions. (c) Addition of (a) and (b) cancels phase 
gradient contrast and emphasizes absorption. (d) Subtraction of (a) 
and (b) cancels absorption contrast and emphasizes phase gradients. 
Line profile of (d) shows phase gradient response to 45 !Jill diameter 
bead (blue dashed lines). Error bars represent standard deviation of 
70 phase gradient measurements. Scale bars 20 !Jill. 
Because phase gradients must, by definition, arise from apparent sample struc-
ture, they must also arise from the vicinity of the focal plane (objects out of focus 
are blurred and exhibit little structure). Thus, phase gradient imaging exhibits ap-
parent out-of-focus background rejection. An axial resolution profile of these beads 
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is presented in Figure 3·16. A z-stack of OBM phase gradient images was acquired 
by axially translating the scattering tissue phantom with a step size ,......, 100 nm. The 
contrast of five 5.5 x 5.5 J.Lm (12 x 12 pixel) regions each bounding single 2 J.Lm di-
ameter beads was computed as (max- min) / (max + min) for every frame in the z-
stack. The resulting contrast profiles were normalized and co-registered. The full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the contrast as a function of defocus (6 J.Lm) is 
a measure of apparent axial resolution. 
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Figure 3·16: Characterization of apparent OBM axial resolution. In-
creasing defocus corresponds to deeper imaging. 
3.5.2 Chick embryo CAM in ovo 
OBM works in a reflection geometry and is compatible with arbitrarily thick sam-
ples, which makes it uniquely compatible with endoscopy. To demonstrate the 
ability of OBM to image intact biological samples in vivo, the chick CAM mem-
brane was once again visualized as an in vivo model for highly vascularized ep-
ithelia. Fertilized Gallus gallus eggs (Carolina Biological Supply Co. 139290) were 
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stored in an incubator at 37°C and 5Qo/c, humidity, being turned every 7 h to prevent 
fusion of the chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) with the shell membrane. Imaging 
was performed at embryonic day 11. A 1 em diameter region of the shell and shell 
membrane was removed exposing the embryo and CAM. A layer of 37°C saline 
was dripped over the preparation before imaging in avo with the OBM probe. Fol-
lowing imaging, the embryos were euthanized by hypothermia by storing the eggs 
at -l5°C. 
Figure 3·17 shows phase-gradient contrast images of the CAM vascular system 
of day 11 chick embryo in avo. Individual red blood cells (RBCs) and vessel walls 
are clearly visible. OBM is sensitive to phase gradients in lateral directions and 
insensitive to gradients in the axial direction. This is manifest in the high visibility 
of the vessel side walls and transparency of the vessel top and bottom walls. 
Figure 3·17: Demonstration of phase-gradient contrast images of the 
CAM vascular system of day 11 chick embryo in avo. Individual red 
blood cells (RBCs) and vessel walls are clearly visible. Scale bars 
20 J-Llll. 
Unlike the scattering tissue phantom, the chick CAM has moderate absorption 
from hemoglobin in the RBCs. Figure 3·18 shows simultaneously acquired absorp-
tion and phase-gradient contrast images of the CAM with strikingly dissimilar 
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contrast. The bubble-like vacuoles in the stromal cells clearly visible in the phase-
gradient image are not visible in the absorption contrast image, which has contrast 
primarily derived from hemoglobin in the RBCs. Because the absorption images 
are derived from the sum of raw images, their values are positive definite (zero is 
black), and they do not exhibit out-of-focus background rejection. 
a) 
Figure 3·18: Simultaneously acquired absorption and phase-gradient 
contrast images of the CAM vascular system of day 11 chick embryo 
in ova. Contrast in the absorption image is derived from hemoglobin 
in the RBCs. Contrast in the phase-gradient image derives from 
bubble-like vacuoles in stromal cells that give structure to the mem-
brane. Individual RBCs are not resolved due to streaking caused by 
high flow rate. Scale bars 20 pm. 
3.5.3 Murine gastrointestinal tissue ex vivo 
The endomicroscope probe is designed for gastrointestinal imaging. We used ex-
cised, unstained mouse intestinal epithelia to evaluate the potential of OBM in this 
setting. 
· Six week old C57 black 6 mice were euthanized by C0 2 inhalation and the gas-
trointestinal tracts were immediately excised and washed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde. The colon and small intestine were cut longitudinally, unrolled and cleared 
of fecal matter. The preparations were incubated in 4o/c, paraformaldehyde for 
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72 h. Before ex vivo imaging, the tissues were pinned to a silicone elastomer slab 
(Sylgard@ 184, Corning) to expose the apical surfaces. Residual mucus and fecal 
matter were gently washed away with saline before imaging. 
Figure 3·19: Demonstration of OBM in excised, unstained mouse 
gastrointestinal tissue. Simultaneously acquired absorption (a-c) and 
phase-gradient (d-f) contrast images of epithelium taken with a 1 x 
micro-objective (field of view (FOV) 600 p,m). Scale bars 75 pm. 
Figure 3·19 shows simultaneously acquired absorption and phase-gradient con-
trast OBM images of mouse gastrointestinal epithelium. The absorption images are 
essentially featureless in this case, whereas the phase gradient images are informa-
tion rich. For example, crypts of Lieberkiihn and ileal villi are readily visible in 
Figure 3·20, illustrating the potential of OBM for in situ histopathology and "opti-
cal biopsy." 
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Figure 3·20: High magnification phase-gradient images of the epithe-
lium in the distal colon (a) and small intestine (b). Images were taken 
with a 2.5 x micro-objective (FOV 240 11m). Crypts of Lieberkillm ( cr), 
crypt lumens (cl) and lamina propia (lp) are indicated with arrows 
(a); ileal villi (v), columnar epithelium (ce) and lamina propia (lp) 
are indicated with arrows (b). Scale bars 30 f1ID. 
3.5.4 Other murine tissues ex vivo 
Severl other organ sites were examined ex vivo to evaluate the potential applica-
tions of OBM in general endoscopy. 
Cardiac, lung and liver tissue: Six week old C57 black 6 mice were euthanized 
by C02 inhalation and the intact heart, lung and liver was removed and incubated 
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 72 h. Upon ex vivo imaging a transverse cut through 
the heart exposing the left ventricular cavity was made, exposing cardiac muscle 
fibers in both transverse and longitudinal aspects. A transverse cut through lobes 
of the lung and liver were made exposing interior surfaces for imaging. 
Brain and skin tissue: Eight week old Swiss Webster mice were anesthetized 
and decapitated, and the brain was incubated in 30% sucrose for 72 h. A 4.3 mm 
thick coronal slice was made to expose the CAl region of the hippocampus. Shaved, 
' 
3 x 3 em area sections of ventral skin were also removed and incubated in -!o/c. 
paraformaldehyde for 24 h. Upon ex vivo imaging the tissues was pinned to a sili-
con elastomer slab. 
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Figure 3·21: Demonstration of OBM in various fixed mouse tis-
sues. (a) Transverse (trans) and longitudinal (long) aspects of fixed 
mouse cardiac muscle tissue; intercalated discs (icd) are readily dis-
tinguished. (b) Mouse brain slice reveals pyramidal neurons in the 
CAl region of the hippocampus. Stratum oriens (so), stratum pyra-
midale (sp) and stratum radiatum (sr) are apparent. (c,d) Fixed 
mouse liver showing collagen strands (c, arrows) and groups of hep-
atocyes (d, arrows). (e,f) Fixed mouse lung cross-section showing 
fine microstructure (e) and alveoli (f). Scale bars are (a,b) 20 p.m and 
( c-f) 30 fliD. 
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Depth penetration 
The flexible endoscope probe used in this setup has a working distance of 60 f.J,m, 
which leaves questions of maximum penetration depth unanswered. To illustrate 
deeper imaging, the micro-objective and flexible fiber bundle were replaced with a 
traditional microscope objective (Olympus 40x water immersion, 0.80 NA, work-
ing distance 3.3 mm). The two illuminating fibers were guided along the objective 
housing and placed in contact with the sample. The new source-detector separa-
tion (SDS) was 4.3 mm. In addition to providing greater working distance, the mi-
croscope setup afforded improved spatial resolution(~ 700 nm, camera pixel lim-
ited) compared to the flexible fiber bundle system. See Figure 3·22. Phase-gradient 
contrast OBM was found to be effective up to approximately one scattering length 
in tissue, similar to the penetration depth of DIC microscopy. 
3.6 Conclusion 
In summary, we have presented an apparatus that, to our knowledge, is the first 
to provide sub-surface, DIC-like (i.e. transmission-like) phase gradient imaging 
from thick scattering tissue in a widefield reflection geometry. Unlike images ob-
tained from OCT, OBM images are speckle-free due to incoherent LED illumina-
tion. Moreover, owing to the large photon fluxes involved, they are also relatively 
shot-noise free compared with fluorescence images. OBM is simple, fast, robust, 
and inexpensive, making it broadly appealing to biological and clinical researchers 
alike. 
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Figure 3·22: Imaging at depth with OBM. (a,b) Fixed rat flank skin. 
(a) En face view at depth 50 fJ-ID below the surface showing wavy 
collagen strands. (b) 100 fJ-ID below the surface showing a clus-
ter of adipocytes (stars) Contrast remains high even when imaging 
through'"" 30 MID of collagen fibers. (c,d) Fixed mouse ventral skin 
shows keratin filaments in (c) the stratum corneum 28 pm below the 
surface and (d) the stratum grandulosum 67 MID below the surface. 
(e,f) Fixed mouse brain slice (sagittal cut through the brain mid-line) 
illustrates imaging at depths of 49 and 83 p,m, beyond which OBM 
contrast became too weak to reveal structure. Scale bar 30 pm. 
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Chapter 4 
Image Formation Theory & Single-Exposure 
OBM 
In the previous chapter, Oblique Back-Illumination Microscopy (OBM) was intro-
duced and demonstrated to be an effective method for imaging sub-surface phase 
structures in thick scattering tissue. Theoretical frameworks were developed to 
describe the obliquity of diffuse reflectance and a simple aperture-blocking expla-
nation was given to describe the mechanism for phase-gradient contrast. Here we 
present a more robust image formation theory based on the knowledge that the 
angular distribution of emitted light is a measure of radiance and therefore illu-
mination mutual intensity at the sample plane. An amplitude and phase-gradient 
point spread function (PSF) are described and the effect of symmetric and asym-
metric detection numerical aperture (NA) is explored. Finally, two methods for 
single-exposure OBM are outlined and one is implemented using a rigid Hopkins-
lens for video-rate imaging of microvascular dynamics in the chick chorioallantoic 
membrane (CAM) free from motion artifacts. Parts of this chapter are derived from 
(Ford and Mertz, 2013). 
~.1 Image formation theory 
The derivations in this document derive from (Yi et al., 2006) and (Mertz, 2009). To 
simplify the discussion, image formation is assumed to proceed along orthogonal 
axes independently. That is, mutual intensity will be assumed separable in :r and 
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y. The goal of this section is to derive an equation for the intensity at the cam-
era plane as a function of the sample transmissivity, illumination mutual intensity 
and optical detection system. With this the effects of manipulating either the illu-
mination, optics or both on the final intensity will be estimated. Throughout this 
section, refer to Figure 4·1 
a) 
IM plane 
b) 
Figure 4-1: Optical configuration considered when developing im-
age formation theory. (a) Configuration where illumination mutual 
intensity is determined by a condenser back aperture and detection 
coherent spread function is determined by objective back aperture. 
(b) Configuration where illumination mutual intensity is determined 
by an angular distribution. See text for details. 
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4.1.1 Mutual intensity from a condenser aperture 
Non-monochromatic fields, like those generated by thermal sources such as light 
emitting diodes (LEDs) produce interference which evolves too rapidly with time 
to be either directly detected by modern electronics or easily expressed mathemat-
ically. The mutual intensity is defined as the correlation between the field at two 
spatial locations, and is a convenient statistical description which allows consider-
ation of coherent effects without the need to know fields deterministically. If the 
field at the condenser aperture plane is E0(p0 ) = E0:r(:r0 )E0y('y0 ), where p = { :r, y} 
is the spatial coordinate vector, then the mutual intensity at that plane is given by 
(4.1) 
where ( ·) denotes the time average operation. The field propagated through the 
condenser lens becomes at the sample plane (Mertz, 2009) 
E1 (pi) = E1.r(xl) E1y( yi) (4.2) 
= -i ;c ei·Jcrr Kfc J Eox(:ro)f'-i2rrtxo.r\ d:r.o JEoy(.l)o)f'- i2rr tl/o !JJ d·.l)o (4.3) 
where K = n/ A is the wavenumber (distinct from the angular wavenumber, /,: = 
21r h) and A is the wavelength in a medium with index of refraction n . From these 
definitions, we can get the mutual intensity at the sample plane directly from the 
mutual intensity at the aperture plane. 
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Introducing the Fourier coordinates, ~o = t-1;.r:o/ f c and TJo = "-Yo/ fc, we get 
.!1 (Pl , fi{) = ·~· // Jo~ ( ~o , ~b) ei21r( ~!)x~ -~o.r 1 ) dEad~~ 
x ; .1/JoTJ ( fJo, '7b) ei21f( l)[) .<J~ - l)o!ll) d ryod'7b 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
If the field is quasihomogeneous at the aperture plane, as is typically assumed, 
then the mutual intensity becomes further seperable, yielding 
Jo~(~o - ~b) = Io~ 0(~o +~b) ) f-Lo~(~o - ~b) 
.foTJ ('7o , '7b) = I OTJ 0 ( '7o + '7b) ) f-Lo TJ ('7o - '7b) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where Io(~o, f]o, ~b , ·ryb) Io~(~o - ~b )IoTJ(fJo. "lb) is the intensity function and 
P,o(~o, ·ryo, ~b , '7b) = f-Lo~(~o- ~b ) f.IoTJ(fJo , '7b) is the spatial coherence function. If the field 
is furthermore perfectly incoherent, 
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Jo~(~o- ~b) = rdo~ 0 (~o + ~b ) ) 6(~o - ~b) 
.lo17 (TJo J Jb ) = r;1o17 ( ~( 'lo + 'lb )) 6(f]o- 'lb) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Because of the Dirac function, we may safely replace ~(~o + ~b) and ~( 170 + '7b) with 
~0 and ''7o, respectively. Note that even if the coherence functions were not infinitely 
narrow, it would be safe to do this as long as the spatial extent of the source was 
much larger than the width of the coherence functions . 
.lo~(~o. ~b) = !do~(~o ) 6 (~o- ~b) 
.lo17 ('lo. 'lb) = ,.,1 o17 ( 'lo) 6 ('lo - 'lb ) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Finally, if the intensity at the aperture plane has uniform amplitude 10 bound by a 
rectangular aperture defined by o1 ~ ~o ~ 0'2 and a :3 ~ '7o ~ a!, where ai = 1wd f c 
is the Fourier coordinate associated with the physical coordinate location a; in the 
aperture plane, we get 
.lo(~o - ''70· ~b. '7b ) = .lo~(~o , ~b ) Jo17(fJo . '7b) 
= Io [ u. (~o- ai) - u(~o- a2)] [u ('f]o - a3) - ·u,('lo - a!)] 
(4.15) 
vy-here u(.r) is the unit step function. Plugging Eq. 4.15 into Eq. 4.8 gives 
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0<2 
J1(P1, p{) = Iol; j j 6(~o- ~~) ei27f (~bx~ -~ox 1 ) d~0d~~ 
0<4 
x j j b"(rJo _ rJ~) ei21r(11oY~ - ryov1) dryodrJ~ (4.16) 
0<2 0<4 
= Iof; J ei21f~o(x~ - x1) d~o J ei21fryo(Y~ - y1) dryo (4.17) 
ad= {adx,CXdy }, and sinc(x) = sin(x )jx, and the identity in Eq. 6.1, the mutual 
intensity reduces to 
J1 (Plc, Pld) = Iof;adxi:Xdy ei2mic·Pldsinc ( 1fCXdxXld) sine ( 1fCXdyYld) 
~'-----------~----------~~ 
(4.18) 
h J.i-! (P!d) 
Eq. 4.18 may be decomposed into real and imaginary components which are sym-
metric and anti-symmetric, respectively. 
J1 ,real (Plc, Pld) = Iof;adxi:Xdy cos (2n5.c · Pld)sinc ( 1fi:XdxXld) sine ( 1f!:XdyYld) 
Jl ,imag(Plc, Pld) = Iof;adxady sin (2n5.c · Pld)sinc ( 1fi:XdxX ld) sine ( 1f!:XdyYld) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
The mutual intensity at the sample plane given incoherent trans-illumination is 
found to have several salient features. First, the illumination intensity is uniform, 
having no dependence on Plc· Second, the coherence area is determined by the 
illumination aperture size (NAx = ~~., ,NAy = ~':::);small NA results in a large co-
herence area. Third, asymmetry in the illumination aperture (1/ 0:cl/ =!= 0) introduces 
an imaginary component to the coherence. This imaginary component, we will see 
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later, is responsible for phase-gradient sensitivity. 
4.1.2 Mutual intensity from an angular distribution 
If the distribution of ray directions at the sample is known (we have derived such 
distributions in Section 3.3.3 in the previous chapter) and the intensity at the sam-
ple is approximately uniform, then the mutual intensity may be derived as follows. 
Note that Eq. 4.15, which expresses the mutual intensity at the condenser aperture 
plane, may be written as 
Jo (~o, TJo, ~~' r;~) =loCt.dxCI.dy"'26(~o - ~~)6(r;o - r;~) 
x ( u(~o- al) - u(~o - et.2) ) (u(r;o- a3) - u(r;o - et.4) ) (4.21) 
Ct.~ Ct.~ 
P:::: (.;o) 
where P:=. , 77 (~0 , r;0 ) = P:=. (~0 )p77 ( r;0 ) is a normalized two-dimensional probability den-
sity function (PDF) describing the condenser aperture shape and Cl.dxCI.dy describes 
the integrated aperture area. Inserting this form into Eq. 4.8 and using center-
difference notation yields 
J 1 (Plc,j)ld) = ~ j P:=. (~o)ei21r.;ox 1 d d~o j p77 (r;o) ei21r7JOYld dr;o (4.22) 
/ 1 
The benefit of this construction is the mutual intensity at the sample plane is now 
separated into two parts, h which describes the uniform intensity and f-1 1 (j]1d) 
which describes the coherence. Note that due to the normalization property of the 
PDFs p=.(~o) and p77 (r;0 ) , the coherence function is also properly normalized (e.g., 
/11 (0) = 1). 
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If there is no condenser, as in the case of illumination by diffuse reflectance, 
knowledge of the angular distribution of transmitted rays at the sample plane can 
be used instead. The Fourier coordinates are related to the ray transmittance angles 
by 6 = K: sin ex and ry1 = K: sin ey. Note we have changed the subscript from ~0 
and fJo to 6 and ry1 to emphasize the angular information is derived no longer 
from a condenser aperture shape but from the angular distribution found at the 
object plane. Because of the change of variables, distributions in 6 and ry1 must 
be derived from distributions in ex and ey. Following the derived distribution 
approach, 
and the substitutions 
Eq. 4.23 becomes 
ex =arcsin (6/ K:) 
dB = d6 
X J 1'\;2- ~i 
"" ( c ) = Pex (arcsin ( 6 / K:)) 
p_ <,1 y'/'\;2- ~i 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Inserting Eq. 4.26 into Eq. 4.22 and giving the same treatment to p77 (ry1 ), we get 
finally 
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(4.27) 
We now have a formalism for deriving the mutual intensity from a distribution 
of ray exit angles (Eq. 4.27) as well as finding a condenser back aperture trans-
mission function (Eq. 4.26) that would achieve the same state of mutual intensity. 
Some example relationships are shown in Table 4.1. Plots of these distributions as 
well as the resulting one-dimensional coherence functions are shown in Fig. 4·2. 
These relationships will be the building blocks for finding mutual intensity from 
Monte Carlo simulation-derived angular distributions. 
Table 4.1: Angular distributions and mutual intensities 
Pex (ex) p:;;;(6) /-l1x(x1d ) 
.l 1 Jo (2n""x1d) 7r . 7r~ 
~cos ex 1 sinc(2n""x1d) 2,; 
1. cos2 e 
7r X _ 2 V""2 - e 7rK:2 1 jinc(2n""x1d) 
cos ex sin ex 6 w,;~ l d [sinc(2n""x1d) - cos (2n""x1d) ] ,;2 
Lambertian 
The Lambertian distribution is Pex( Bx) = ~ cos ex. The resulting coherence function 
is /-l1 x(X1d) = sinc(27r /'\,X1d)· Using the half width at half maximum, the Lambertian 
distribution produces a field that is coherent over a range x1d ~ (2K) - 1 = A. / (2n) . 
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Figure 4·2: a) Angular distributions in ex. b) The corresponding de-
rived distributions in 6 = K sin ex . c) The resulting coherence func-
tions f1 1x(x1d) using Eq. 4.22. 
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Symmetric Monte Carlo distribution 
Under symmetric conditions, a good model for the distribution of ray exit angles 
under a wide range of conditions is given by 
( 1 () ( • :2 2 Pex flx) =I} C'OS ,,. + 1 - / );COS ().r. (4.28) 
where / ' E [0. 4.66] is a parameter which balances the two contributions. Using 
Table 4.1, the resulting~ distribution and coherence function are 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
Plots of ~ distributions and coherence functions are shown in Fig. 4·3. Subfigures 
(a-c) correspond to Monte Carlo simulation-derived data for symmetric illumina-
tion, which yielded fitted parameter 1 = 0.7296 ('r 2 = 0.982-5). Subfigures (d-f) 
correspond to asymmetric illumination along the symmetric axis, which yielded 
fitted parameter 1 = 0.4534 (r 2 = 0.989 '-J} 
Asymmetric Monte Carlo distribution 
Under the oblique illumination conditions, a good model for the Monte Carlo data 
is 
(4.31) 
Using Table 4.1, the resulting ~ distribution and coherence function are 
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IW + --[sinc (27rK.T1d) - cos (27rn:xld)] 
7rf{,:J"ld 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Plots of the ~ distribution and coherence function are shown in Fig. 4·3. Subfig-
ures (g-i) correspond to asymmetric illumination along the asymmetric axis, which 
yielded fitted parameters 1 = 1.0314 and w = 0.3.526 (r 2 = 0.9932) . 
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Figure 4·3: a,d,g) Angular distributions in (} .r fit from MCML data. 
b,e,h) The corresponding derived distributions in ~ 1 = H sin e. c,f,i) 
The resulting coherence functions p.1.r(.r;ld) using Eq. 4.22. 
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4.1.3 From mutual intensity to detected intensity 
The intensity h(i5.3c) detected by imaging mutual intensity J1 (Plc· f51J) through a 4f 
system with magnification, JH , and coherent spread function, CSF(f}), is given by 
(Mertz, 2009), Eq. 4.65, 
h CU i1.1c) = .i\ ~2 jj CSF (P.3c- Plc- ~P1d ) CSF* (i5.3c- Plc + ~Pld ) 
X .J1 (Plc· Pld) d2 Plc d2 Pld (4.34) 
The CSF is a scaled version of the limiting detection aperture. We now consider a 
primary imaging system with lenses f obj and .ftub"' followed by a 4f relay with focal 
lenses f ro and f r1 · The purpose of the relay is to gain access to a secondary detec-
tion aperture plane which is conjugate to the primary detection aperture plane. 
Manipulation of the second aperture plane allows direct manipulation of the ef-
fective CSF of the combined system. The aperture stops, which may be limited by 
either detection aperture plane, are given by b1_ 4 following the convention of a1_-!· 
The effective magnification and CSF of the combined system are given by 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
1)sing the Fourier variables Pc.d = f>bc.d/ .fobj, the definition /{ = { BeT• Pcy}, and the 
identity in Eq. 6.1, the CSF reduces to 
(4.37) 
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Note that the CSF is separable in x and y. 
CSF .r ( x) = Bdx ei21r,d,.,. .r sine ( 1r f3dTJ.) 
CSFy(.l/) = f3dy f.'i21rPcy Ysinc (n (3dy/) ) 
To solve Eq. 4.34, consider only the x-direction and create 
= 1:(2 o - i'21r i3c:r .rl rJ sine· (n ,.:, (.r _ .1· _ l.r ) ) x fJdTL ' . /J JT 3c l c 2 lJ 
(4.38) 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
Finally, including complex sample transmissivity function along the x-direction, 
we can recast Eq. 4.34 as 
h (.~ I fl.x:) = h T ( .M X 3c) h y ( 1\f.I)'Jc) 
1:3.r( l\f:r3c ) = ~I Jfc.r (x3c - .Ilc· Xld) ·h .r(X l c · XIJ)T.r(.rl c, .J'ld) dx1c d :r1d 
I 3y (A! .l/3c ) = :! j jc y (JJ3c - .l)lc, Yld) J 1y (.l/lc • ./)ld )T y(.l)lc· :t/ld) d.Ylc dyld 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
Since G .r (x1c - x1c . :r1J) , .h.r.(.r1c, x 1d) , and T.r( x 1c , .r1d) all have Hermitian symmetry 
in r 1J , we can break them up into real (symmetric) and imaginary (antisymmetric) 
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parts. 
J3x( M .Tac) = 11
1
1 j j [G .n-(X3c - Xlc• Xld) Jl .rr(X l c, .r ld )T .rr(X lc• .rld) 
+iG.rr(X3c- Ilc' Xld).Jl.rr·(.rlc· Ilri)T.r;(Xlc· .T1d) 
+iG.rr(X3c - Xlc:• .Tld).h,.;(.rl c, .Tld)Txr(Xlc• -fld) 
-G:rr(.r:k - .Tlc• .Tld) .Jl .ri( ~rlc• .Tld)T.ri(.rlc• Ild) 
+iG .ri (.E3c - X l c• X1 d) ·h.r.r ( .l'lc · XIJ )T.rr (he, .r Ld) 
-G.r;(I3c - l'Ic, fid) .Jl.rr( ·r l n .rld)Tx;(.rlc• .]:ld) 
-G .ri ( X.'3c - .Tlc• Xld) J l.ri ( X l c • .rld )T .rr ( Xlc · .r:ld) 
-i Gcr;(X3c- :Ilc• It.rd) J li(:r l c• l'ld)T.r;(XLc· .rld)] dxlc d;rld (4.46) 
Using symmetry rules, it is evident that the imaginary terms above are antisym-
metric and will integrate over x 1d to zero and can be discarded. 
f:h-(11J .T:k ) = 11
1
1 ./ j [G.rr(I:k- Xlc· Xld) J l.rr(Xlc • X l d)T.rr( :tlc· X1d) 
-G.rr(X3c - Xlc • .Tld) J Lci(Xlc· X ld)T.r;( X l c• Itd) 
-Gx;(X3c - Ilc · X td)Jl.rr(:rk L td)T.r;(.rlc· X ld) 
- G.r; (I3c - X lc • Xld)·h x;(Ilc• .Tl d) T .rr(Xlc, Xld) ] d.rl c d:rld (4.47) 
Grouping terms, we can recast as 
J3x( J1f X3c) = ;f j j [1\-.r.e(I3c - X l c • l' t d) T .rr(;rlc · l'td) + 
1\-.ro(I3c - .Tlc · Lld) T .r;(.rlc• X !d)] dl'l c d .1·1d (4.48) 
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with 
( 4.49) 
(4.50) 
h-.re(x3c - .r1c · .r1d) and h -xo(X3c - ..f t c· .rld) are now transfer-window functions for 
the real and imaginary parts of the complex transmissivity function, Trr(:r1c, .r Ld) 
and T.r;(..r1c, .r1d), respectively. The functions K .re.xa(x:k - .r1c, .r:1d) act as transfer 
functions in ..r 1c and window functions in .rld· K u(I3c - .rlc· ..r 1d) produces am-
plitude contrast whereas Kxa(·r.3c - h e· :.r1d) produces phase gradient contrast (Yi 
et al., 2006). Note that corresponding window-transfer functions acting along the 
9-directions may be constructed following the same procedure. 
For our double 4f detection system and oblique back-illumination modeled 
along the .r-direction with Eq. 4.31 and assuming uniform illumination intensity at 
the sample plane 11, plugging Eqs. 4.33 and 4.41 into Eqs. 4.49 and 4.50 yields 
(cos (27rdc,·fLd)h·sinc(27rh:.rld) + (1 - r).iinc(27rKT1d)] 
+-....;-sin (27rf3c:r.r ld) [sinc(27rh:.rld)- c:os (27rl'l...r ld)J ) 
1ri<Tld 
(sin (27rPc:rXld)[l-sinc(27rn::.rld) + (1 - ')) jinc(27rh:Xld)] 
__ w _ C'OS (27rPc:r.Tld) [sinc(27rK:.Ttd)- C'OS (27rh:.Tld)J ) 
1rK.T I ,, 
(4.51) 
( 4.52) 
with 
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K x(X3c - X 1c, X1d) = Vhf)~xsinc ( n j)dx (x3c - X 1c - ~X1d)) 
x sinc (n f)dx (x3c - X 1c + ~X1d)) 
4.1.4 Partitioned aperture wavefront imaging 
(4.53) 
A downside of OBM as described in Chapter 3 is the need to acquire two im-
ages sequentially, which limits the frame rate and is succeptible to motion arti-
facts from probe movement or dynamics within the sample. We recently devel-
oped a phase-gradient imaging system somewhat complementary to OBM called 
Partitioned Aperture Wavefront imaging (PAW) (Parthasarathy et al., 2012) which 
works by oblique detection. PAW works by introducing four offset lenses in the 
detection aperture cut and assembled such that four laterally displaced sub-images 
are recorded at the camera plane simultaneously, each with different detection 
obliquity. Ignoring the implementation details of PAW for a moment, the salient 
feature is introducing half-blocks at the detection aperture plane results in oblique 
detection and therefore phase-gradient sensitivity. The downside of such a con-
figuration is limiting the detection aperture reduces the lateral resolution. A com-
bined OBM and PAW system would enable single-exposure operation and elimi-
nate motion artifacts. To see whether combined oblique illumination and oblique 
detection would improve phase-gradient sensitivity (and partially make up for 
the resolution loss), the effects of half-blocks in the detection aperture were incor-
ported in the image formation model. 
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No blocks 
We first consider the native objective back aperture with no additional blocks in 
the secondary detection aperture. For a water-immersion objective with NA ~ 0.6, 
f3dx ~ r;, and f3c = 0. K xe and K xa then reduce to 
K xe(X3c - X1c, Xld) = K x(X3c - X1c, Xld) ['Ysinc(27rr;,Xld) + (1- 'Y)jinc(27rr;,xld)] 
(4.54) 
with 
Half blocks 
K x(X3c - XIc,X ld) = J]';r;,2sinc (1rr;, (x3c - X1c - ~Xld)) 
xsinc (1rr;, (x3c- X1c + ~xld)) ( 4.56) 
We now consider half blocks applied to either side of the secondary detection aper-
ture. For the same objective as before, f3dx ~ r;,f2 and f3cx = ± f3dx/2 = ±r;,j 4. K xe 
and K xa then reduce to 
with 
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(cos (7rK;X1d/2)[!sinc(27rK;XId) + (1- r )jinc(27rK;XId) ] 
±-w- sin (7rK;X1d/ 2) [sinc(27rK;XId) - cos (27rK;Xld)J) 1fKOX!d 
(±sin (7rK;X1d/2)[!sinc(27rK;XId) + (1- l )jinc(27rK;X1d)] 
+-w- cos (7rK;X 1d/ 2) [cos (27rK;XId)- sinc(27rK;XId)J ) 1fKX!d 
2 
Kx(X3c - X1c,x1d) = Jh: sine (1r~ (x3c - X1c - ~xld)) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
( 4.59) 
(4.60) 
Plots of K xe and Kxa for different illumination and detection symmetries are shown 
in Fig. 4·4. 
4.1.5 Sample transmissivity 
The sample transmission function along the x-direction may be written as 
(4.61) 
where ¢x(x) is a generally complex function with real part responsible for phase 
effects and imaginary part responsible for absorption. Separating ¢x ( x ) into Px ( x) + 
iqx(x) and using the weak phase approximation tx(x) ~ 1 + i¢x(x) = 1 + ipx(x) -
qx(x) , the complex transmissivity function is found by inserting into Eq. 4.42 and 
keeping only first order terms. 
a) 
-2 
d) 
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Figure 4·4: Plots of amplitude transfer-window function Ke(O , x 1d) 
and phase transfer-window function K a(O, x 1d) for different states 
of illumination and detection symmetry. (a-c) Symmetric illumina-
tion condition (w = 0). (d-f) Asymmetric illumination condition 
(w = 0.3526). (a,d) Unblocked, symmetric detection aperture with 
NAdet ~ 0.6. (b,e) Detection aperture with a half block along the 
axis of illumination asymmetry. Note the amplification of the win-
dow function K 0 in (e). (c,f) Detection aperture with a half block 
complementary to (b,e). Note the incomplete cancelation of window 
function K 0 in (f). 
2 KX ,d 
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(4.62) 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
Inserting this into Eq. 4.48, it is evident that h -.re is a transfer-window function only 
for absorption terms while K xo is a transfer-window function only for phase terms. 
This can be made evident by separating the final intensity into an absorption term 
and a phase term 
h r.abs(Jvf .T3c ) = ]\lf JJ K .re (I 3c - .1'lc• .rld)Txr(Ilc, Ild) d:r lc d.rld 
hr .ph~e (!I J X 3c) = J\lf ./1 K xo ( X3c- :1'1c- :T ld) T .r; ( X l c • .rld) d.rlc d.r ld 
4.1.6 Amplitude point spread function 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
The response to an amplitude impulse is the amplitude point spread function 
(PSF). The transmission can be modeled as 
t ((.J) = K - 1c5(.r) h',- 16(y) 
'--v--''--v--' 
t,,.(.r) f y(y ) 
Defining the transmissivity as in Eq. 4.42, 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
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Since there is no imaginary part of this transmissivity, h x,phase(Af x 3c) = 0. Inserting 
Eqs. 4.68 and 4.51 into Eq. 4.65 yields the one-dimensional amplitude PSF. 
(4.69) 
Making the substitution NA.r ,y = PdT.dy / 211,, the one-dimensional PSF becomes 
(4.70) 
The full two-dimensional PSF assuming uniform intensity 11 incident on the sam-
ple is given by 
(4.71) 
Since there is no B'c--dependence, this is the amplitude PSF for both backed and 
unblocked OBM. That is to say the PSF is equivalent for symmetric or asymmetric 
detection apertures of the same width. In practice, introducing a half-block into an 
existing aperture reduces the width by 2 and subsequently doubles the width of 
the amplitude PSF. A plot of the amplitude PSF is shown in Fig. 4·5a. 
4.1.7 Phase gradient point spread function 
'"{he complex object transmission can be expressed along the .r-direction in terms 
of amplitude and phase as 
(4.72) 
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Defining the transmissivity as in Eq. 4.42, 
(4.73) 
In the limit where :r d;::::; 0 (which is imposed by the width of the Ke.o functions) and 
the phase gradient is small, 
i [(rp,. (xc)+~xd o¢8(J') I ) - (¢x(x,.)-~xd o¢B(.r) I )] 
T.r( .r c· :r d) = lt.r ( .T c) 12 e ~ X x=cc - T .r=xc 
. 8¢x(.r) I uu_a_ 
= lt .r(xcW e x .c=.cc 
;::::; lt.r(:rcW ( 1 + ird orpaYJ l.r=xJ 
Separating into real and imaginary parts 
T.rr(.Tc, XJ) = lf:r(.rcW 
T ( ) - it (. ) 1:2 i:Jrp""(:r) I 
.r:·i Xc, r d . - .r I c .rd ~ T=Xc 
(4.74) 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
(4.77) 
(4.78) 
To investigate the response of the system to a unit step function in phase, note that 
this corresponds to a delta function in phase gradient at x = Xc · Also assuming a 
non-absorbing sample for simplicity, 
(4.79) 
(4.80) 
Inserting Eq. 4.79 into Eq. 4.65 and evaluating at x 3c = 0 gives the intensity at 
the camera due to the real-part of the transmissivity function, which is here unity. 
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Inserting equation Eq. 4.80 into Eq. 4.66 and evaluating at x3c = 0 gives the inten-
sity at the camera due to the phase step. Note that this second term may be posi-
tive or negative depending on the sign of the unit step, and evaluates to zero for a 
smooth surface (no phase gradients). Therefore, l:3:r,ph&le(:r3c) is the phase PSF. The 
ratio of l:3x.ph&le(.r3c) to I:kabs(.r3c ) gives the phase-gradient signal-to-background 
ratio (SBR). 
4.1.8 Effect of numerical aperture 
No blocks 
Here we will evaluate the phase-gradient SBR as a function of native objective NA 
with no blocks in the secondary detection aperture. In the next section we'll repeat 
these calculation to determine the effect of detection half-blocks. 
Inserting Eqs. 4.79 and 4.51 into Eq. 4.65 and setting p= = 0, 
(4.81) 
(4.82) 
The integration over .r lc can be done first by using the identity in Eq. 6.2 
l 3x.abs( lllx3c) = VI;.:dx J sine(niJdxild) [Tsinc(2n n;.rld) + (1 - "Y) jine( 2n n;.rld) ] d :r1d 
(4.83) 
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We find the integration over x1c destroys the dependency of x 3c . The result of 
this integration will be viewed as a uniform background. Using the substitution 
X = f3dx/ K,, 
h x,abs(Nfx3c) = ~K,X J sinc(7rK,XXld) [lsinc(27rK,Xld) + (1- l )jinc(27rK,X1d) ] dx 1d 
(4.84) 
I3x,abs(Mx3c) = 'f:j J sinc(x) [1sinc ( ~x) + (1- 1)jinc (~x) J dx (4.85) 
Using the identities in Eqs. 6.3 and Eq. 6.4 and making the substitution NAx = x/2, 
VI;( 2 [ v 2 . ]) I3x,abs(Mx3c) = M 1NAx + :; (1- I ) NAx 1 - NAx + arcsm (NAx) (4.86) 
The absorption intensity is plotted as a function of unblocked detection NA in 
Fig 4·6b. 
Defining I 3x,phase (M X3c) 
Inserting Eqs. 4.80 and 4.52 into Eq. 4.66 and setting f3cx = 0, 
(4.88) 
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The delta function in x1c makes that integral trivial 
(4.89) 
Unlike the prior integral defining the uniform background, this integration over 
x 1c preserves the x 3c-dependency. Using the substitution X = f3d/ K,, 
(4.90) 
13x, phase(lVI x 3c ) =- -IJ_~x Jsinc (v- ~x) sine (v + ~ x) [sine (~x)- cos ( ~x) J dx 
' (4.91) 
Using the identity in Eq. 6.5, and the substitutions NAx = x/2 and v = 21rNAxK,x3c, 
(4.92) 
The phase contribution to intensity in response to a step function is plotted as a 
function of unblocked detection NA in Fig 4·6a. The spatial response is the phase 
gradient PSF and is plotted in Fig 4·5b. 
' 
Defining SBR 
Finally, defining the signal to background ratio as the ratio of I 3x, phase (lVI x3c) (Eq. 4.92) 
to 1 3x,abs (!VI X3c ) (Eq. 4.86), 
SBR = I f3x,phase(Mx3c) I 
h x,abs (NJ X3c) X3c=O 
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2wNA~ 
7r { 1NAx + ~(1 - 1) [NAxVl- NA~ + arcsin (NAx) J} 
2w 4w ( 1 - I ) 3 5 ~ 4 + (1r _ 4)1 NAx + 3[4 + (1r _ 4)1J2 NAx + O(NAx) 
The SBR is plotted as a function of unblocked detection NA in Fig 4·6c. 
a) M PSF b) 
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Figure 4·5: OBM response to (a) a point amplitude object and (b) a 
unit step function of phase (impulse in phase gradient). 
Defining SNR 
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can also be calculated using I 3x,yphase = I3x,yphase(O) and 
I3x,yabs = I3x,yabs(O) . The signal is defined as the subtraction of two images using 
illumination with opposing obliquity (that is, WL = - wR and therefore h ,phase = 
- JR,phase· For this calculation, the total intensity is required and the response in 
both x andy must be considered. Assume a uniform illumination 11 at the sample 
plane interpreted as the number of detected photons integrated over a pixel area 
and exposure duration, and illumination obliquity along the x-direction only (wy = 
0). The two raw images have intensity 
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h = (I3x,abs + f 3x,phase) fsy,abs 
JR = (I3x,abs - f 3x,phase ) f 3y,abs 
(4.95) 
(4.96) 
The signal is defined as the subtraction of these two images, while the noise is 
found from the collected intensity from each image. 
The SNR is thus defined .as 
' 
Signal =h - h 
= 2 f 3x,phasefsy ,abs 
(}~ =h 
(}total = V (Jl + (}~ 
= J 2I3x,absfsy,abs 
SNR = I Signal I 
(}total 
2f3x,phase f 3y,abs 
J 2f3x,absf 3y,abs 
f 3x,phase 
2f3y,abs 
f3x,abs 
Inserting Eqs. 4.86 and 4.92 yields the approximation 
(4.97) 
(4.98) 
(4.99) 
(4.100) 
(4.101) 
(4.102) 
(4.103) 
(4.104) 
(4.105) 
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/'yNAy + ~(1- /'y) [NAyv1- NA; + arcsin (NAy)] 
f'x NAx + ~(1- f'x ) [NAxV 1- NA; +arcsin (NAx) J 
For the simple case of NAx =NAy = NA and f'x = /'y = ')', SNR reduces to 
(4.106) 
(4.107) 
The SBR and SNR derived here are valid in the small NA regime by dint of the 
Fresnel approximation inherent in Eq. 4.34 and the Taylor expansions used to ap-
proximate Eq. 4.94. 
The SBR and SNR are important performance metrics to consider when opti-
mizing the system for sensitivity and dynamic range. In practice, there are ad-
ditional sources of noise including camera readout noise; motion, temperature or 
pressure fluctuations in the sample occuring between the raw image acquisitions 
(collectively referred to as motion artifacts); and instability of the illumination co-
herence properties (e.g. I' = !'(t) , w = w(t )) due to dynamics within the scattering 
tissue volume. Systematic uncertainty (bias) may also arise from differential ab-
sorption or scattering properties between the two illumination paths, aberrations 
in the detection optics, and background from the camera readout (possibly with 
spatial structure). With careful collaboration of the optical and electrical systems, 
these biases can be known and corrected. 
An honest evaluation of the total SNR for a given sample and illumination 
power may be estimated by taking repeated measurements of a static sample un-
der mechanical and thermal steady state. Such an experiment was carried out for 
the 45 f.-L ID polystyrene bead embedded in scattering tissue phantom. The temporal 
mean and standard deviation of the phase-gradient OBM images are plotted at the 
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bottom of Fig. 3·15. The noise level is found to be independent of phase-gradient 
level in the sample, and is lower than the response of both the 45 p,m polystyrene 
bead and the 2 p,m polystyrene beads used to render the tissue phantom scattering. 
Half blocks 
We will now define the phase-gradient SBR of OBM with half blocks to determine 
whether a combined OBM and PAW system will yield any benefit over OBM alone. 
Defining I3x,abs(Nfx3c) 
Inserting Eqs. 4.79 and 4.51 into Eq. 4.65 and setting f3cx = ± f3dx/2 , 
(4.108) 
x {cos (n{3dxXld)[rsinc(2nK:Xld) + (1-{)jinc(2nK:x1d)] 
±-w- sin (n f3dxX ld) [sinc(2nK:Xld)- cos (2nK:Xld)J} dx1d (4.109) 
1rf>Xld 
Using the identity in Eq. 6.2 and again losing x3c-dependency, 
( ) Vhf3dx J · ( {3 ) hx,abs Nfl x3 = NI smc 7r dxxld 
X {cos ( nf3dxXld) [rsinc(27rK:Xld) + (1 - 1 )jinc(27rK:Xld)] 
±-w- sin (nf3dxXld) [sinc(2nK:xld) - cos (27rK:Xld)J} dx1d (4.110) 
1rf>Xld 
Using the substitution x = f3dx/ K:, 
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x {cos ( nr;;xx1d) ['-ysinc(2nr;;xld) + (1 - ')' )jinc(2nr;;xld)] 
± _ w_sin(nr;;xx1d) [sinc(2nr;;xld)- cos(2nr;;xld)J} dx1d 1ri<X ld (4.111) 
I3x,abs(1Vfx3c) = ![j Jsinc(x) {cos (x) [')'sine ( ~x) + (1- 'Y)jinc (~x) J 
± wxx sin (x) [sine ( ~x) - cos (~x) J} dx (4.112) 
Using the identities in Eqs. 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8, 
VI; 
I3x,abs(1V!x3c) = n!VI (4.113) 
x { nNAx('Y ± 2w) + (1- !') [ 2NAxV 1 - 4NA; +arcsin (2NAx)] } 
The absorption intensity is plotted as a function of blocked detection NA in Fig 4·6e. 
Defining hx ,phase (!VI X 3c) 
Inserting Eqs. 4.80 and 4.52 into Eq. 4.66 and setting fJcx = ±fJdx/2 , 
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(4.114) 
The delta function in x 1c makes that integral trivial 
h x,phase(Mx3c) JT;:Jx ] sine (n f3dx (x3c- ~Xld)) sine (n f3dx (x3c + ~Xld)) 
x {±x1dsin (n f3dxx1d) [lsinc(2nKxld) + (1- f' )jinc(2nKx1d)] 
- ;~~:cos (nf3dxxld) [sinc(2nKxld)- cos (2nKxld) l} dx 1d (4.115) 
Using the substitution X= f3dx/ K, 
x { ±x1d sin (nKXXld) [lsinc(2nKxld) + (1- f' )j inc(2nKx1d)] 
-:~~:COS (7rKXXld) [sinc(27rKXld) - COS (27rKX1d)l} dxld (4.116) 
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13x,ph-( M x3,) ~ ~ J sine (v - ~x) sine ( v + !x) 
x { ±x sin (x) [1sinc ( ~x) + (1 - 1)jinc (~x) J 
- wxcos (x) [sine ( ~x)- cos ( ~x) J} dx 
Using the identities in Eqs. 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12, 
2..;J; [ 2 . 2 fsx phase(lV1X3c) = - 2- - 1rwNAxsmc (27rNAxKX3c) 
' 7r 1\11 
(4.117) 
(4.118) 
± (1- !)NAx j sinc2 Ox) sin (x) J1 (NA; 1x) dx] 
Although no closed form solution is possible, an approximate form of the identity 
in Eq. 6.10 is given by Eq. 6.11. With this, we ca:n find the approximate phase PSF. 
( ) "" 2 ..;I;_ [ 2 ( ) 3.3] . 2 ( I3x phase 1\11 X3c "" -- -wNAX ± 1 _ , NAX smc 27rNAxKX3c) 
' 7r 1\11 (4.119) 
The phase-contribution to intensity in response to a step function is plotted as a 
function of blocked detection NA in Fig 4-6d. 
Defining SBR 
Finally, defining the signal to background ratio as the ratio of h x,phase(.l\11 X3c) (Eq. 4.119) 
to 13x,abs(lVJx3c) (Eq. 4.113), 
SBR = I h x,phase (Jvf X3c ) I 
h x,abs ( M X3c ) x 3c=O 
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2 [wNA; =f (1- 'Y)NA~·3 J 
~ nNAx(!' ± 2w) + (1 - !' ) [ 2NAxJ 1- 4NA; +arcsin (2NAx) J 
~ 2w NAx =f 2(1- !' ) NA; ·3 
4 + 'Y (7r- 4) ± 2nw 4 + 'Y (7r- 4) ± 2nw 
+ 16w(1- !' ) NA3 + O(NA 4) + O(NA 4.3 ) 
3 [4 +"((n-4) ±2nw]2 x x x 
(4.120) 
(4.121) 
The phase-gradient SBR is plotted as a function of blocked detection NA in Fig 4·6f. 
Effect of half blocks on OBM 
The major drawback of PAW optics is the segmentation of the aperture plane re-
sults in a loss of numerical aperture. The primary effect is a loss of resolution, but 
there is also an effect on phase gradient sensitivity when applied to an OBM setup. 
Defining NAoBM/PAW = NAoBM/ 2 and allowing NAto vary from 0 to 1, we can plot 
the two phase-gradient SBRs on the same axis (Fig 4·6g). As can be seen, at least 
with the values of a1,2,3 derived from the MCML simulations, the maximum phase-
gradient SBR is obtained without half blocks at all NAs. The OBM/PAW combi-
nation improves phase gradient sensitivity when comparing unblocked OBM with 
the same NA as each PAW sub-image receives, but this is hardly a fair comparison 
as the full resolution would of course be available if the PAW lens was removed 
and different beam-splitting scheme was employed. 
These results indicate that phase-gradient SBR and spatial resolution both im-
prove roughly linearly with increasing detection NA. The use of a PAW detection 
scheme limits the NA and is thus unsuitable for single-exposure OBM. Another 
image splitting device is considered in the next section which uses the full detec-
tion NA and thus enables single-exposure operation and maintains high resolution 
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Figure 4·6: Comparison of phase-gradient SBR of OBM with and 
without half blocks in the secondary detection aperture. 
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and phase-gradient SBR. 
4.2 Single-exposure OBM with a Wollaston image splitting relay 
Throughout this section we will report the development of a single-exposure OBM 
system which allows video-rate imaging free from artifacts in dynamic samples. 
Motion in an endomicroscopy setting commonly comes from shaky probe motion. 
As many image registration systems have been reported that could help assuage 
this problem, we concern ourselves with another source of dynamics within the 
tissue itself, namely blood flow. 
Microcirculatory blood flow and capillary density are important measures of 
tissue oxygenation and organ health. Fluorescence angiography is typically used 
to reveal microvascular blood flow in vivo. Confocal fluorescence endomicroscopy 
has been used to image microvasculature in mice (Laemmel et al., 2004) and hu-
mans (Dunbar and Canto, 2010), but slow frame rates (1 - 12 frames per second 
(fps)) limit its ability to quantify blood velocity. Several methods based on OCT 
including phase sensitive optical Doppler tomography (ODT) (White et al., 2003), 
and phase variance OCT (Fingler et al., 2009) have been developed to quantify 
microvascular blood flow for retinal applications and can generate both three di-
mensional reflectance volumes and blood flow maps. These techniques all rely on 
raster scanning a focused laser beam, an intrinsic disadvantage when measuring 
fast dynamics. Sensitivity to global motion also limits their applications to still 
samples. Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) is a fast widefield technique that 
has been used to quantify microcirculatory blood flow in small animals (Boas and 
Dunn, 2010) and humans (Parthasarathy et al., 2010), especially cortical blood flow, 
but is sensitive to dynamics over relatively large depths and therefore lacks axial 
resolution. LSCI is also susceptible to motion artifacts, though filtering techniques 
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exist for the case of periodic motion (Parthasarathy et al., 2010). Orthogonal po-
larization sensitive spectral imaging (OPS) (Groner et al., 1999; Pennings et al., 
2004) uses incoherent illumination and polarization discrimination to effectively 
back-illuminate microvasculature, generating images of absorption contrast simi-
lar to what would be achieved with widefield trans-illumination microscopy. Red 
blood cell (RBC) velocity could, in principle, be derived from such videos using 
standard image correlation techniques (Intaglietta et al., 1975), but the images are 
nevertheless insensitive to phase gradients and must rely on sufficient absorption 
to produce adequate contrast. 
We here describe single-exposure OBM using a rigid Hopkins lens with wave-
length multiplexing and a Wollaston prism image splitter (Chu and Mertz, 2012; 
Yeh et al., 1999; Beniere et al., 2009). Slight asymmetric anamorphic distortion 
induced by the Wollaston prism is characterized and corrected in real time. Video-
rate movies of the CAM in the developing chick are shown to exhibit strong phase-
gradient contrast free from distortion and artifacts in the presence of probe trans-
lation and moderate blood flow. Individual RBCs are well resolved and tracked a 
posteriori to determine local blood velocity in the ectoderm capillary plexus. Tem-
poral variance and averaging filters are used to highlight dynamics in vessel lu-
mens and display static structures with improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Func-
tional capillary density (FCD), a direct measure of nutritional tissue perfusion and 
indirect measure of oxygen delivery to tissue (Harris et al., 1996), defined as the 
length of RBC-perfused capillaries per observation area (given in cm - 1), is calcu-
lpted for two capillary regions. 
' 
4.2.1 Optical setup 
The optical setup is shown in Fig. 4·7. Light from two LEDs (Luxeon Star LXM2-
PH01-0070: 617nm, 490mW and LXM3-PD01-0260: 655nm, 580mW) is coupled 
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into multimode optical fibers (Thorlabs BFL48-1000, 1m length) via aspheric con-
denser lenses in a 4f-configuration (Thorlabs ACL5040-A). Excitation filters (Sem-
rock FF01-615/20-25-1 and FF01-661/20-25-1) are applied to avoid spectral over-
lap. After transmission through the filters and optical fibers, the center wave-
lengths are 619 and 660 nm, respectively (see Fig. 4· 7b) and power is rv 10m W 
per fiber. The time-averaged irradiance in the tissue is maximal at the fiber-tissue 
interface (150m W cm- 2). The scattering and absorption coefficients of tissue are 
weak functions of wavelength over this range, with scattering playing the dom-
inant role in determining light transport (Mobley and Vo-Dinh, 2003). Diffuse 
reflectance from each of the offset sources simultaneously back-illuminates the 
sample with approximately equal obliquity but opposing direction. A rigid Hop-
kins lens (Karl StOrz EndoMAG 1, water-immersion, 0.6 numerical aperture (NA), 
working distance 40 pm) and tube lens (Thorlabs AC254-075-A, f = 75 mm) in a 
4f-configuration generates a primary image (.l\1HL = 45.5 x ). 
At the primary image plane are superposed two wavelength-multiplexed in-
tensity distributions of the sample comprised of approximately equal absorption 
contrast and phase-gradient contrast of approximately equal magnitude but op-
posing sign. Both intensity distributions (henceforth called sub-images) are col-
lected in parallel by tiling across the camera sensor. The tiling is achieved by plac-
ing a quartz Wollaston prism (Edmund Optics NT68-820, beam separation 2.1 o for 
.A = 633 nm) in the Fourier plane of a 0.5 x demagnifying 4f relay. The Wollaston 
prism generates sub-images with orthogonal polarization states, but this effect is 
irrelevant as the field emanating from the sample is randomly polarized. Total 
magnification is M = 22.75 x . Emission filters with passbands matching the ex-
citation filters are positioned after the Wollaston prism to spech·ally identify the 
sub-images. The Wollaston relay maintains the optical resolution limited by the 
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Figure 4·7: (a) Optical setup. Light from two spectrally distinct LEDs 
is simultaneously delivered to the sample by two offset, 1 mm opti-
cal fibers . (b) Spectra of bare LEOs (dashed lines) and of LEDs af-
ter transmission through optical fibers and filters (solid lines). A 
contact-mode rigid Hopkins lens prevents direct specular illumi-
nation of the sample; instead, the sample plane is simultaneously 
and obliquely back-illuminated (Ford et al., 2012a). The Hopkins 
lens provides the limiting aperture and a tube lens produces a pri-
mary image. The source-detector separation is 3 mm (c) The primary 
image is masked by a field stop and relayed to the camera plane 
through a Wollaston prism which produces two laterally-displaced 
sub-images. Emission filters are used to spectrally distinguish the 
sub-images such that each is sensitive to phase gradients in oppos-
ing shear directions. 
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Hopkins lens NA (tlp ~ 550 nm) and introduces negligible aberrations. To prevent 
overlap of the sub-images, a square field stop is placed at the entrance of the Wol-
laston relay with side length l = 12 mm (260 11m demagnified). Our interline trans-
fer camera (Qimaging Retiga 2000R) supports simultaneous exposure and readout 
and captures frames at 25 .5 fps (2 x 2 binning) or 44.2 fps (4 x 4 binning). 
4.2.2 System calibration 
The desired effect of the Wollaston prism in the relay is a splitting of the ran-
domly polarized input field into two sub-images displaced along a shear axis. An 
undesired side effect is anti-symmetric anamorphic distortion, dominantly a lin-
ear expansion of one sub-image and a linear compression of the other of about 
2.6% relative to the undistorted field. This distortion is caused by the deviation 
angle having a slight dependence on incidence angle (Beniere et al., 2009; Sore£ 
and McMahon, 1966) and must be corrected for proper image registration before 
further processing can proceed. The precision of the registration should be well 
within a diffraction-limited spot, which in this setup corresponds to ~ 2 pixels. 
Therefore, sub-pixel registration is desirable. Although distortion is expected to 
be limited to expansion/ compression along the shear axis, we use a general affine 
transform model encompassing image shear, rotation, expansion and translation 
for system characterization and image registration. 
The affine transform maps one coordinate system to another. A homogeneous 
representation is used to enable a single matrix to represent combinations of linear 
transformations and translation. 
(4.122) 
The combined matrix, M, is defined as 
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M =Mtrans M exp Mrot.M shear 
(
1 0 .6.x ) (SI 0 0) 
= 0 1 .6./j 0 S.y 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 ( 
cos f) sin e 0) ( 1 
- sin e cos f) 0 /y 
0 0 1 0 
(4.123) 
where .6.x . y are translations, S x,y are expansion coefficients, e is clockwise rota-
tion, and l.r, y are shear coefficients in the x - and y-directions, respectively. Im-
ages of a 1951 United States Air Force (USAF) resolution target (Edmund Optics) 
positioned in the intermediate imaging plane were used to calibrate the system. 
A table of corresponding corners in each sub-image was generated and an affine 
transformation matrix mapping one sub-image coordinate system onto another 
was calculated based on least squares optimization. Once the affine matrix was 
found, the coefficients in Eq. 4.123 were determined using a nonlinear numerical 
solver to further characterize the system. In practice, the dominant terms are ex-
pansion/ compression in the .r-direction of 2.6o/r and translation, with all other dis-
tortions (y-direction expansion of 0.01.5%, rotation of -0.08.5° and .r-direction shear 
of 0.004) playing negligible roles. Assuming the distortions of each sub-image are 
of approximately equal degree but opposing sign, the desired correction is not for 
one sub-image to map to another, but rather for each sub-image to map back to a 
1 
common undistorted coordinate system. To achieve this, we found M 2 such that 
1 1 1 
NI = M 2 NI 2 (Gordon, 2007) and M - 2, its inverse, which maps each sub-image 
to the center coordinate system. A proof that the square root matrix achieves this 
result is presented in Appendix 6.2. 
' 
Image registration was implemented with the following algorithm. For each 
pixel in the registered image, a query coordinate (.rq, yq) was generated 
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(4.124) 
The registered image pixel then took on the value of the unregistered image at 
this coordinate. The query coordinates are not restricted to integers and bilinear 
interpolation was implemented in the 4-pixel neighborhood bounding the query 
location. To avoid querying the sub-image outside the detected domain, an addi-
tional3% expansion from the middle of the image was applied to each sub-image. 
It should be emphasized that cascaded transforms may be represented with a sin-
gle equivalent transform. The calibration need only occur once and the resulting 
1 1 
transformation matrices M 2 and M- 2 are used in real time during data acquisi-
tion and display. Figure 4·9 shows the efficacy of distortion correction and registra-
tion for both a USAF resolution target and for a 45 1-1m diameter polystyrene bead 
in a tissue phantom comprised of 2 p.m diameter polystyrene beads in 2o/c. agarose 
gel (transport mean free path, l~ ~ 1 mm at). = 600 nm). 
M 
~ 
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Figure 4·8: Distortion caused by Wollaston prism is characterized by 
an affine transformation matrix. The original image is optically split 
into compressed and expanded sub-images. Transformation matri-
ces M and M-1 describe the mapping between the sub-image co-
l l 
ordinate systems. The square root matrices M 2 and M -2 map the 
sub-images back to the original coordinate system. 
Image processing and display are performed in real time with a graphics pro-
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Figure 4·9: Image registration with an affine transformation. (a-c) 
USAF 1951 resolution target imaged with a Wollaston relay; (a) raw 
sub-image; (b) subtraction of sub-images after translation-only regis-
tration; (c) subtraction of sub-images after affine registration. Resid-
ual intensity in (b) confirming distortion is removed in (c). (d-f) 
--.1:5 pm polystyrene bead in tissue phantom imaged with a rigid Hop-
kins lens and Wollaston relay; (d) sequential exposure OBM using 
a single sub-image; (e) single-exposure OBM after translation-only 
registration; (f) single-exposure OBM after affine registration. The 
poor contrast and ghost images of the 2 JLm beads in (e) are not ob-
served (f). (b-f) are displayed with a linear grayscale mapping the 
value zero to black and the maximum value of the image to white. 
(b) and (c) use the same colormap to compare residuals. Scale bars 
20pm 
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cessing unit (NVIDIA GTX 280) using NVIDIA's CUDA general purpose parallel 
computing platform (NVIDIA, 2012). We note that the NVIDIA hardware used 
in this work does not support simultaneous processing and memory streaming 
between the CPU and GPU DRAM, and performance is expected to improve if a 
newer generation graphics card is used (compute capability 2.0 or higher (NVIDIA, 
2012)) . 
Table 4.2: Real-time image processing execution times 
(600 pixel)2 (300 pixel)2 
Memory transfer between CPU 31.7ms 16.9ms 
andGPUDRAM 
Segmentation, distortion correc- 0.8 ms 0. 2ms 
tion and sub-pixel registration 
Implementing Eq. 3.29 or 3.30 2.8ms 1.5 ms 
Total execution time 35.3 ms 18.6ms 
Process-limited frame rate 28.3 fps Ei3.8 fps 
4.2.3 Chick chorioallantoic membrane 
The chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) was used as a model for microvascu-
lar dynamics. Fertilized Gallus gallus eggs (Carolina Biological Supply Co. 139290) 
were incubated at 38 ac and 50% humidity and turned every 7 h to prevent fusion 
of the CAM with the shell membrane. Imaging was performed on embryonic days 
7 and 8 (E7 and E8). A 2 em diameter region of shell and shell membrane was 
removed exposing the CAM. Imaging was performed in avo through 37 oc saline. 
Following imaging, the embryos were euthanized by hypothermia by storage in 
_,_ l 5°C. The animals used in this study were treated in accordance with the guide-
lines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Boston University. 
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4.2.4 Results 
Two sub-images are acquired in order to distinguish phase-gradient contrast from 
absorption contrast. Figure 4-10 is a single frame from a video which shows RBCs 
flowing through the ectoderm plexus of the E8 chick CAM. Static vessel walls and 
flowing RBCs are both well resolved in the phase gradient image (Fig. 4·10a). Con-
trast is much weaker in the absorption image (Fig. 4·10b) and comes dominantly 
from RBCs. Functional capillary density (FCD) was calculated to be -±20 cm- 1 . 
(a) 
Figure 4·10: Single-exposure OBM captures capillary blood flow 
in ectoderm plexus of E8 chick CAM. (a) Single frame of a video 
taken with Eq. 3.29 applied to reveal phase gradients. (b) The same 
data from (a) with Eq. 3.30 applied to reveal absorption. (b) has 
been significantly contrast enhanced for easier visualization. FCD 
is 420 cm- 1 • 5 ms exposure time, 2-5 fps, scale bar 30 pm. 
Figure 4·11 shows blood flow through the ectoderm capillary plexus in the E7 
chick CAM. Stationary structures such as capillary vessel walls and moving RBCs 
exhibit phase-gradient contrast that is strong when in focus and decays with ap-
proximately 10 pm defocus. The apparent axial resolution is due to defocused 
structures exhibiting weak phase-gradients after point spread function blurring. 
The temporal mean (Fig. 4-llb, grayscale component) and variance (Fig. 4·1lb, 
red component) within a 5-frame (0 .2 s) window were used to highlight capil-
lary lumens. Images within the window were first co-registered to render the fil-
ters insensitive to global translation and jarring caused by the embryo heart beat 
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(190 beats per minute (bpm) measured). The exposure time (.5 ms) and frame rate 
(25 fps) were sufficient to resolve and track individual RBCs as they traversed the 
plexus. The inter-frame translation vectors associated with ten RBCs (Fig. 4-llb, 
white arrows) were used to compute characteristic flow velocities. The average 
speed of 0.28 ± 0.10 mm s-1 is in the physiological range for peripheral capillary 
flow in humans (Mathura et al., 2001). FCD was calculated to be 4-!0 cm - 1. 
' 
a 0.15 ± 0.06 rnms- 1 
b 0.23 ± 0.08 rnms- 1 
c 0.22 ± 0.03 mms- 1 
d 0.16 ± 0.03 mms- 1 
e 0.40 ± 0.10 mms- 1 
f 0.26 ± 0.03 rnms- 1 
g 0.29 ± 0.02 mms- 1 
h 0.32 ± 0.09 mms- 1 
0.32 ± 0.05 mms-1 
J 0.46 ± 0.10 mms- 1 (a) 0.28 ± 0.10 mms-1 
Figure 4·11: Single-exposure phase-gradient OBM allows red blood 
cell (RBC) tracking of capillary flow in ectoderm plexus. (a) Single 
frame of Video 2. Static vessel walls and flowing RBCs are both well 
resolved. (b) The temporal average (grayscale) and variance (red) 
were computed from a 5-frame (0.2 s) sliding window co-registered 
to remove effects from global translation. The average image shows 
static structures including capillary walls with improved signal to 
noise ratio compared with (a), while the variance highlights the dy-
namics within the capillary lumen. Inter-frame translation vectors of 
ten RBCs in a 20 frame (0.8 s) video segment are shown with white 
arrows. The speed of each RBC along its path is given in mean ± 
standard deviation. 5 ms exposure time, 25 fps, scale bar 30 p,m. 
Figure 4·12 shows a large volume of densely packed RBCs flowing through a 
rv 8.5 p,m diameter post-capillary venule at 0.29 mm s- 1. Static structures away from 
the vessel are well resolved even during steady translation of the probe. A roughly 
parabolic velocity profile is observed as is laminar mixing of vessel contents at 
converging vessel branches. Back-illumination obliquity is maintained even after 
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traversing the scattering underlying layers of the vessel and the superficial RBCs 
are identified as tumbling discs with strong phase gradient contrast. Translating 
the probe to follow the vessel downstream allows the observation of individual 
RBC dynamics that would be impossible in an absorption contrast technique. Fi-
nally, a plasma layer almost void of cells was observed along the vessel walls. 
Figure 4·12: Single-exposure phase gradient OBM video tracking 
blood flow through a rv 85 J.1ffi diameter post-capillary venule at 
0.29 mm s-1 . Cross-sectional structure of the vessel wall is well re-
solved and does not prevent visualization of individual RBCs, which 
appear as tumbling discs with strong gradient contrast despite the 
spatiotemporally chaotic environment. Roughly parabolic velocity 
profile is observed. A plasma layer almost void of cells is apparent 
along the vessel walls. 5 ms exposure, 25 fps, scale bar 30 J1m. 
Figure 4·13 shows fast converging blood flow through a post-capillary venule 
network. The higher frame of 44 fps was achieved by camera pixel binning at the 
cost of sampling density. Fast moving RBCs are visible in some frames but inter-
frame tracking cannot be performed reliably. However, the temporal variance filter 
is robust and segments the vessels despite the poor sampling. Static regions of 
the membrane including blood vessel walls appear in high contrast due to phase-
gradient sensitivity of OBM. An advantage of this over absorption-only imaging 
is the possibility of image registration that is sensitive to probe translation and 
insensitive to blood flow dynamics. That is, the registration tracks probe motion 
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and not the blood flow motion. Knowledge of the probe translation path allows 
large field-of-view (FOV) mosaics for better visualization of capillary architecture 
(Fig. 4·14). 
Figure 4·13: Fast converging blood flow through post-capillary 
venule network imaged with single-exposure OBM. (a) Single frame 
of Video 4. (b) The temporal average (grayscale) and variance (red) 
show static vessel walls with improved SNR and highlight flow dy-
namics, respectively. 1 ms exposure, --!.± fps, scale bar 30 J.lm. 
4.2.5 Discussion 
Single-exposure OBM simultaneously and independently measures absorption and 
phase-gradient contrast images of thick, scattering dynamic tissues. The sensitivity 
to lateral phase gradients and in-plane motion are a direct complement to optical 
Doppler tomography (ODT), which is sensitive to axial phase gradients and the 
projection of blood velocity along the optical axis. The axial resolution afforded by 
OBM may be useful, for instance, in decoupling the hemodynamics of a capillary 
plexus from that of an underlying arteriole. 
In our previous work (Ford et al., 2012a), a double-shutter camera was used 
to minimize the time delay between paired exposures and thus minimize motion 
artifacts. Even if the inter-frame delay is zero, however, image mis-registration 
still occurs due to the finite exposure time of each frame. When such errors are 
unacceptable, as in the case of fast moving or unstable endoscopic environments, 
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Figure 4·14: Extended field-of-view (FOV) mosaic of capillary net-
work. The temporal average (grayscale) and time-averaged variance 
(red) show static vessel walls with improved SNR and highlight re-
gions of dynamic blood flow, respectively. FOV: 505 x 335 J-Lm. Scale 
bar 30 f.J-ID . Dashed box identifies the FOV of a single frame. 
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then single-exposure operation is required. A widefield system features a distinct 
advantage over a scanning system in that motion blur is readily detected and no 
temporal ambiguity exists in an individual frame. 
Ultimately, the number of collected backscattered photons limits the exposure 
time, and thus frame rate, for a desired SNR. Increased light throughput is achieved 
by using red or near infrared (NIR) wavelengths where absorption is low in biolog-
ical tissue and by minimizing the source-detector distance. This work used a com-
mercial Hopkins lens without an integrated illumination channel. With purposeful 
probe design, the source-detector distance could be minimized, which could have 
the added benefit of increased obliquity and thus greater phase-gradient sensitiv-
ity (Ford et al., 2012a). 
The Wollaston prism exhibits chromatic dispersion which may cause smearing 
of the sub-images along the shear axis if optical bandwidths of more than sev-
eral tens of nanometers are used. The effect was manifestly negligible over the 
approximately .50 nm bandwidth used in this work. Recently, the achromatization 
of a Wollaston prism with the use of a compensating prism was demonstrated 
experimentally (Wong et al., 2011). An achromatic Wollaston prism assembly of 
this type may enable single-exposure OBM with a white light source. It should 
be cautioned, however, that scattering and absorption in biological tissue can be 
strong functions of wavelength over a few hundred nanometers. If this is the case, 
incomplete separation of absorption and phase-gradient contrast may arise. The 
asymmetry may be partially mitigated by adjusting the physical source-detector 
separation to maintain equal distance in terms of transport mean free path. 
Another compensating prism scheme has been proposed (Soref and McMahon, 
1966) to compensate for asymmetric anamorphic distortion. Of course, distortion 
and chromaticity could both be avoided by using a dichroic beamsplitter and two 
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cameras. Besides the obvious need for multiple cameras in this configuration, care 
must be taken to use an image-quality beam-splitter, as standard dichroic beam-
splitters only minimize aberrations in the transmitted field and not the reflected 
field. 
4.3 Conclusion 
An OBM based on a rigid endoscope was modified for single-exposure opera-
tion by the addition of a Wollaston prism image splitting relay. Sub-images were 
co-registered and processed in real-time with an inexpensive graphics process-
ing unit. Wavelength multiplexing was used to simultaneously and obliquely 
back-illuminate the ectoderm layer of the developing chick CAM in avo. Video-
rate movies free from distortion and motion artifacts show simultaneous phase-
gradient and absorption contrast from individual RBCs flowing through well re-
solved vessels and surrounding stromal structure. A moving temporal variance 
and averaging filter effectively separated static from dynamic structures a posteriori 
for highlighted identification of the capillary plexus. The hemodynamic parame-
ters RBC velocity and function capillary density were measured in two capillary 
regions. Fast en face imaging sensitive to absorption and in-plane phase gradients 
is well suited for studying in vivo hemodynamics of individual RBCs flowing at 
moderate rates in unstained whole tissues. Single-exposure OBM is shown to en-
able such imaging. 
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Chapter 5 
Clinical Outlook 
5.1 Summary of techniques 
In summary, two high-speed, widefield techniques for endomicroscopy were pre-
sented with fluorescence and phase contrast, respectively. 
HiLo endomicroscopy acquires widefield fluorescence images with numerical 
background rejection. HiLo synthesizes an optically sectioned image from two 
sequential exposures of the sample under uniform and structured illumination, 
respectively. The structure used in this work was a grid pattern with high spa-
tial frequency, 11,9 . 11,c is the cutoff frequency separating low- and high-spatial fre-
quency content in the final image. HiLo features lateral spatial resolution identical 
to that of a widefield microscope (!J.p = -A/ (2NAdet )) owing to use of the full de-
tection numerical aperture. Axial resolution and sectioning strength of the low 
spatial frequency content (11, < 11,c) are given by !J. z = 0.54/ (K,9 NAdet ) and lzl-3 , re-
spectively. Axial resolution and sectioning strength of the high spatial frequency 
content (11, > 11,c) are given by !J.z = 0.68/ (K,cNAdet) and lzl-312, respectively. 
HiLo endomicroscopy was demonstrated using a flexible imaging fiber bun-
dle with 240 f.Lill FOV, spatial resolution limited by the fiber core sampling (~p = 
' 
· 2.6 f.Lm) and axial resolution !J. z ~ 17 f.Lill. Frame rate was 9.5 Hz using a double-
shutter camera to minimize motion artifacts and GPU image processing was per-
formed in real time with maximum processing rate 35 Hz. Sources of background 
signal including fiber core autofluorescence were found to be important to mea-
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sure and subtract from the raw data. Fiber core artifacts were removed using a 
novel iterative nonlinear digital filter. Sources of noise including shot noise and 
readout noise were estimated and the resulting background bias in the HiLo im-
age was estimated and corrected. Near video rate imaging was demonstrated in 
chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) in avo and in vivo. 
Oblique back-illumination microscopy (OBM) is a stain-free technique for si-
multaneous and independent phase-gradient and absorption contrast imaging of 
sub-surface structures in thick scattering tissue. Optical fiber-supplied illumina-
tion from outside the detection objective was shown to provide oblique diffuse re-
flectance with obliquity weakly determined by source-detector separation. When 
the objective is focused inside thick tissue, weak phase structures appear obliquely 
illuminated by the diffuse reflectance, leading naturally to phase-gradient contrast. 
Dual fiber-illumination (both sequential and simultaneous) was demonstrated to 
separate the phase-gradient from absorption contrast, allowing simultaneous op-
eration of the two modalities. Image formation theory showed the absorption 
and phase-gradient images to result from PSFs determined by the objective NA 
(~p = >. j (2NAdet) as in traditional widefield imaging). 
OBM was demonstrated using a flexible imaging fiber bundle with 240 f-lill FOV, 
spatial resolution limited by the fiber core sampling (~p = 2.6 f-lill) and 60 f-liD work-
ing distance. Imaging speed was 17.5 Hz using a double-shutter camera to mini-
mize motion artifacts. Apparent axial resolution, quantified with a scattering tis-
sue phantom, was ~z ~ 6 f-lill . Simultaneous phase-gradient and absorption con-
trast imaging of a scattering tissue phantom, several murine tissues ex vivo and 
~ 
chick CAM in avo and in vivo was demonstrated. 
Single-exposure OBM was also demonstrated using a rigid Hopkins lens with 
diffraction-limited spatial resolution (~p ~ 550 nm), a 260 f-lill FOV and 40 p,m work-
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ing distance. Imaging speed was 25.5 and -!-! .2Hz for 2 x 2 and 4 x -!camera bin-
ning, respechvely. Single-exposure simultaneous phase-gradient and absorption 
imaging of microvasculature in the developing chick CAM in avo and in vivo was 
demonstrated. Inter-frame image registration and temporal variance filtering was 
applied to highlight membrane dynamics and generate wide FOV mosaics of the 
capillary plexus. 
5.2 Comparisons 
To compete in the growing research and clinical endomicroscopy markets, HiLo 
and OBM must compare favorably with existing techniques. 
5.2.1 HiLo, widefield fluorescence and confocal endomicroscopy 
To compare the imaging performance of HiLo versus widefield and confocal fluo-
rescence endomicroscopy, human colonic mucosa was imaged in vivo during rou-
tine clinical screening. All images were obtained with flexible fiber bundle probes 
supplied by Mauna Kea Technologies. The widefield and HiLo images are still 
frames from videos acquired at 9.!'5 fps using 10 ms exposure time and excitation 
power '"" 20 m W. HiLo image processing was performed in real time using an 
NVIDIA GPU. Confocal images were acquired at 9 fps. See Figure 5·1. 
HiLo can readily be compared with widefield epi-fluorescence imaging since 
one of the raw images required for HiLo is just such an image. In fact, this can be 
viewed as one of HiLo's advantages over other sectioning techniques- the ability 
to quickly switch between sectioned and non-sectioned imaging, which is useful, 
for example, when finding initial focus in thick samples. The HiLo images show 
a marked iffiprovement in contrast over the widefield images, but suffered from 
motion artifacts caused by inter-frame motion despite the use of the double-shutter 
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600 11m FOV 240 11m FOV 
widefield Hila confocal 
Figure 5·1: Human colonic mucosa imaged with widefield fluores-
cence, HiLo, and confocal endomicroscopy. Images courtesy of Dr. 
Satish K. Singh, BUSM and VA Boston. 
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camera. Decreasing the exposure time was found to partially mitigate the motion 
artifacts, but at the expense of an unacceptable reduction in SNR (data not shown). 
The confocal images suffer from probe motion as well. Due to raster scanning, mo-
tion artifacts in confocal endomicroscopy manifest as streaking rather than blur-
ring. During still imaging, HiLo was not able to reveal the high-resolution features 
visible in the confocal images. 
5.2.2 OBM and epi-reflection 
To compare OBM with standard widefield reflection imaging, an epi-illumination 
path was added to the flexible imaging fiber bundle setup described in Section 3.4.1. 
A polarizing beamsplitter was used to reject the strong specular reflection from the 
proximal fiber bundle surface and tissue top surface, similar to orthogonal polar-
ization spectral imaging (OPS) (Groner et al., 1999). See Figure 5·2. 
Fixed mouse cardiac muscle tissue was imaged under epi-reflection and OBM 
for comparison. The phase-gradient image (OBM-) exhibits significantly higher 
contrast than either the absorption image (OBM+) or reflection image (epi-illumi-
nation). Images were autoscaled to fill the dynamic range of the display. Note 
that while the removal of the large bias in the absorption and reflection images 
improves contrast, SNR remains too low to reveal meaningful structure. Because 
the absorption images are derived from the sum of raw images, their values are 
positive definite (zero is black), and they do not exhibit out-of-focus background 
rejection. 
5.2.3 OBM and reflection confocal 
Human buccal mucosa was imaged in vivo with both OBM and a prototype re-
flectance confocal system (Mauna Kea Technologies). In both cases, the tissue 
was treated with acetic acid approximately one minute before imaging. Figure 5·3 
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Figure 5·2: Fixed mouse cardiac muscle tissue under epi-reflection 
contrast, amplitude contrast OBM (OBM+ ), and phase-gradient con-
trast OBM (OBM-). Scale bar 20 J-Lm. 
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shows a mosaic of representative images under reflection confocal (first and third 
columns) and OBM (second and fourth columns). While the reflection confocal 
images identify buccal epithelial cell nuclei and cell borders, the images exhibit 
generally poor contrast and high levels of speckle noise. The OBM images, on 
the other hand, are speckle free and resolve both epithelial cell nuclei as well as 
overlapping cell membranes and intracellular structures. Furthermore, while the 
confocal images were acquired at a modest 12 fps, the OBM images were acquired 
at over 50 fps using a high frame rate camera. The setup used to acquire these 
videos is described in Section 5.3. 
Figure 5·3: Human buccal mucosa in vivo under reflection confocal 
and OBM. Scale bar 20 p.m. 
S.2.4 OBM and FF-OCT 
FF-OCT is a competing widefield en face imaging technique with phase sensitivity 
and axial resolution. Like in OBM, the lateral resolution of FF-OCT is determined 
by the objective numerical aperture. Unlike OBM, the axial resolution of FF-OCT 
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FF-OCT OBM FF-OCT OBM 
Figure 5·4: Rat flank skin surface ex vivo under FF-OCT and OBM. 
Scale bar 20 f.-liD. 
is determined by the coherence length of the source. Figures 5·4 and 5·5 show fixed 
rat flank skin ex vivo under FF-OCT and OBM. Compared to images obtained from 
OCT, OBM images are speckle-free. Moreover, owing to the large photon fluxes 
involved, they are also relatively shot-noise free. Intensity noise arises, in our case, 
mostly from inhomogeneous image sampling due to an uneven distribution of 
fiber cores in the imaging fiber bundle. The contrast in OCT derives from tissue 
reflectance due to strong phase gradients in the axial direction, in direct contrast 
to OBM, where signal is derived from even w eak phase gradients in the latera l 
directions. While axial resolution and depth penetration of OCT are superior to 
OBM owing in part to the near infrared (NIR) wavelengths used, imaging speed 
of OBM is far superior. 
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FF-OCT OBM FF-OCT OBM 
Figure 5·5: Rat flank skin cross-section ex vivo under FF-OCT and 
OBM. Scale bar 20 J-Lm. 
5.3 Future work and clinical outlook 
Collaborations are underway with physicians at Boston University School of Medicine 
(BUSM) to investigate the use of OBM to detect gastrointestinal legions in rat mod-
els and humans. To maximize the utility of OBM during these trials, a mobile 
instrument based off the flexible imaging fiber probe was constructed with high 
speed and multimodality capability. 
5.3.1 Dual-camera multimodality OBM 
A dual-camera, multi-wavelength setup was constructed to simultaneously ac-
, 
quire data under different illumination wavelength ranges (see Figure 5·6) . Two 
multi-wavelength fiber-coupled light emitting diode (LED) modules (Mightex WFC-
H4, SLC-AA04-US) couple light into optical fibers (Thorlabs BFL48-1000; 0.-±8 NA; 
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Figure 5·6: The dual-camera multi-wavelength OBM endomicro-
scope setup. (a) light from two fiber-coupled multi-wavelength LED 
modules is transmitted along multimode fibers alongside an imaging 
fiber bundle probe. The image on the proximal face of the fiber bun-
dle is relayed to two high speed CMOS cameras through an image-
splitting dichroic beamsplitter such that each camera is sensitive to 
complementary portions of the visible and NIR spectrum. (b) nor-
malized emission spectra of four wavelengths available in each LED 
module (solid blue, green, red and magenta lines) along with nor-
malized absorption (blue dashed line) and emission (green dashed 
line) spectra of fluorescein, and transmission spectra of the dichroic 
mirror (solid black line) and fluorescein emission filter (solid orange 
line). (c) A contact-mode 2. 5x water-immersion micro-objective is 
fixed to the end of the imaging fiber bundle to give additional mag-
nification and 60 f.-LID working distance. Offset optical fibers deliver 
light which obliquely back-illuminates the sample at the focal plane. 
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1 mm core; 3m length) through a standard sub-miniature A (SMA) connection. A 
summary of the available wavelengths and optical powers is shown in Table 5.1. 
The optical fibers are placed in contact with the sample alongside a contact-mode 
micro-objective (Mauna Kea Technologies; 2.6 mm diameter; 2.5 x magnification; 
60 f.-lill working distance; water-immersion; 0.8 NA) coupled to an imaging fiber 
bundle (30,000 cores; 600 f.-lill active area). The source-detector separation is ap-
proximately 1.8 mm. The image at the proximal face of the fiber bundle is relayed 
to matching monochrome complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cam-
eras (PhotonFocus MV1-D1312-160-CL-12, 12-bit mode) with an achromatic objec-
tive (Olympus UPLFLN10X2; U Plan Fluorite; 10 x , 0.3 NA) and tube lens (Thor-
labs AC254-200-A-ML). An image-splitting dichroic beamsplitter (Semrock FF560-
FDi01-25 x35) is used to send blue and green light to the first camera and red 
and near infrared (NIR) light to the second. Images are streamed from the cam-
eras along a camera-link interface and captured with a dual-base frame grabber 
(BitFlow KBN-PCE-CL2-D). Frame rate and wavelength selection are fully config-
urable. 
Table 5.1: Multi-wavelength illumination parameters. 
Channel Wavelength (nm) Bandwidth (1 /e2, nm) Power* (mW) 
Blue 464 43 22 
Green 527 60 10 
Red 632 32 10 
NIR 736 47 7.5 
*after transmission through 3 m optical fiber 
Single wavelength OBM 
The simplest mode of operation is to perform OBM with a single illumination 
wavetength by synchronously toggling power between the left and right optical 
fibers. Raw camera frames can then be combined pair-wise to produce either a 
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Figure 5·7: Capillary blood flow measured in vivo through human 
eyelid dermis. (a,b) Individual phase-gradient contrast OBM images 
under simultaneous red and NIR illumination. Images are from an 
approximately 600 ms segment of video captured at 83.3 frame pairs 
per second (fpps). (c) Capillary visualized by a sliding 3-frame tem-
poral variance filter. Multiplying frames in (a,b) by capillary mask 
(c) yields (d,e), where individual red blood cells are easily distin-
guished (white arrows). (f) Another capillary with a more tortuous 
path extracted from a separate segment from the same video as (a-
e). Tracking the motion of individual red blood cells over the course 
of the video segment reveals a capillary blood speed of ~ 0.3 mm/ s, 
in agreement with previously published results (Zharov et al., 2006). 
Scale bars 20 p.m. 
phase-gradient contrast or amplitude contrast composite image (by subtracting or 
adding normalized images, respectively) . Multiple wavelengths are available to 
' 
be used individually or in concert; the LED controller allows independent con-
figuration and triggering of each wavelength. This mode utilizes only one of the 
two cameras. The benefits of using a high frame rate CMOS camera is the ability 
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to track fast dynamics in vivo, as was demonstrated by tracking capillary dermal 
blood flow in the human eyelid (see Figure 5·7). 
Simultaneous co-registered multi-wavelength OBM 
Figure 5·8: Stratified squamous epithelium of the buccal mucosa in 
vivo under the flexible OBM endomicroscope probe. (a,c) phase gra-
dient images and (b,d) corresponding amplitude images obtained 
under red and blue/ green illumination, respectively. Scale bars are 
30 ,urn for (a,b) and 20 ,urn for (c,d). The phase gradient images high-
light buccal cell borders (dashed lines in (a)), cell nuclei as well as 
sub-cellular features. The amplitude images reveal cell nuclei in high 
contrast (arrows in (b,d)). All images are still frames from a video ac-
quired at 30 fpps (60 fps). 
A dual-camera configuration can be used to simultaneously acquire co-regis-
tered OBM images using different wavelengths. In this case four raw images are 
acquired in the time span of two exposures. This mode can be used, for example, 
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to simultaneously visualize phase gradient contrast in the red/NIR spectrum and 
amplitude contrast in the blue/ green spectrum. This mode may also be used as a 
two-camera two-wavelength solution for single-exposure OBM. 
Simultaneous OBM co-registered with fluorescence 
OBM may be combined with widefield fluorescence imaging by illuminating con-
tinuously and symmetrically with blue light to excite fluorescein-like dyes in the 
sample. A green emission filter in one camera would collect the fluorescence im-
age. Simultaneously and independently, red or NIR illumination may be toggled 
such that phase-gradient contrast OBM images are collected by the other cam-
era. Image registration is easily performed by using the fiber core structure of the 
fiber bundle. Preliminary demonstrations of simultaneous phase-gradient imag-
ing with co-registered fluorescence has been demonstrated with 10 p,m diameter 
fluorescent polysytrene beads embedded in a scattering tissue phantom (see Fig-
ure 5·9). 
Figure 5·9: Simultaneous co-registered OBM phase gradient (a) and 
fluorescence (b) images of fll.!orescently labeled polystyrene beads 
embedded in a scattering tissue phantom. Scale bar 20 p,m. 
5.3.2 Outlook 
There are several strategies to improve HiLa endomicroscopy. First, the autofluo-
rescence background and uneven sampling and transmission efficiency introduced 
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by the fiber cores can be mitigated by replacing the fiber bundle with a distal chip 
camera. Uniform and structured illumination could then be introduced with a 
symmetric ring of illumination fibers supplying LED light and laser light, respec-
tively. The benefits of speckle HiLo include high illumination contrast that is ro-
bust to tissue scattering and the ability to tune the width of the optical section a 
posteriori with a single tuning parameter. 
HiLa suffers from motion artifacts that are greatly suppressed with the use 
of a double-shutter camera but not completely. Single exposure HiLo has been 
demonstrated using dual-band excitation and emission and tissue staining with a 
modified Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probe (Muro et al., 2011). 
Routine clinical use of a novel dye would be precluded by the long FDA approval 
process. Nevertheless, dual-color HiLo endomicroscopy would perform well in a 
research setting. 
OBM is a promising clinical technology for imaging morphology in unstained 
tissues. OBM could be useful for guiding traditional biopsy in gastrointestinal tis-
sues such as the colon, esophagus and oral cavities. OBM may also be useful for 
real-time assessment of tumor margins during surgery, particular brain resections 
where distinction between diseased and healthy tissue is difficult to determine by 
eye and is often done with MRI. A major advantage of OBM over other phase 
microscopies and endoscopies is speed. With that in mind, highly dynamic tar-
gets such as blood flow, muscle contraction, and possibly even neuron firing may 
be imaged well with OBM. Phase-gradient OBM may give highly-valuable mor-
phological context to fluorescence modalities when using high-contrast sparsely 
distributed stains. 
Endomicroscopy is a swiftly advancing field which expands the capabilities of 
the endoscopist to include microscopic tissue visualization. The two high-speed 
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endomicroscopy techniques introduced here will hopefully push the field forward 
towards faster diagnoses, more precise interventions and more cost-efficient pa-
tient care. 
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Chapter 6 
Appendix 
6.1 Identities 
b 
.I eif.r d~ = (b- a)e i ~(b+a)xsinc ( ~ (b- a).r) (6.1) 
a. 
.I sinc(.r - ~ a.)sinc(x + ~ a ) d.r = 1rsinc(a) (6.2) 
.I sinc(.r)sinc ( ~.r) d.r = ~a (6.3) 
/ sinc(.r)jine ( ~.r ) d.r = aJl- (~r + 2arcsin (~) (6.4) 
/ sine (v- ~.r) sine (v + ~x) [sine ( ~.r)- cos ( ~x)] dx = ~asinc2 ( v ) (6.5) 
/sinc(x) cos (x)sinc ( ~x) d.r = ~a (6.6) 
.I sinc(.r) cos (x)jinc ( ~x) dx = aJl - a2 +arcsin (a) (6.7) 
/sinc(.r)~sin (.r) [sine ( ~x)- cos ( ~.r)J d.r = ~a? (6.8) 
/ sine (v - ~x) sine (v + ~x ) xsin (.r )sinc ( ~x) d~r = 0 (6.9) 
./sinc2 0x) xsin (x)jine ( ~x ) dx =a / sinc2 0 x) sin (.r.) .h ( ~x) dx (6.10) 
. 3.3 
, j sine (u- ~.r ) sine (v + ~ .r ) .Tsin (.r) jinc ( ~ :r ) d.r ~ ~. 6 sinc2 (u) (6.11) 
J sine (v- ~ .r ) sine (v + ~ .r. ) cos (x) [sine ( ~x)- cos ( ~.r)J d.r = 7f2°sinc2 (v) (6.12) 
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6.2 Square root matrix proof 
Consider ·ro = {x0 , y0 } to be the spatial coordinate of an unaberrated image. An 
image splitter creates two distorted and translated sub-images with corresponding 
spatial coordiantes ·fR and FL . Assuming a simple affine model supporting only 
expansion/ COntraction followed by translation, the mapping between rQ and r R is 
given by 
with inverse given by 
M - 1 _ R -
(6.13) 
~X) Sy ~.IJ 
0 1 
(6.14) 
0 
(6.15) 
(
S-;1 0 -~xS;1) 
o s-1 -~ s-1 !I .IJ !I 
0 0 1 
(6.16) 
With the knowledge that the image splitter applies approximately anti-symmetric 
distortions to the two sub-images (Sore£ and McMahon, 1966), the mapping be-
tween rQ and rL is given by 
Mr. =M[/ 
Then, the mapping between ·fL and rR becomes 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
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(6.19) 
(6.20) 
It is clear from the above equations that Mi and M~ are inverses of each other 
and have square root matrices M L and M R , respectively. 
The unaberrated image is replaced by the two sub-images, so experimentally 
measuring M L or M R from raw camera data is not possible. It is possible, how-
ever, to generate a table of matching control points in the two sub-images and 
solving for Mi or M~ in a least-squares fashion. Arbitrarily choosing to measure 
M~, the question remains whether M R can be uniquely derived. 
(6.21) 
To proceed, express M~ in terms of its eigendecomposition 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
The square root matrices of M~ can be shown to have the same eigenvectors 
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= ( QrQ- 1) ( QrQ- 1) 
Then r is given by 
r 2 = A 
r~ (11 + ±u 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
There are eight distinct square root matrices. Keeping r +'the matrix with all pos-
itive eigenvalues yields the desired result. 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
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My primary research interests are developing novel optical microscopy and 
endomicroscopy techniques for medical research applications and minimally in-
vasive clinical diagnostics. 
I completed my B.S. in Biomedical Engineering at the University of Texas at 
Austin in 2008. There I worked with Andrew Dunn as an undergraduate research 
assistant investigating murine cerebral blood flow dynamics with laser speckle 
contrast imaging (LSCI) and mapped oxygen partial pressure using phosphores-
cence quenching two-photon microscopy. My contributions were primarily instru-
ment development and surgical preparation. 
I completed by Ph.D. in Biomedical Engineering at Boston University in 2013. 
There I worked with Jerome Mertz developing fast widefield techniques for fluo-
rescence and phase sensitive microscopy and endomicroscopy. We implemented 
HiLa endomicroscopy, a double-exposure widefield fluorescence imaging tech-
nique with real-time numerical background rejection. We also developed oblique 
back-illumination microscopy (OBM), a non-scanning technique sensitive to sub-
surface lateral refractive index gradients in thick scattering tissues. OBM was used 
to image morphology of murine colonic mucosa and blood flow dynamics in the 
developing chick embryo. 
I look forward to a Research Fellowship at the Wellman Center for Photomedicine 
at Massachusetts General Hospital, where I will work with Dr. Guillermo Tearney 
to further the development of miniature optical probes for clinical gastrointestinal 
and cardiopulmonary applications. 
